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TERRACE--  The amount of the average  ho,ne cou ld  
garbage going into the local therefore be reduced by up to 
landfill will be reduced by as 300kg each year. At 1991 gar-: 
much as 90 tonnes per year if bage collection/disposal costs 
the city goes ahead with a plan of $86.20 per tonne, that 
to supply local householders translated to a saving of $21.55 
with composters, says a city per bin, per year. 
report. "It's in our own interest o 
A counci l  committee see people use these 
unanimously recommended the :c0mP0sters," Colongard said. 
purchase 300 of the composters 
to be offered to householders at
a fraction of the cost price. 
A report submitted by opera- 
tions director John Colongard 
pointed out kitchen and garden 
waste accounted for approx- 
imately one-third of garbage 
picked up from local homes. 
If composters were used, the 
amount of garbage put out by 
Under the plan, the city will 
buy the containers at $51 then 
resell them to the public at just 
$17 with the city and provincial 
government splitting the re- 
mainder of the cost. 
Colongard said the final bill 
for the city would be $6,098. 
Council was expected to en- 
dorse the proposal a t  its Mon- 
day night meeting. 
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All dressed up 
EXTERIOR OF the new Evangelical Free Church on Park has 
been brightened up now that siding has been Installed, That's , 
Chris McKay of Norlakes Construction examining the finished 
product. Work is continuing rapidly on the structure which in- 
eludes a gymnasium, kitchen facilities and classrooms. It'll 
replace the older chur<:h located on the same propertyl 
City gives comfort 
C  -op housing moves forward 
TERRACE --  The city is 
prepared to sell land for a pro. 
posed low-cost housing 
development but it's not yet 
ready to indicate where that'U 
be. 
instead, it'll give the Skeena 
Valley Co-op Housing Society a 
"comfort letter" it can submit 
to the provincial government to
help gain financing. 
The society wants to build up 
to 20 townhouses under a joint 
federal-provincial government 
program which subsidizes rental 
accommodation. 
The society has its eye on two 
city-owned parcels - -one  
behind the Willows apartments 
on Kalum originally slated for 
an ill-fated community centre 
proposal or a plot atthe corner 
of  Haugland Ave. and 
Evergreen St, on the city's south 
side. 
Alderman Danny Sheridan 
told society representatives ata 
recent meeting that  other 
groups also want the same pro- 
perty behind the Willows. 
The Terrace Second Ice Sheet 
Association and a local seniors 
housing group both want all or 
part of that land for their pro- 
jects. 
His suggestion for a comiort 
letter was accepted by society 
representative K ith Goodwin. 
Goodwin said that would 
probably be ~ufficient so long as 
the parcel wa~ "reasonably evel 
piece of land already with major 
services available so there's not 
major eal~ital cost."  
"A" "A- 'A" "A, ,A,- 
People interested inbecoming 
tenants in the proposed housing 
project have an opportunity to 
learn more about it tonight. 
The society .is holding a 
meeting at the carpenters hall 
on Sparks St. beginning at 7:30 
p.m. 
The townhouse.style develop- 
ment will feature two-to-four 
bedroom homes, a children's 
playground and possibly an on- 
site daycare facility. Rents will 
be set at no more than 30 per 
cent of a tenant's income. 
There are, however, several 
strict guidelines --  including 
maximum family income -- 
that must be met to live there. 
The development is particularly 
aimed at meeting the housing 
needs of single parent families. 
TERRACE - The University 
of Northern B.C. must offer 
something unique or students 
here will go  elsewhere, the 
president of the Northwest 
Community College students' 
association told a group of 
MLAs Monday afternoon. 
"It n e~ds to have courses and 
program s that aren't offered 
elsewhere in B .C . , "  Ken 
Hawkins said to the MLAs who 
are looking into northern educa- 
tion needs:  
He also predicted students 
would head south before going 
to Prince George to complete 
the i rde~s~] '  ~. . . . . . . . . . .  
" I f  degree-completion pro- 
grams are offered in Terrace or 
in the regions, then there are a 
number of students who would 
attend and complete their 
degrees here," Hawkins ex- 
plained, "If the only options are 
Prince George or the universities 
of the Lower Mainland, the im- 
pression I have is that Prince 
George is not going to be an op- 
tion." 
The meeting hero was one of 
several stops for the MLAs who 
were appointed by advanced 
Three 
charged 
TERRACE - Three men face 
charges of attempted murder fol-~ 
lowing a weekend stabbing in- 
cident near Oil's Place at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Emmanuel Cenitagoya, the 
50-year-old owner of e l i 's  
Place, is charged with attempted 
murder in connection with the 
Saturday evening stabbing of 
26.year.old Michel Chayer, also 
of Lakelse Lake. 
Chayer, who was stabbed in 
the chest, remains in stable con- 
dition in hospital. 
RCMP said some people 
drove by Cenitagoya's house 
after the stabbing and fired a 
number  of  gunshots  at 
Cenitagoya's wife. The shots 
missed her, but killed their dog. 
Daniel Haroux, 25, and Marc 
Andre Ducharme, 33, are charg-. 
ed with attempted murder and 
with possession of a weapon 
dangerous to the public peace. 
Northwest Roundup 
i 
Agriculture, said quotas are 
needed to keep from being. 
flooded with products from 
other countries. 
. ?  
HAZELTON Posta l  
workers here say a.cut in I 
their hours is rilefirst step 
PRINCE RUPERT - -  A 
local man has been ordered 
to pay $131,865 ~ for clearing 
trees from city-owned pro- 
perty so he could have an 
ocean view. 
Mutt Pedersen showed 
"reckless i abandon" in 
The clearing took place 
two years ago, on .Earth Day. 
SMITHERS -- The elimina- 
tion of marketing boards has 
dairy farmers here worried. 
Those marketing boards 
give farmers a guaranteed 
education minister Tom Perry to 
look into plans by the University 
of Northern B.C. Most of the 
comments they're hearing con- 
cern worries about centralization 
of university courses in Prince 
George. 
Hawkins said that if remote 
students are to be attracted to 
Prince George, "a decent cam. 
pus and decent accommoda. 
lion" would be a must. 
"We're not at all confident 
that the concerns of this region 
are being heard by the beard of 
governors," said Terrace mayor 
Jaek:Talstra. ?,There have: be#.n 
assurances of something like 
$137 mi l l ion to  bui ld some 
buildings in Prince George. 
There's been no money to my 
knowledge allocated so far to the 
regions. Zip, zero, zilch." 
Taistra suggested the advanc. 
ed education ministry require a 
certain amount of money be 
spent in the regions. "Perhaps 
for every dollar spent at the core, 
there should be a similar dollar 
spent in the regions," he said. 
Speakers addressing the task 
force repeatedly presented ways 
of putting power in the hands of 
the regions. 
Some of those proposals in- 
volvo a regional bureaucracy 
that would be responsible to the 
indiv idual  communi t ies .  
Another, presented by schools 
superintendent Frank Hamilton, 
was a formula for building 
regional representation into the 
new university's senate. 
Hamilton, along with local 
forester Rod Arnold, Skeena 
Broadcasting executive Bryan 
Edwards an~! NWCC Terrace 
campus director Gary Morrison, 
presented briefs from a new 
group called the Terrace Uni- 
versity Access Council. 
Noting the university's senate 
will have direct or indh'eet con- 
trol over UNBC's academic, fi- 
nancial and administrative 
operations, Hamilton called for a 
senate made up of six faculty 
members and two convocation 
members elected from each of 
three regions, a government- 
appointed business repre- 
sentative and native repre- 
sentative, a student from each 
region, the president and the 
chancellor. 
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Bobsein residents gain 
bit of breathing room 
TERRACE - -  David  
Giesbrecht still has some 
breathing room before health 
ministry officials go to court to 
make him rebuild his septic 
system. 
Giesbrecht is one of at least 
f ive Bobsein  Crescent  
homeowners under investiga- 
tion by the health ministry for 
septic system failure. 
Poor soil conditions and a 
high water table in the Thornhill 
subdivision cause septic fields to 
fail and brings raw sewage to 
the surface in ditches and yards. 
"We need an immediate solu- 
t ion," Giesbrecht said last 
week. "The health board and 
everybody are coming down on 
US." 
The 12-year-old problem is 
one of money. Residents can't 
afford to pay an extra $1,250 on 
their tax bill each year to build a 
new $5 million sewer system 
there. 
Giesbrech t was given an order 
to clean up by Feb. 29 after 
health officials began conduc- 
ting dye tests. 
That deadline has come and 
gone, and Giesbrecht says he is 
collecting estimates now. He 
believes the health ministry will 
give him two or three months 
before taking him to court. 
Hea l th  o f f ic ia ls  want 
G iesbrecht  and other  
homeowners with failed septic 
systems there to use fill to build 
up the level of their yards by 
more than two feet and install 
new septic tanks. 
That opt ion - -  costing at 
least $5,000 - -  is not even a 
guaranteed solution to the pro- 
blem, health ministry officials 
concede. 
And Thornhill's regional 
district director Les Watmough 
says it's a Complete waste of 
time. 
"We need an im- 
media e s I qt(o The 
nealrn ;o .oaro ..ano 
everybo'cJy "a'r~""*comfng .... 
down on us." 
"Landfilling just transfers 
the problem from • one property 
to another," he said. "It's just 
going to flow downhill to the 
next lowest property." 
A sewer system for the sub- 
division is the only answer, 
Watmough said. He said 
residents and local government 
representatives will continue 
lobbying Victoria for emergen- 
cy assistance. 
"We've heard very little," 
Watmough added. "It's pretty 
much a stalemate right now." 
He said the regional district 
and Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht are seeking extra 
grants from Victoria to reduce 
the cost to homeowners of 
building the proposed • sewer 
system for the Queensway area. 
So far they have com- 
mitments of a 50 per cent sub- 
sidy from the "ministry of 
municipal affairs and an addi- 
tional 25 per cent subsidy on 
construction of the outfall treat- 
ment plant from the environ- 
ment ministry. With those sub- 
sidies, residents would still have 
to pay $1,250a year. 
Watmough says the regional 
district won't even consider 
holding a referendum on the 
issue until the annual cost can 
be brought down to about $700 
per homeowner. 
To get the cost down to that 
level - -  which would still make 
David Giesbrecht 
it the most expensive sewer 
system• in the province ~ the 
municipal affairs ministry 
would have to agree to a 75 per 
cent subsidy. 
. :. '  
He said the health ministry 
crackdown has created a crisis. 
"There are at least five peo- 
ple down there in danger of los- 
ing their homes," Watmough 
said. "And living in the dark 
ages with sewers running in the 
streets is just not acceptable." 
Skeena Health Unit medical 
health officer David Bowering 
agrees. 
"The situation is unaccep- 
table," he said, noting that a 
whole host of communicable 
diseases from salmonella and 
giardia to viral hepatitis can be 
transmitted in such conditions. 
"It's a real possibility that an 
outbreak could occur." 
However, Bowering said he's 
required to enforce the regula- 
tions. 
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RUSH IN. 
You, t0= Poua L ' ] ICBC 
"Really I don't have much 
choice," he said. "Ultimately if 
they (the residents) can't fix it 
or are still in violation it will be 
put before a court." 
The sewage problems 'in the 
Queensway area put Thornhill 
and the Kttimat.Stikine r gional 
district on the environment 
ministry's list of polluted or 
contaminated sites for the first 
time this year. 
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O 
THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS YOUR.  
L ICENSE TO FLY 
PRIVATE 
PILOT 
GROUND SCHOOL COURSE 
Held in accordance with Ministry of Transport regulations. Taught by a 
qualified and experienced class II instructor. 
Don' t  put  it off any longer! 
Evening Classes Starting Soon In Terrace! 
FOR MORE DETAILS OR TO REGISTER CALL:  
635-5978 
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Here's a Romantic 
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Recept:ion! 
Dine and dance in high style on your 
wedding day. Our experienced staff will be 
at your service for consultation, to assist 
in your planning. We cater to your every 
, need. 
Choose from a menu of delectable meals 
prepared by our professional chefs, 
Excellent appetizers and desserts are 
also available. 
Our banquet rooms seat up to 200 
people comfortably! For the expertise, 
professionalism and personal touch 
needed to make yours a memorable 
reception, call us today. 
4551 Greig 
Terrace, B.C. 
6.35-663O 
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store 
'i ~ ~i • i~i '~ ~/• 
TO BETTER 
SERVE 
YOU mmm 
~° 
lhe Terrace 
Co-op Will Be Closed On 
Sunday, March 15/92 
For Cash Register And Scanning 
Equipment Updating & Installation. 
Terrace Co-op Apologizes For Any 
Inconvenience This May Cause. 
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store 
4616 Greig Ave. 635-6347 
Railworkers teach safety 
Starting on the right track 
NDPers elected 
Two local people are on 
the newly-elected executive 
of the New Democratic Par- 
ty's constituency association 
for the federal Skeena riding. 
Tammy Simmonds, who 
works for the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees, 
is the treasurer while Gail 
Murray,; assistant to MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht, is one of 
two people named to repre- 
sent the provincial Skeena 
riding. 
Barb Cochran of Hazelton 
returns for a second term as 
president, Pat Moss of 
Smithers is vice president and 
Jennifer Davies of Prince 
Rupert is the secretary. 
The other representative 
from the provincial Skeena 
riding is Jim Nyland. He 
works for the Canadian 
Association of Smelter and 
Allied Workers in Kitimat. 
Food bank 
The first four days of next 
week mark the March 
distribution period for the 
Terrace Churches Food 
Bank. 
Monday is for people with 
last names from A-H, Tues- 
day for those with last names 
from 1-R and Wednesday for 
those with last names of S-Z. 
Thursday is the day set aside 
fo r  people who missed the 
first three days. 
Donations can be made to 
the food bank by calling 
Terry Elkiw at 638-I522, at 
Braid Insurance on Lakelse 
Ave. or by contacting area 
churches. 
Food stuffs can be drop- 
• ped off ' in specially-marked 
bins at Terrace Co-op, Over- 
waitea or Safeway. 
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SAFETY FIRST and always is the theme of a schools program being taught by CN workers in telling 
students not to wander on to train tracks, Don Hall, Allan Harkins and Calen Delain were three of the 
CN employees spreading that word in area schools. The progra~!.got;is tart in Srnithers last year. 
STOREWIDE SALE 
pushing baby strollers across 
train tracks to kids lifting their 
bikes between railcars. 
Those potential dangers and 
the deaths that have occurred 
have led to a safety program 
conceived by a small group of 
Smithers CN employees. 
" I t 's  more good luck than 
bad judgement that more peo- 
ple aren't killed," says conduc- 
tor Milt Mahoney of Smithers. 
He and other CN employees 
spent last week in area schools 
tel l ing chi ldren from 
kindergarten to Grade 7 to be 
wary of trains. 
The program was thought up 
by Mahoney and another CN 
worker three and half years ago 
in Smithers. 
They compiled visual aids, 
video tape and a model of a 
signalized crossing as part of the 
program. 
It was introduced last May in 
Telkwa and then taken to 
schools in Smithers-and the 
Hazeltons. The presentations 
here last week are to be follow- 
ed by ones in Prince Rupert and 
around Prince George. 
"We're saying don't trespass 
in the yard, don't go on the 
bridges. Play safe and you'll be 
safe and then our jobs will 
become safer," said Mahoney. 
The goal is that the children 
will educate their parents about 
the danger and also grow up 
with accumulating the poten- 
tially fatal habit of crossing the 
rail yard here or playing on rail 
tracks . . . . . . . .  "-~ 
Mahoney and the other CN 
employees aid their greatest 
fear is to kill someone. 
But they say the chances of 
that happening are ever present 
because people simply aren't  
aware of the dangers of trains. 
A coal train weighs 14,000 
tonnes and is 6,000 feet long. 
When travelling at 45 miles an  
hour, it takes one and a half 
miles to come to a dead halt in 
an emergency stop. 
There's also the suction that's 
created by a train moving along 
the tracks. It's enough to suck 
in a young child. 
"I 'm 130 pounds and I have 
step back," says local CN 
worker Don Hall of the danger 
of suction. 
Train equipment is also 
becoming quieter, meaning that 
people simply don't hear a train 
until it is too late, says local 
locomotive engineer Allan 
Harkins. 
"You seem so many foolish 
things happening. Enough,s 
enough," he said. 
Mahoney said the safety pro: 
gram concentrates on ~ four 
words --  stop, look, listen and 
never. 
"Never be unsafe. That,s the 
most important part," he said~ 
Statistics for last year  in- 
dicated there were 47 people 
killed, 174 injured and 254 ac- 
cidents involving trains at cross- 
ings. 
"That's simply too many," 
said Mahoney. 
Angling hazard 
E ALL INVENTORY MUST B SOLD 
Lehmanns Have Sold Their Jewellery Business To Carters Jewellers 
TERRACE - -  Each fishing need for safety near trains. 
season it happens. "With fishing season coming 
Anglers place themselves in up again, we know'll we'll be 
danger along the rail tracks that facing the same dangers," said 
run beside the Skeena River. Hall. ~ 
"We've seen lawn chairs in He and Tucker said it is not 
the middle of the tracks. People uncommon for trains to run 
just sitting there," says local over lawn chairs and beer 
CN locomotive ngineer Allan coolers simply because peopi~ 
Harkins. can't get them out of the way 
He and local conductor Don fast enough. 
Hall were part of a team of CN "And the say the same thing;. 
employees visiting area schools They just didn t "hear ~h~ tram 
last week to teach about the ~ comi'ng~" sbid'Hi~rkin~, x '~ ~=' ~
. . . .  • .,7:' 
SECOND 
WEEK 
25% 
OFF ALL STOCK 
EVERYTHING 
MUST BE SOLD! 
40% 
OFF CUCKOO CLOCKS 
RETIREMENT 
SALE 
Super Savings', 
!i 
while 
stock lasts, i 
Don't miss 
this sale. 
Heinz & Trudy Lehmann 25 Years In 
The Jewellery Business In Terrace 
•-Dlamond STOREWIDE C, d tured  : Dmm, onds 
J I ~A-][~~l[ : = i * t::arr,ngs E~ at  Pe .~ ][ • Chains ageme N - 
" " "  ~ . . . .  Pearls have always been popular and now ""  ~ / ' j~  ~ Everything has been marked down. Yes, everythingl . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ~ , .  . . . .  Come see our huge selection - -  it won't last! mey re.more ra.snlonanle tnan.~e.ver ann I . . . .  
bride to be a ,~ ,  perTectly pncea urystal ant i  For the " - - ~ ~  , ~  ' ~ 1  
diamond ring is the most / .~P~- '~ ~----'='~"1~ -<~--" !~.~) .¢:,% £~'% ~ ~ .-~" "~E Sliver Plated 
' ENAM R 
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A 
Special thanks to all 
our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
Forest storm i 
Canadians are correct if they've spent 
the last few days asking themselves what 
benefit here is in the free trade deal with 
the United States. For the third time in 
10 years, the American commerce 
department has decided that our soft- 
wood exports to that country are sub- 
sidized. 
The result is a general 14.58 per dent 
increase in duty on Canadian softwood 
going into the United States. This is on 
top of a 15 per cent increase in costs to 
forest companies that came from an 
earlier dispute on the issue. 
It also doesn't help matters much that 
this is an election year in the United 
States. Politicians there, like anywhere 
else, act in any number of ways to make 
sure they are gain or retain elected of- 
fice. Last year it was Desert Storm. This 
year call it Forest Storm. 
On the surface American lumber pro- 
ducers say Canadian governments sub- 
sidize companies here. They say that 
gives Canadian lumber a price advantage 
when being sold in the United States. In 
reality, the American companies want a 
higher Canadian price so they can better 
compete with an acknowledged superior 
Canadian product. That's hardly what 
we would call free enterprise. 
The irony is that Canadian lumber will 
still be in demand in the United States 
because ~that country can't supply 
enough to meet its own market re- 
quirements. This means American con- 
sumers will be paying for the extra duty, 
And that means the price of American 
homes will be going up. In effect, the 
American consumer is being penalized. 
All of this points to the simple realiza- 
tion that the United States regards itself 
as above the intent of the free trade deal. 
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney would 
be justified in serving notice that Canada 
is bailing out of the deal. 
NOT SWEET OUGH...Pt)M KIN ?.,. 
\ 00•  
Take this one MP 
behind wood shed 
Planning ahead VICTORIA --  The thick envelope, addressed to me, ar- 
rived by courier in the press 
gallery. Pages one and two of 
There's a growing demand for land " " " ing the contents featured two smil- 
development and that requires planning ~ejanU:~l atan° i~e~ t hfl?~° vPe~Yo ;mm?ns~ ap ing faces, those of Jim Fulton 
on the part of the city to make sure that provals until the new plan is in place, and Bob Skelly, both NDP 
what is going on makes sense. That's just as dangerous because it 
The problem is that the city doesn't would stall growth. 
l~av¢,,er~p.,~h peopl, ~o, dp the. plasnjng, So what the city needs to do is perhaps 
• " "~ " ,  t . . . .  . 1: L' ~ ,!J " ,~ , ,  . ~ ,  * ( i t  l l ' ) ( t t  ")! ' i t ' .b  ~ ~: .(~ " . 
iob.,effectivety,. It  does,,have ,an official, :,.delay or i shOlw so/n'e of the spending 
plan that is supposed to set out what 'priorities it  has already established in 
should happen where and why. But it's 
old and insufficient. The stuff in the 
plan doesn't meet the image council 
wants the city to have - -  that being the 
service centre for the northwest with op- 
portunities for businesses a  well as a de- 
cent quality of life for its residents. 
All of this leave the city in a quandry. 
Council wants a new community plan. 
But it also wants developments o go 
ahead. It can't have both. To handle 
developments piece meal is dangerous 
favour of allocating more money to its 
planning department. This would be 
done with the understanding the extra 
help is for a fixed period of time. 
The idea would be to concentrate on 
the new community plan and to meet 
those development eeds. It makes little 
sense for the city to continue on the way 
it is. Not only is it in danger of losing out 
on some growth opportunities, but 
residents will have to live with whatever 
hodge-podge that may result. 
An easy way out 
For an unusual kids' contest, 
Skeena Mall could try Thor- 
nhill's pastime -- shortcutting. 
Any age or size can play. The 
pros and cons of being puny 
balance those of being oversize. 
It appeals to all ages; it 
universally annoys adults. Only 
vandalism has equal appeal. 
Despite its name, ~hortcutting 
is not intended to save time, or 
to conserve energy for 
strenuous games uch as street 
hockey. It's done to thumb the 
nose at touchy old codgers, peo- 
ple who have invested six mon- 
ths' pension into fencing. Non- 
chalantly hurdling their fence is 
akin to torching unpowder. 
Yelling contests can take 
place in the mail; shortcutting 
needs venues just as the Albert- 
ville Olympics did. It is scored 
in five categories: fence, dogs, 
visibility, excuses, and effect. 
While any fenced yard can be 
a venue, the higher and sturdier 
the fence, the greater the 
challenge, The best Venues have 
exceptionally high, quality 
fences with vertical rather than 
horizontal boards, or  small 
mesh, offering few toe or han- 
dholds. Yards with trees, out- 
buildings or duck blinds rank as 
bunny slopes. 
Look for yards zealously 
patrolled by agile, alert younger 
dogs. There should be signs 
posted warn ing  of their 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sondecki 
venue is the dogpound's exer- 
cise run. 
The degree of difficulty is 
compounded by backstop 
fences, pit bulls, and grounds 
smooth as pudding skin. Bonus 
points are awarded to any 
trespasser who triggers aMount 
St. Helens explosion in the resi- 
dent. Upsetting a married cou- 
ple beats tormenting a lone 
bachelor. 
Granted, provoking arthritics 
to hobble from the house bran- 
dishing a cane and screaming, 
"What the hell do you think 
you're doing in this yard'/" or 
rudely inquiring into the short- 
cutter's mental and parental 
background, not only breaks 
the monotony of a senior's day. 
It gives the intruder satisfac- 
tion. • 
But bedevilling oldtimers o 
their next meal gives them 
heartburn rates a bronze medal. 
Stirring them up to the brink of 
heart attack earns a silver. Pi- 
queing them to lay trespassing 
charges claims gold. 
Shortcutting forces juveniles 
viciousness. Allot ten points for to think on their feet, with as- 
each guard dog, to a maximum tounding results. Even inex- 
of thirty points. More than 'perienced shortcutters, oncein- 
three dno~ ~hould tell you your tercepted, reel off excuses faster 
, 
than Danny Kaye cornered in a 
castle. The absurdity of their 
alibis is usually lost. The contest 
would grade alibis for inven- 
tiveness and believeability. 
Now, there's a gap. 
It's hard to surpass hortcut- 
ting as an on-the-job training 
leg up in our competitive 
economy. Youngsters who risk 
life, limb, and Levis to pare 
their route by mere meters 
deserve more than a pat on the 
back. Even a hard pat, ad- 
ministered by parents, low 
down. 
So long as parents withhold 
their praise, Skeena Mall can 
give shortcutters prizes. 
~?.'~" .~ ':¢ ~:~:" .'..'. 
.............. ~ ~, .~,~a':~":, 
~:!:::¢,g~<~: ::~:::::¢!:!:I:?, 
• ~ .:,:.~,>:~.,.., .:?~:^  ~.':: , ::%.'~:;.~.~.:.!:~::: 
'~::::$~-.:b. : :b :::'×.:,>~::::~ .~::?~.: 
MPs representing British Col- 
umbia constituencies in Ot- 
tawa. 
The contents, however, were 
nothing to smile about. The 
package consisted of two in- 
troductory letters by above- 
mentioned politicians, and a 
4-page document titled Share 
Groups in British Columbia. 
The document was prepared 
by the Parliamentary Library 
in Ottawa which, I suppose, is 
to give it the legitimacy its 
contents adly lack. 
The document tries to 
discredit B.C. Share groups by 
linking them to the Wise Use 
movement in the United States 
which, in turn, is supposed to 
have connections with 
numerous ultra right-wing 
organizations in that country. 
In a covering letter, smiling 
Skelly waxes wise and poetic 
about he need to manage our 
forests for everyone's benefit, 
not just a few corporate 
monsters, and having to ensure 
the "survival of our planet and 
to guarantee a future for our 
children." 
Share groups, in Skelly's 
view I suppose, are bent on the 
destruction of our planet and 
making sure our children don't 
have a future. That, at least is 
the implication. 
The document isquestion 
was written by Claude Emery, 
a researcher with the Library 
of Parliament. He should try 
his hand at something else, 
because his paper is pretty 
small on research, which 
doesn't make it any less 
devastating, at least to the un- 
suspecting reader. 
Emery bases his conclusions 
on newspaper and magazine 
articles. NOthing suggests hat 
he did any original research. 
Quotes are extracted from 
publications, not from per- 
sonal interviews. 
Just by way of brief ex- 
planation, Share groups exist 
From. the 
Caputal " ..er..,er IN  
in numerous communities in 
British Columbia; Theywere 
formed maifilyas a Self~ ":i ....... 
defence measure in response to 
the activities of environmental 
organizations. 
All Share groups are 
community-based, a descrip- 
tion Emery surrounds with 
quotation marks to indicate 
that they are anything but. 
Some of the names are Share 
the Forest, Share our 
Resources, Share the Stein, 
Share the Carmanah, Share the 
Clayoquot. 
Share group tactics, Emery 
says, don't appear to have 
originated in rural British Col- 
umbia, but in the Wise Use 
movement in the U.S. He 
bases that assumption on the 
fact that some members at- 
tended a national Multiple Use 
Strategy in Reno, Nevada, in 
August 1988, and because a
number of B.C. organizations, 
including the Cariboo Lumber 
Manufacturers' Association 
and the Mining Association of 
B.C., were listed as affiliates 
in the Wise Use Agenda. 
Let me ask Emery a ques. 
tion. If you were a forestry of. 
ficial, wouldn't you send so- 
meone to a conference called 
Multiple Use Strategy? 
But more important, if 
Emery had taken the time and 
the trouble to do some original 
research, he might have found 
out that the people from 
British Columbia who attended 
the Reno conference came 
back with the conclusion that 
the Wise Use approach wasn't 
for them. 
"Their approach is confron. 
tational, and we wouldn't have 
anything to do with that," 
says Tom Waterland, president 
of the Mining Association of 
British Columbia. 
Why is it that environmental 
organizations promoting inter- 
national boycotts, blockading i 
roads,sabotaging ,equipment; 
are the good guys, while peo- 
ple wanting to keep their jobs 
in the forest are the bad guys? 
I must be missing something 
here. 
I have met and talked to 
dozens of Share group 
members. They are neither 
stooges for the industry, nor 
do they want to destroy the 
planet. They Work in the forest 
and want to continue doing so. 
Emery describes Share 
groups as presenting 
themselves to the public as 
"reasonable, objective, con- 
ciliatory, neutral and middle' 
of-the-road." He leaves little 
doubt hat he knows better. 
Well, I got news for Emery, 
and Skelly, and Fulton. Like I 
said, I know a lot of Share 
group members personally, 
and I can assure them they are 
more reasonable, objective, 
conciliatory, neutral and 
middle-of-the-road than a lot 
of environmentalists I know. 
Skelly says in his covering 
letter that the Share groups use 
"language, rhetoric and pro- 
paganda styles" that are 
similar to Wise Use gr0ups in 
the U.S. 
"They all depend, in part, 
on corporate funding and tend 
to support a corporate ap- 
proach to forest management, 
which has come under intense 
criticism both in Canada nd 
internationally, in recent 
years." 
The Share group members I 
have met wouldn't know an 
American ultra right-winger if
they found them in the lunch 
box. In fact, many of them are 
union members in good stan- 
ding who have a good mind to 
take Skelly behind the woodsh- 
ed for a serious talk. 
. . . . .  i f  wA~ - ' BeT -rflF.. 
TE~I~ ~t~ -r'ooK A 
BUDGET '92 
Ice sheet lobby heats up 
TERRACE --  Faced with insuf- 
ficient ice time to meet current 
needs and the prospect of in- 
creasing demand in the future, 
ice user groups have banded 
together to lobby council for 
construction of an additional 
facility. 
Members of the Terrace Se- 
cond Sheet of lee Association 
turned out in force at a recent 
council meeting to put their case 
and seek money to carry out a 
feasibility study. 
Presenting aldermen with a 
15-page document outlining the 
current problems and reasons 
why the city should give the pro- 
ject the go,ahead, association 
spokesman David Dediluke 
maintained a second ice sheet 
would be "a very important ad- 
dition" to the city's recreational 
facilities. 
Pointing out the project 
would bring both economic and 
social benefits, he said a second 
ice sheet would also strengthen 
Terrace's role as a regional 
recreational centre. 
Given the demand for ice 
time, Dediluke confidently 
predicted the additional sheet 
would be fully utilized, For ex- 
ample, younger hockey players 
here were only getting about 
two hours ice time a week com- 
pared while three hours was the 
norm in other communities. 
It would also allow more 
events to be staged such as a 
summer figure skating school 
which cannot be held now 
because the arena is booked 
each summer for the hockey 
school. 
In its brief to council, the 
association suggested a six-week 
figure skating summer school 
would attract a minimum of 20 
out-of-town participants. Based 
on Tourism ministry estimates 
David Dediluke 
"People talking about 
Terrace in another com- 
munity are not going to 
say we have the finest 
pavement in the nor- 
thwest, they're going to 
say good recreation 
facilities and good 
amenities."-- Dediluke. 
of visitor spending patterns, 
that would inject $40,000 into 
the local economy. 
Another facility would also 
allow additional hockey tour- 
naments to be held and increas- 
ed entries in existing ones. That 
again would bring more money 
into the community. 
While conceding council fac- 
ed "some tough choices" in 
preparing this year's budget, 
Dediluke wondered about the 
!~!i i>:~!:!:~: 
SOON TO BE TWINNED? The number of groups wanting tc use the 
arena exceeds the hours available. Nothing can be done to change 
the hum her of hours in a day so the only answer is to build a second 
sheet of ice, say project proponents. However, council says it likely 
won't be able to afford it. 
relative benefits or,avi., a Cour lc i l  w a r n s  the "perfect road" or a new facility 
which would be used by 
thousands of people. 
cupboard is bare 
TERRACE - -  Those wanting a 
second sheet of ice will have to 
settle for a bare-bones facility if 
there's to be any chance of  it go- 
ing ahead. 
T'hli~f 'was .(he~ :wavhin'g 
delivered,* t'o Terraee~ "Second' 
Sheet of  I ce  :associat ion 
representatives lobbying council 
for $27,000 to pay for an ar- 
chitectural study on the propos- 
ed facility. 
The study would draw up a 
detailed plan and cost estimate 
for the building and determine 
whether there were any 
engineering problems with 
siting the structure on land ad- 
jacent to the existing arena. 
It wouid also form the basis 
of a referendum question the 
association would like to see go 
to the voters this fall. 
The association proposes a 
40,000 square foot building 
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The nee,  is clear 
agree to come out and then 
not be able to obtain ice was 
really frustrating," "Smyth 
said. 
Re~;ailing ,his~,d~Y.s/as ~th,e, 
Midget Rep team ¢~ach,three 
years ago, he said lack of ice 
time forced the team to play 
all its games from Nov. 2 to 
Feb. 22 on the road, "four• 
months out of a six month 
season." 
If anything, he added, the 
situation is worse today. 
Smyth also pointed out the 
call for a second sheet is 
hardly new. The other day he 
came across a press clipping 
outlining the figure skating 
club's call for a second sheet 
it was dated 1976. 
"It's something that's long 
overdue for a town this 
size," he added. 
TERRACE - -  How great is 
the need for a second sheet of 
ice? 
Just ask Steve Smyth, 
coach ~ of, qhe local Peewee~ 
h6ekey! teatni, He's~been ~try-: 
ing to get the Quesnel team 
to come out here for the past 
seven or eight years - -  he us- 
ed to coach there. 
He finally succeeded this 
season.  The plan was 
Quesnel would play here last 
Friday night and again Satur- 
day morning before travell- 
ing to Kitimat for two more 
games. 
But that's not the way it 
turned out. No ice time was 
available on Saturday so the 
Peewees had to settle for a 
single game. 
"To have them finally 
QUESTION OF PRIORITIES? At the same time council is being to provide another recreational facility, 
the city's tourism and economic development commission is complaining there's no plan to eliminate 
roadside ditches like the one above on Kenney St. or upgrade streets and sidewalks throughout he 
community. 
• - The 
The Start is for people 
learning how to read. 
Moved 
The Reading Place 
has'moved. < 
It is in the Angl ican 
church  bui lding.  
The  Reading Place 
helps people  who want  
to read.  
The  man in the pic- 
ture is Nat  Purcel l .  He  is 
in  charge. 
The phone number is 
625'9119. 
TO THETERRACESTANDARD 
Person proud 
of com pa ny 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing in response to 
Randy Rodgers submission 
of Feb. 26, 1992 entitled 
"Local wood for local use". 
i work for Skeena 
Cellulose Inc. (SCI) in the 
woodlands division and 
woold like to clarify certain 
statements regarding Repap 
posed by Mr. Rodgers. 
Repap does not "...rape 
off the local forests...". 
Timber is harvested under 
licence from the provincial 
government  using en- 
v i ronmenta l ly  sound 
harvesting techniques and 
following government agen- 
cy approved plans. 
Wasteful ogging practices 
are not accepted or carried 
out by Repap. All wood 
down to 50 per cent sound 
volume (a 1 inch shell on a 6 
inch diameter log) is utilized. 
Wood is sorted in the bush 
for sawlogs, three standards 
of pulp, telephone poles, 
shake and shingle blocks, 
boomsticks, bridge stringers 
and totem poles. 
The early 1980s practice of 
leaving marginal pulplogs in 
the bush remains in the past. 
Local people do not 
"...just scrape by. . . " .  Repap 
employs  hundreds  o f  
"locals" directly and hun- 
dreds more indirectly. The 
numbers climb into the 
thousands if the entire nor- 
thwest region is considered. 
"Where has the previous 
profit gone?" The previous 
profits have been invested in 
the new $50 million sawmill 
in Terrace and in the $250 
million upgrade of the Prince 
Rupert  pulpmil l .  $100 
million was spent on "...new 
technologies to clean up in- 
dustr ia l  e f f luent  and 
waste...". Since 1990, a pro- 
fit share program has been in 
place for the employees in 
Terrace and Smithers. 
If my response sounds bias 
towards Repap, it is, because 
I am proud of the work done 
by this company. In these 
times of emotional forestry 
debate it is more productive 
if we can avoid distorting the 
facts. 
Anyone interested in learn- 
ing more about Repap's Ter- 
race operations please call 
635-6550. I'd be glad to set 
up bush operation or mill site 
tours. 
Tim Fenton, 
Area Superintendent 
SCI 
Eyes opened 
Dear Sir: with, only to realize after the 
Regarding the Feb. 26, fact we are not told the end 
1992 column "Uncertainty results. 
grips land claims" by Mr. Half the people out here 
Bill Vander Zalm, former are asking themselves, what 
premier of British Columbia. was the outcome of the CN 
I am in agreement with the blockade'/ The end result of 
statements made by Mr. closing in the village of Git- 
Vander Zalm. He has the wangak and other informa- 
with ice surface, change rooms respect of a lot of our people tional blockades within our 
and seating for 500 and and may have opened a lot of immediate area. 
estimates the cost in the$3.5-$4 eyes by these statements. As members of  the- 
million range.. There are a lot of ques- Gitksan society, we have a 
However, alderman Danny tions that need answering on right to know. On self- 
Sheri:la ~aid at that price 1 h~ self-government'that t e ma- government, are people go .... 
city .... ~'/~)~'~ d'"probably" . . . . . .  not be' . . . . .  a ~i~ " ,,>,jO~ity" ~f,ia~s hii~'eiI yet ~to ", ing,to end up like th'epebplem 
t0' go ahead' with the project : understand. Is compensation at Boulder Creek? . . . .  
even if it passed at referendum, already coming through, this In my opinion self- 
The city only has approx- is within the Gitksan area government is akin to 
imately $5 million left of its alone. Quebecs distinct society. In- 
available borrowing capacity, We have been living with herent means by b i r th .  
he explained, this land claims issue for Dist inct society means 
The library expansion project several years and when we separate and different in 
- -  it goes to referendum in June pick up a newspaper to read quality. 
would reduce that by $1.3 we are all lumped together as This is not being self suffi- 
million and any local improve- Gitksans and their land cient, it only means more 
ment projects (LIPs) on city claims. This is not so. money from the government 
streets would eat away still True, we have been by making threats. 
more, Sheridan added, pressured into making deci- Mary Dalen 
(To carry out LIPs, the city sions we are not comfortable Cedarvale, B.C. 
borrows the money needed to iew Orenda 
do the work and recovers it Rev 
from property owners over a 
period of years through An open letter to: The 
municipal taxes). Hen. Dan Miller, Minister of 
Echoing Sheridan's caution, Forests. 
mayor Jack Talstra pointed to When the major project 
the land slippage problems on review of Orenda Forest Pro- 
Lanfear Hill as an example of ducts' proposed pulp and 
where the city might also have paper mill near Lakelse Lake 
to do some substantial borrow- was established last summer, 
ing. the powers-that-be invited 
Talstra said the city's borrow- representatives of Terrace and 
ing power was set bythe provin- Kitimat, and the regional 
cial government and was tied to district to sit on the steering 
the assessed value of properties committee for the review. 
within its boundaries. I unders tand that  
Therefore, unless and until 
there was an increase in those A b o u t  l e t t e r s  
values, the city had to operate 
within the current $11 million 
limit set by Victoria. 
" I f  you're serious about this, 
it has to be a bare-bones type of 
operation," he told the approx- 
imately 30 association members 
attending the Feb. 24 meeting. 
Council ultimately agreed by 
a four-to-one margin to include 
the $27,000 request in tlle first 
draft of the 1992 budget. 
The request was one of the 
items on the agenda of an in- 
camera budget meeting held 
Monday night. 
Terrace's economic develop- 
ment officer, for example, 
participated fully in its 
deliberations. 
That strikes me as a bit 
odd, given that the proposed 
mill location is well outside 
Terrace city limits. Mind 
• you, the City of Terrace an- 
nounced (almost before the 
project was even proposed, 
such was their frenzy) that it 
would try to annex the site 
cont'd A6 
f ¢ 
;! 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card Of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
Drop outs 
Too many native 
students quit school. 
A group wants to stop 
that. 
It is called the Su-Sit- 
Tah Education Society. 
Su-Sit-Tah means "new 
beginnings' ,  in  the 
Tsimshian language. 
The group wants  
native courses in the 
schools.  
It says that  will help 
nat ive students  learn 
about  themselves.  
The  group  also wants  
to g ive  s tudents  
counselling. 
I I  I I 
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Orenda review needed 
and the tax windfall it shut out of the process until 
represents, the last minute) smacks of 
But the Haisla of Kitimaat scapegoating. 
Village and the Tsimshian The responsibility for this 
also lay claim to that area, decision rests solely with the 
after all. Why weren't hey current cabinet. 
offered seats on the steering The most responsible 
move that cabinet can make 
at this point is to send Oren- 
da's project on to a Stage II 
review. Under Stage II, 
cabinet can appoint an in- 
dependent and unbiased 
panel to assess the project 
and to hold public hearings 
committee at the outset, as 
well? 
• Now the Haisla and the 
Tsimshian are being involved 
in some sort of parallel 
review process. But no one 
seerds to be talking to the 
Nisga'a, who claim the area 
where Orenda plans to get its 
woodfibre. 
And no one seems willing 
to talk to area environmental 
groups, who are trying to 
claim some of those same 
sites and resources on behalf 
of future generations. 
The ultimate decision of 
course is up to the provincial 
cabinet. Blaming the Socreds 
for the adm!ttedly flawed 
decision making process the 
present government inherited 
won't wash; implying that 
native groups will somehow 
share responsibility for the 
decision (when they were 
Spring 
means 
garbage 
so that all interests are 
represented at the table, not 
just the selct few represented 
on the present steering com- 
mittee. 
A Stage II review could 
give this prject a thorough 
public airing. Given the stink 
it's currently raising, a 
thorough airing is just what 
this proposal needs. 
Yours sincerely 
John How 
Lakelse Lake 
School adding 
another grade 
J : 
TERRACE --Terrace C~:,lvin the school for its first Grade away from that program, It ~ 
Christian School Society 
members have approved ad- 
ding Grade 10 to Centennial 
Christian School this fall. 
The search has already 
started for at least one 
teacher, said school principal 
Frank Voogd. 
Adding Grade 10 con- 
tinues a growth in grades and 
in student population which 
began when the school mov- 
ed into new premises everal 
years ago. 
Voogd said first indica- 
tions are that 13 students 
now in Grade 9 will stay with 
10 class. 
"In terms of parent sup- 
port, we're happy. Our 
minimum for Grade 10 was 
12 students and it looks like 
we'll meet that," he said. 
Voogd added the school 
may look for two teachers 
for Grade 10 with the idea of 
needs a lot of development 
and the costs go up for each 
grade," said Voogd, 
As things stand now, the 
school will be bringing in one 
portable classroom for 
Grade 10 and another for 
other grades. 
"We're looking at this in 
terms of a one year interim 
having one also do work in solution and something more 
othergrades~ ~ permanent after that , "  
"The society sees Grade 10 Voogd said. 
as a natural progression from The society spent last 
Grade 9. There's a lot of vi- weekend in a workshop 
sion for Grades I I and 12, designed to set out future 
but we may be some years goals for theschool. 
8.5 % f inancing 
tanks, or any other energy-efficient, convenient 
natural gas appliance -- or up to $1600 for 
customers who convert their vehicles to run on 
natural gas. 
No down payment is required, and loans can be 
paid off at any time without penalty. 
Don't wait! Call us today for more information 
at 635-7291. 
SOMETIMES It makes sense to borrow money to 
save money. 
Taking advantage of the Pacific Northern Gas 
financing plan to convert your home heating system 
to natural gas from more expensive fuels is one smart 
way to borrow -- especially now that PNG's interest 
rate is only 8.5 per cent. 
PNG will loan up to $3500 OAC to qualified 
customers who are converting to natural gas or 
adding natural gas appliances, fireplaces, hot water 
Dear Sir: 
Spring is upon us once 
again. We're all doing our 
best to clean up our yards. 
But what about the ditch 
and the sidewalk around the 
yard? This city is in bad need 
of a spring clean-up, an all 
year round cleanup. 
If you just take a look 
around you don't have to 
look' far to find garbage lying 
,gou~id. A quick walk up  
w~ can quickly •turn u$1y " 
':@he6 one looks at all the gar- 
bage. 
The city has tried to solve 
our garbage problem by hav- 
ing businesses sponsor gar- 
bage cans and having them l 
installed around town. This [ 
is helping some but doesn't 
solve the whole problem. 
People are not going to quit 
throwing garbage on the 
ground. 
I would like to make a 
challenge to all residents of 
Terrace to clean up our city. 
If everyone helps out on a 
small scale by cleaning up the 
garbage on the sidewalks and 
ditches bordering their pro- 
perty each week when they 
put out their garbage it 
would do a lot to clean up the 
city and keep it clean. 
Going for a walk will ac- 
tually be a pleasure again. 
;Let's all do our part. 
Come on Terrace. Show 
your pridel 
F. Braam 
Terrace, B.C. 
ic.  eaS.S,a 
THE PEACE OF MINI) 
. -  MACHINE 
. . . . . .  :TheM hine LEMaNs VL 
L 
i 
VERY SMOOTH, 
This ride will really move you - with ease. 
* Aerodynamic styling • Sport tuned suspension 
' Power front disc brakes, Remote sport mirrors 
Make room for the LeMans. It has for you. 
• Trunk space sq. generous you won't believe your eyes. 
• Enough leg room to ensure that it won't cramp 
your style. 
The Peace of Mind: 
t tanding fuel economy means that with LeMans 
you'll go far. • Hwy" 49 mpg (5.8L/100 kin), City: 
33 mpg (8.5L/100 kin)** • Boastful 1.6L engine 
• Fuel injection 
• 5 years or 100,000 km. Whichever comes first. 
* Buy now, and along with the GM Total (3 
years or 60,000 kin. NO Deductible) Warranty 
you get 2 more years or 40,000 kin. 
• It all adds up to a longer period of worry free, 
peace of mind driving than ever before. 
These Days It's Nice to Know... 
' Pontiac's tradition of performance 
• Part of the largest dealer network in the country 
• German engineered 
When you sum it all up, right now there's no better 
choice than LeMans. 
*MSRP for base model LeMans VL Aerocoupe equipped as described. Includes $500 rebate to dealer. Buyer will be responsible for payment of $400 freight, licence, insurance and applicable taxes at time of transaction. Dealer may sell for less. Rebate includes 
GST, **Based on Transport Canada test methods, ¢B~ed on 48 month Smartlease TM, including freight. GlvlAC may.require a.dmmpayment. Some mileage conditions apply, Dealer may lease for less. 
TEST DRIVE ONE AT YOUR PONTIAC DEALERS NOW. 
J im McEwan Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 635-4941 
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,..,,.,,~,,, .,.,DAY, SATURDAY, i ARCH 12, :L 3 & 14 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
Boneless Warehouse Pak. $5.91/kg 
LB, 
BARON OF BEEF 
BOTTOM ROUND STEAK 
Warehouse Pak. $4.37/kg 
i LB. 
LEAN GROUND BEEF 
5 Ib Chub. $8.90 ea. 
, " . ' L  ' 
e l  
-~ TOP ROUND STEAK BRISKET ROAST BEEF SAUSAGE STANDING RIB OR 
Boneless. $5,91/kg Boneless, ,,~,,,o ~ ,,~,,,o PRIME RIB ROAST 
$7.67/kg 
i! s2.68" Sl.98 Sl.98 s3.48. 
CHEESE GROWN 3 ¥ SPAGHETTI mp m m 
CELERY Reg. Pdce $3.39 
W!i?e~s! ~: i t  last " 73©'kg LBS-  : ~idloY~i:Ft;:d i 
SHOP SMART TOURS' 
SUPERMARKET TOUR 
Would you like to attend a supermarket our 
with a registered dietitian? 
DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT:  
• Cholesterol 
• Saturated Fats 
FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING TOUR 
DEPARTURES/LOCATION CALL: 
• Nitrites • Sugars 
• Calcium • Fiber 
638-3471 
J 
/ 
d 
. / 
BULK DEPT. 
SWEET GREEN 
HOT DOG 
OR 
HAMBURGER 
RELISHES 
% 
OFF 
WAREHOUSE 
PAK 
BREAD 
• White or 
100% whole wheat 
• 4/567 g loafs 
20 
i t  m i  ~ ln lT ; - .H :~-  
CHIMO HOME 
DELIVERY 
Service available 
7 days a week 
SENIORS FREEI 
We msor,.n the dOht to limit 
quanU~l  - -  i ~  M ~ k o .  
o 
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Documentary i 
features 
the Nisga'a 
TERRACE --The scene is a first went o the courts to fight 
crowded community hall in the 
Nass Valley. Strong drum beats 
echo off the walls. 
In walks Jack Weisgerber, at
that time the Social Credit 
native affairs minister. He's 
there to sign documents official- 
ly including the province in land 
claims negotiations with the 
Nisga'a and the federal govern- 
ment. 
Just to Weisgerber's ight is a 
dance group that also providing 
the drum beats. 
One of the dancers lunges 
toward Weisgerber with a smile 
for native title. 
Named for Nisga'a leader 
Frank Calder, the Calder case 
ended up in the Supreme Court 
of Canadal The interview ith 
him is marvelous for its sense of 
wonderment over what happen- 
ed and for what he case lead to. 
That portion of T ime lm.  
memor ia l ,  essentially the vin- 
dication of 100 years of Nisga'a 
work, also helps lay out the 
groundwork for what they are 
doing today. 
Viewers also get a glimpse of 
Nisga'a humour. At a corn- 
i i :  
r 
O THE MEDICS WAREHOUSE 
• " 'Your  One Stop  Shop For  .All Your  
F i rst  A id  and  Safety  Supp ly  Needs,  "" 
4546 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1S2 
JIM LAMBERT 
Phone 635-6675 
Fax 635-4979 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Terrace Totem Ford is 
proud to welcome Graham 
Scott to their professional 
sales team. Graham brings 
with him 8 years of ex- 
perience in the automotive 
industry and he welcomes 
you to see him for all your 
automotive needs. 
on his face and an extra rap on 
his drum. 
The dancer is Nisga'a Tribal 
Council executive director Rod 
Robinson and the scene is one 
of the opening segments of a 
documentary airing later this 
month on the Knowledge Net- 
work. 
Time Immemor ia l ,  written 
and produced by Hugh Brody, 
is an hour-long examination of 
the Nisga'a, part of a series call- 
ed Native Indians: Images of 
Reality. 
As the title suggests, the film 
lays out the Nisga'a case for its 
land claim centered on the Nass 
Valley. 
From conversations with 
fishermen to young people lear- 
ning how oolichan are process- 
ed and from interviews with 
current leaders to archival film 
of past leaders, the Nisga'a case 
for continuous use and occupa- 
tion of the land is cleverly put. 
There's executive director 
Robinson relating the story of 
the first white surveyors wan- 
g~x " ,ll 
munity feast wo people appear, 
one wearing a Friday the 13th ml Jason Kruger hockey mask and , , ._.~ TE~m~ 
the other a Brian Mulroney lAB  ' I / • 
mask. Tied around the waist of I!11 ,Q c r  I P m g:~ I t'~ ('1 1 ~ ¢: 
the latter is what looks like large I ¥ I ~ ~ I ~#' I I i ~,O ! ~ '  ~ | ~ '  ~ I  
male genitialia ~"  _. . • . - . . . .  UPLANDS ELEMENTARY school student Tracy Manchulenko 
• ~me ~mmemonm mrs ~arcn  tans out a tune on one of the xvlaphones in the music portable 
25 at 8 pro ,  Channel 12, " • . . . .  % ". . . . .  at the school. It was just one of many open house events 
Anowleage  lve~worK i t  repeats , , • • . . . . . . .  .: ' throughout the c~ty s schools dunng education week. 
march  3t~ at ~e p .m.  
# 
• -~.~ _ ~-'-~-'-/-~.~.-_.~ ~/~'-'-'-- 
parcels of  land . t ing  to assign the Nisga'a small SALOMON I r" i ~ O m  m II ." " . IL l  A a_ - ,  A 
"Why? When we own the ~ ('~ ~[{  ~ T L I =  I ~#'1  r~ 9 ~ i ~ w a r  u l l r ~ ~  
mid-1960sland alre y," was the replY.convention of the | rh° - -~ & I ' '~1 .  ~ n t ~  IWI" | I ~ , . ,  ~!~!!~ S IMS ii 
• There's former tribal council 
president James Gosnell at a F / , , -~CHERAA I ~ • / ' l  I 
i i High performance , ~,~ I'~1 , SWITCHBLADE 
council. . . . . . . . . .  
"~.~)ple in New Y.ork are get. /. ; ,:l Skis, bindings poles,: pkg. u , ,~ ,  , .  , : :~ ,  .., ,',::,:,;~;:~:..~1~ Freestyle board comes:l..: 
t in~. .h over my c0untry,-"~;he~:i.: L :+l i~C,:oooe. K..t,~ SL36~ ' o,~ ~;;i;;i~bUiIS ancl oac-KeB~-~.~r: :u: with ~' bindings,.: Wood } 
sa:yL ~"~ere's mountains get- ~ I F,h~o, Su,o, P,o S,=, .od w.',l ! ; i ~ . lbb , .~/ '~ . ,~ PRO i core, top of the line!! ~ 
ting stripped -- everything's I [ include Salomon 777 b ind ings  I I " I I 
I I v ,  I 
taken away from us." !_1 and Lieke poles. Reg.$790.O0 • I ~ - - -  " : ~ ~ ~  '279 boards. Reg;$825. " i ,  
J A Arab, 00  , I ~ ~  70  I -- Reg.*575 I 
two films -- one about the ~ ~ 4 ~ ~  : i O U  398i Nisga'a and one about their ef- of f  I. RE4¢0 S 1 .q.q fort to prove they have title, n Reg. $450 NOW "" ~'~ "=" Yet they are inextricably con- _~ I,=.J Installation a d hot wax included,i ~ I . . . . . .  
nected. For as the film shows, _ ~  1 i ~ ~  S A L O ' M  O 'N  the Nisga'a are connected to the . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
land and its resources. That's A L L  SKIS  , 
why the Nisga'a don't use the in stock discounted i t 
term "landclalm". Theyprefer Gortex Gloves Reg ='75 I I I t l l~) . iB  f i l l=~l~ 
"land question". Snowboard,  . . . I ;  2570°  : And it was the Nisga'a who 
Gloves Reg '~ 'qA  ~Ip~) I, ~ ~ dli    i  - ossi0no. F.sc.er ..o. Den ne Tyrolia, Blizzard, Tun ; 
TERRACE --  A group trying ~ DESCENTE ], ~ /~-~~~ i to put together an affordable All in stock t 
The top ski wear line in the I ~"  :; r~n l~ l  ~ E o housing project for seniors here . I 
to hear from potential I FLEEC : wants 
tenants- and quickly, world. All stock I / " ~  /~ '~ ~ Discounted ~ ~r~ )~ 1 
The group faces an April 7 4050o  ]i 
deadline to apply for provincial m off to ~ ~ : 
money if it wants to make pro- 
gress this year, says Seniors Ac- 
Information Centre cess ex -  Y . One p,ece" SALOlUlON ,, ~ , "~1 =-v  -- COUNTRY . ecutive director Cherie Kamenz. 
D ~ ~=~ 
The application is being made n g r g ~ h  Profil Me,ndl SUITS  
tO provincial government's B.C. AR"T I "  LEGEN 
Beginner to lntermediate ski, ~t  ~t~t~ BOOTS __ ~u~a, .~  Housing Management Commis- 
sion (BCHMC). binding, pole pa c k a g e. A ~,=,, ~= - -  v .---.--- ~.# Re g" I==~ r'~ ~,~ sunlce /~ '~ '  
Kamenz emphasized applica- great starterpackage at a $120.00 X ~ k'~H~ -,~';'!/~,'~; ~J~l 
tion can only be made if enough super price. Salomon 447 ~ . . . . .  '~, . ~¢~1~/=~ 
I 
oo, seniors have signed up for the bindings come mounted on .i 
Regular $32 00 ,, proposed accommodation, quality easy taming wood " X COUNTRY 
BCHMC rules require five peo- core skis with Reflex poles. Pelton,=n ~1 I ~ ~,'\~[W 
haveUnitPle to sign up for each hous ingtotO applybebuilt,if for meaningproposed50 Reg= . 1 SKIS ..... 1 ' 
l O-unitdcvelopment, ' . L  V 5995 !) 
To qualify as a potential te- p 
aunt, applicants have to be ~ . 
more than 55 years of age (in - -  " 
the case of a couple, that ap- 
pliedto both) and have agross / ' [~ .~ n i :1~ i~~l lP~r l l  ~ ~a  I annual income of less than ® $1,,000. t I I  ~ L  I ~ ~L~l l~ ld  } Selected 
Under the program, Kamenz - -  i 1 . - - - - -1 - - - - - - -=-~ ,~" '~a' l  I T -NECKS 
added, tenants' rental paymems ~ ~  ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ V  ~ I 
would not exceed 30 per cent of i ~ ~  ~t- 0OA ~ 1  9 t,.,,o, inoom0 OO 
Those wishing to get their S ,, 
name on the list for accom- • a les  O P E N  8 :  .M  DAIL '  
modation in the proposed . : ,  ~ * Rentals 5522 Highway16 West, Terrace (at the Kalum Motel) I Re(] 
development should contact ~I: ~" '~~ *Serv ice  635-9555 L " t °$28 '00  i 
Kamenz as soon as possible at I 
638-1330. 
TRANS CANADA SEAT SALE EXTENDED! 
You Can Still Book Your Seat Until March 31. But Space is L imited So book NOW! 
*8omerestrlctlonsapply 4736Lake lse ,  Terrace F IRST  CHOICE TRAVEL  635-2277 
I I i i i  I 
/ i, ~ 
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Westar inks deal . . . .  
to sell its mills 
TERRACE --Skeena Cellulose land claim nor is it part of other 
will have a secure chip supply moves in that area to tie 
for its Watson Island pulp mill developments to traditional 
and a native company will have house or clan systems. 
a chunk of the woods action in Derrick and Lightfoot said 
the Hazeltons arising from two there are no formal agreements 
agreements tobuy Westar's two between their two companies to 
mills and forest licenees in that share the results of their sales 
area. agreements with Westar. 
The first agreement is for But both said participation of 
Skeena Cellulose go buy a native-owned company in the 
Westar's Carnaby mill, accom- Hazeltons reflected a political 
panying wood rights and inven- reality. 
tory for up to $26 million. "It would be hard to con- 
The second agreement is for template SCI (Skeena Cellulose) 
newly-formed, native-owned being denied access to that flow 
Amma'ghan Forest Products of fibre and it would hard to 
Ltd. to buy all of the above and think that a legitimate xpres- 
Westar's Kitwanga mill and ac- sion of native interest wouldn't 
companying wood rights. Larry Bell be recognized," added Westar 
Although the two deals would president Larry Bell. 
seem to conflict, what they do is "ltwou/d be hard to Although happy that the Famine f e a s t  
give forests minister Dan Miller agreements were signed, Bell 
an option because he must ap- contomp/ate Skeena said the company will write off 
prove the transfer of cutting Cellulose being denied tens of millions of dollars. YOUNG PEOPLE from the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, the Alliance church and the Christian 
rights, access to that flow of The deal for the Carnaby mill Reformed Church gathered two weekends ago for a 30-hour famine to raise money for World Vi- 
what MillercompanyCan ultimatelYwill getdictatewhat fibre and it would hard and wood licence is for $16.2 sion. Jill Smith, Tony Roodzant and Lindsay Smith were three of nearly60 young peoplewho took 
through the transfer approval to think that a legitimate million and an amount not to part. Their reward was a hearty breakfast at an equally hearty hour -- 6 a.m. The group raised 
exceed $10 million for inven- $4,000. 
• given him. expression of native in- tory. 
Spokesmen for Amma'ghan, terest wouldn't be That's significantly less than 
Skeena Cellulose and Westar the $42 million it cost to build 
last week called the agreements recognized," says the mill alone in 1988. - .................. 
the best.forallinvolved. Westar president Lofty The saleswillalsomarkthe l j j~ j~-~J , .  We're i n  t h e  
"Pleasereeognize that we ee/L end of a long history of Westar futguresbusiness operate as an integrat d involvement in the Hazeltons. ~ , f~,4  
business, but we believe that He did note that the forming Its involvement dates back to f 
each part should be profitable of Amma'ghan and its agree- the early 1970s when it bought 
and stand on its own," said ment with Westar is not tied to the Kitwanga mill and the old 
Skeena Cellulose vice president the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en RIM mill in South Hazelton. 
Reg Lightfoot. In J l~l_- J_ j  Creatln ndependent Futures 
• The company gets 30 per cent ~ ~  With Phy 
of the chips it needs for its Wat- For People sical Disabilities 
son Island pulp mill from Car- 
naby but also sees value in pro- MOTHERS MARCH TERRACE AREA 
ducing lumber, he said. 
It plans to meld the Carnaby 
mill in with ones it owns in GRAND TOTAL  
Smithers and in Terrace. 
"What we're looking for is .. ~ ~ 
the right log diet for Carnaby. It 
can't take logs that are smaller 
than a certain size or ones that 
are larger than a certain size," 
,ai,,,, ,tfoot 
Although considered state of 
the art when opened in 1988 at a 
naby mill is only operating at 
one shift because of an uncer- 
tain timber supply. .... 
Lig.htfoot ~ sa id  ~ Skeena;';i~ . , ~= 
Cellulose didn't bid on the Kit- "~ 
wanga mill because it 
understood the Gitwangak band 
wanted to buy it. I 1 ~  
That didn't happen but an ~ 
estimated 50 natives and band 
councils did form Amma'ghan 
Forest Products. j 
"This is a way to get our foot 
in the door," Amrna'ghan 
president and Citanyow chief 
councillor Elmer Derrick said I ~U la  ~[~~l [~"=h" - - '  "U_'~"~'~ V l~  U l  m I |= 'E~- lmi The Terrace Kinsmen and Kinette Clubs of Terrace would like to 
last week. I thank all local businesses and all households for their GREAT SUP- 
Amma'ghan (which is v, Esl 
Gitksan for "good wood") FREEKID'S MO PORT! We look forward for your support again in 1993. We would 
doesn't yet have the money to I ~ I T H  ANY OTHER RENTAL I also like to thank the following marchers for their support in 1992. 
meet the deal it signed with 1 I 
Westar but is working on finan- 4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 Richard Cose Delphene Perversoff Eric Johanson 
cing, sald Derrick. Tummy Jackson Joyce Gibson Karlene Clark 
, Rita Beaudry Brad O'Morrow Eillen Kenedy 
K. Harris Nathan WaddeL Vi Timmerman 
~'  1E l  8FIl~ IIlll~ ~ I~  I [~  ~ SandyHeeley DonnaBall DebbieLewis 
 nvrrEim  Julie Ross Marc Stanvich Giselle Birch 
• , ,  Bill Ross Chris Kofoed Susan Urbanowski A R T Sheila Crampton Bonnie Olso Laurie Montaure 
• Jennifer McDaniels Robin McLeod Bey Evans 
John Evans Joe Barbosa Carla Todd 
, Gail Hamilton Lynn Perrin Debbie Russell 
• 5412 HWY. 16 WEST Olivia Marques Pat Walker Carla MoColl : , '  
(Beside Bytown Freightliners) Shannon Webb Sheena Falconer A. Materi ': 
Holly Panchuk Addle Ryan M. Johnson 
; Rick McDaniels Grace Vales Stephanle Crows 
• The Super Market of Quality Previously Patty Anderson NoreenHawkins Fern Beaudette 
John Greet Josle Smart Debbie Nigh 
Owned Vehicles Pam Savard Ann Barwise Heath er Gillis Esther Postuk Gall Sheasby Brian Lindenback 
• 1988 Jeep YJ Soft Top • 1988 Ford Mustang Convertible Brenda Rasko Janie Johanson Delores Smith 
• 1989Chev Cavalier • 1988 Ford F150 6 Cyl. 5 Sp. 4x4 Nicki Jenkins Andie Duly Laurie Mould , :  
• 1988 Ford Taurus • 1987 Ford F150 6 Cyl. 4 Sp. 2 WD Blanche Davis Twila Rudd Heather Webb 
• 1988 Ford Tempo • 1990 Ford F250 5.0L 5 Sp. 4x4 Betty Cadge Stephen I.ivosi Mary Haigh ~ 
R. Finlayson S. Onstein Melanie Morris 
• 1990 Dodge Caravan • 1991 Ford F150 Short Box Super Carol Lomas Sheila Pearce Pat Waddell 
• 1986 Ford Tempo ' Cab 4x4 Denise C Betty Hemmons Merry Hallsor ,: 
• 1987 Chew Suburban 4x4 Norton Stephen Gord Bellman Sheila Gagnon : :  
Josie Ross P. Andrews Rose Hibbe 
]f we don't have what you're looking for we can get it through our many suppliers across the 
country. We offer On-The-Spot financing O.A.C. Come on down and put us to the test. We're Thersa Elkiw C. Konst Cathy Rudson : 
looking forward to serving you. We also have a complete detailing. If you want the feeling of a Heather Webb Nora McColl Sharon Lamke 
new car, but you don't want t0spend the money call or drop in --  we'll make your car look like Skeena Broadcasters Terrace Review Terrace Standard 
new again. Totem Services Gail Lopston Vlcki Stoddal Ann Bandstra 
PHONE , , . , , ,  Thank you again for your support in 1992.  
Robert Finlayson 
OUT OF TOWN CALL COLLECT OL, 93ao Mothers March Chairman 1 992  
k___ 
L: 
1 i 
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RUSINESS REVIEW ,  DAY ONLY!I 
"1 ' [ t~/~ ~ -- March  14/92 I 
Lumber  improvement  seen s.v.u,.o.,.o . I .~~/  No. 52130 ......... $999.99 Reg. $1 549.99 I 
1/_._ "~,~,  ' No, 52112 ....... S1049.99 Reg. $1799.99 I 
TERRACE , - - Lumber  off by rail to the united States I ~  No. 52910 ......... $949.99 Reg. $1879.16 I 
shipments on CN s northline with the remainder taken to the 
i ~ between Prince George and port at Prince Rupert. I ~/ /e  ' f  No. 52822 ....... $1049.99 Reg. $1899.99 I 
~ Prince Rupert dropped last year CN is concentrating on quali- ' " " ~  ~ L imi ted Quant i t ies  In Stock  Only I 
but it wasn't as bad as in other ty of service in an effort to ~ -- ~ . .~~/~ I 
parts of the province, .says a secure themarket i  hasandadd I 
company official, customers, aid Weldon. 3228 Kalum ~F~/ '= ' I I I I J I  I |~,~F/ 635-6541 I 
John Weldon, the assistant His northern tour consisted 
p 
NEW BUSINESS in the form of purified water being sold by 
Aqua Clear Bottlers has opened. Dave and Anita Materi 
designed their own system based on ones they studied 
elsewhere. 
Bottle(] water 
company opens  
TERRACE --What began as 
a personal search for a 
healthier lifestyle has turned 
into a business for two local 
people. 
Dave and Ani ta  Materi 
number of health damaging 
agents and unwanted 
organisms. 
But before the water is 
forced through the mem- 
branes, it's filtered to remove 
have opened Aqua Clear larger particles that could 
Bottlers to dispense purified harm the membranes and af- 
bottle water• feet the quality of purifica- 
,, tion 
When you think of being -la w t r use" I e a e a comes health conscious, pure water . . ,  .. , . _ 
is"where it's at,,' says DaVe i rom m e city s. systemlana 
Materi . . . . .  : : :~ . ,  : :once purmea, ts Kept.m a~ 
' , : '  .... large 'tank until ready for 
• The couple spent more bottling. 
than year consider ing,  •Ozone, which turns into 
researching and designing 
their system• 
It's keyed on  a process 
called reverse osmosis in 
which water under pressure is
pushed through a series of 
membranes to eliminate any 
oxygen, is inserted as part of 
the purification process. 
The Materis have included 
Kitimat in their coverage 
area and in addition to 
themselves, have. a part time 
employee• 
Fair cancelled 
TERRACE - -The Terrace 
Jaycees Pacific Northwest 
Trades Fair has been cancelled 
this year. 
Its traditional date of the end 
of April is too close to a trades 
show scheduled as part of the 
Minerals North 92 conference 
here April 23-25, Jaycees 
spokesman James Gilham said 
last week. 
"We just don't think our 
t rades fair  would be 
economically viable to ourselves 
and to our exhibitors," he said. 
Started in 1969, the Jaycees 
trades fair is the longest running 
in the northwest. It was only 
cancelled once, in 1970, when 
the arena burned down. 
Gilham said the Jaycees are 
encouraging its regular ex- 
hibitors to get in touch with 
Minerals North organizers. 
"We're in full support of 
Minerals North. We just feel we 
couldn't do one ourselves," he 
said. 
~_~'_,, The 
~, Ski 
i~ Experts 
Test SkI Rossignol, 
Kastle, Fischer, 
Salomon, Tyrolia, 
Blizzard or K2 skis for a 
day and you will be 
automatically eligible to 
WIN el000[ 
in ski wear and aceessoriesl 
See your friends at. 
Winterland Ski for details, 
Phone 635.9555 
Sales • Service • Rentals 
pen daily at 8 a,m, 
Gilham did add that staging 
the Jaycees fair was becoming 
expensive for the service club 
and for its exhibitors. 
"We've never requested a 
grant (from the city) and we've 
tried to be as open to as many 
businesses as possible," he said. 
"We've always regarded our 
fair as a launching place for 
home.based businesses and 
we've been happy to see so 
many go on and open a store 
front operation," Gilham con- 
tinued. 
vice president in charge of CN's 
lumber divison, said shipments 
dipped to 23,000 cars on  the 
northline in 1991. That's 2,000 
cars less than normal. 
"The lumber industry is com- 
ing out of a tough 1991 and CN 
suffered along with the in- 
dustry," said Weldon who 
toured the northwest last week. 
"It's all keyed to housing 
starts in the United States• If 
there's less lumber sold, there's 
less to be shipped," he said. 
As with other industries con- 
nected to lumber, CN feels the 
market has bottomed out and 
will increase slightly this year. 
A healthy lumber sh.ipment 
sector will also depend in the 
long term on decisions taken by 
the U.S. government on a soft- 
wood tax producers there want 
on B.C. products, said Weldon. 
"The whole question rides on 
what kind of ruling will come 
out of there," he added. 
Lumber makes up about 40 
per cent of CN's shipments in 
northern B.C. 
The majority of that heads 
of emphasizing quality to CN 
employees and speaking with 
potential new customers. 
"More productivity, faster 
service are part of our plans and 
objectives," said Weldon. 
Trucking companies are CN's 
major lumber shipment com- 
petitor and Weldon conceded 
they may have an advantage in
• short hauls. 
But CN can compete over 
longer distances, specifically by 
attracting those mills which use 
trucks to connect one rail line 
with another, said Weldon. 
Part of CN's efforts' to 
become more efficient include 
using longer ail cars in which to 
ship lumber. 
The standard 52-foot car 
which has a bare floor bounded 
by bulkheads on either end is 
being replaced by a 73-foot car 
that has a center beam running 
down the middle. 
Lifts of lumber are more easi- 
ly secured to that beam than by 
being tied down and blocked as 
is the case with the shorter car, 
said Weldon. 
O UT AND ABOUT 
TERRACE - -  Shell Canada has 
given the Skeena Valley Recycl- 
ing Society money to help pur- 
chase a forklift. 
The $2,500 comes from the 
Shell Environmental Fund 
which has given out $1.187 
million since June 1990. 
Schooner said the grant 
covers half of the cost of the 
f0:rklift., i "  . . . . . . . . . . .  :. 
?:It's beidg used at' the depot 
located behind Kondola's Fur- 
niture on Hwyl6. 
A new kind of vehicle sales 
outlet has opened. 
Shoppers Auto Mart on 
Hwyl6 West also will look 
around the province for what a 
customer wants. 
General  manager Rick 
Salleback said he expects a brisk 
business in pickups and four- 
wheel drives, the more popular 
of vehicles in the northwest• 
Shoppers Auto Mart also has 
a detailing shop. Four people 
work at the outlet. 
, k .  9 r** 'k  
There's a new executive in 
charge of the Northwest Real 
Estate Board. 
Gordie Sheridan of Terrace is 
president, Vie Prystay of Prince 
Rupert is vice president Christel 
Godl inksi  of Terrace is 
treasurer and Erika Pelletier 
heads education. 
Zone representatives are Joe 
Barbosa of Terrace, Carol 
Geurts of Prince Rupert and 
Lois Marleau of Terrace• 
The new executive is responsi- 
ble for  board activities for the 
1992 calendar year. 
And as the new executive was 
chosen, three realtors were 
recognized for having the 
highest MLA contributions. 
In order, they are Joy Dover, 
• D.ayc,i Rcyn0lds and Joyce. 
FiiidlayZAIFare from Terrace. 
The Northwest Real Estate 
Board covers the Kitimat, Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert areas 
and is one of 13 to make up the 
B.C. Real Estate Association. 
Terrace Co-op is the laiest 
store in the area to convert o a 
scanning system at the cheek 
out counter. 
The change over takes place 
this Sunday. 
-k * "k "k "k "k 
There'll be full reservoirs 
because of high snowpaeks and 
that means more water to pro- 
duce electricity, says B.C. 
Hydro. 
So the provincial crown cor- 
l~oration is look ing for 
American customers to sell 
power surplus to domestic 
customers. 
Precipitation this winter in 
the Peace River basin is 158 per 
cent of normal. 
B.C. Hydro says that to spill 
the water would, in effect, be 
spilling potential revenues. 
A small price to pay 
for a car with 
such big value. 
i 
in terms of interior size and comfort, the 
Passat rivals larger, more expensive sedans. 
• Air conditioning 
• Height adjustable and power-assisted 
steering :
• Reclining rear seats with 60/40 fold- 
down split 
• Heated power adjustable side mirrors 
• AM/FM stereo cassette and more 
In fact, the only thing that sets the 
Volkswagen Passat apart from other more 
expensive sedans is its price. 
And that says a great deal. 
Passat  s19,790 ' 
• eased on ,tlanufat;luter'5 suggested retail price for ~edarl v~=th 5-~t~ed mlmual transmission 
GST, op ions, freight and pre-dehvery insp~r;llOll CXIId [)o~ll(?f may sell Io~ lOSS 
(~  ,, Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. I - ;~  
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
• FREE 
I QUAKER 
OATS 
Fill up with Mohawk quality gasoline (min. 25 litres), and 
we'll give you your fill of delicious Quaker Oats cereal, in a 
multi.serve size. Try all four flavours -- Corn Bran, Life, Oat 
Squares and Harvest Crunch. A different ceneral every 2nd 
week, while quantities last. 
DON,T MISS THESE IN-STORE SPECIALS I 
PUREX "UHBHO(CHED ~' .1 "i • :"? 
8 oz. COFFEE & DONUT 
99¢,,o o.m 
AERO SMARTIES 
SUPER DEAL 21Sl. 1 9 
COR, DOGS 21 s1.1 9 KIT-KAT COFFEE CRISP 
EFFECTIVE UNTIL MARCH 31 
LEA HED"
Toilet Paper..•Sl .69 
or Paper Towel . . . .  89  ¢ 
MO WK 
Mother Nature's Gas Station. 
TERRACE MOHAWK 
4760 Lakelse Avenue 635-6935 
Knights of Columbus 
Announces the Annual 
Charity Appeal Draw Winners 
FEBRUARY 26, 1992: 
1st Oldsmobile R.M. Czop Victoria 
2nd Cavalier L, Cartwflght Vancouver 
3rd $1500.00 L, Cruz Sparwood 
4th Camcorder M. Pontlneau Maple Ridge 
5th Golf Clubs P. 'lermette Kamloops 
6th TV D.C. Garner Oliver 
7th $200.O0 E. MacNelll Burnaby 
8th $200.00 A. Madncloh Pentlcton 
9th $200,O0 A. Palelovlch Kamloops 
10th $200.O0 G. Hahn Aldergrove 
1 lth $200.O0 N, Bed Kamloops 
12th $200.00 J. Chrlstlnsen Kelowna 
13th $100,O0 M, Kempthome Kelowna 
14th $100.O0 V. Schmidt Victoria 
15th $100.O0 J. Moore Prince George 
16th $100,O0 D. Hryhoryshen Sidney 
17th $100,O0 J. Command Nelson 
18th $100.O0 G. Phillips Cranbrook 
EARLY BIRD WINNERS: 
1 st $1000.00 B. Parker Oliver 
2nd $500.00 S, Currle Roesland 
1st $1000.00 P. Fogg Kamloope 
2nd $500,00 A Davldson Maple Ridge 
Bert Kearney, Terrace ticket chairmen and Terrace 
Knights of Columbus Council, Number 5149 
would like to thank: 
• Jim McEwan Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 
• Skeena Mall Management 
• All Patrons 
I 
 MITSUBISHI" 
 "MUST BE SOLD!] 
45" Mitsubishi TV 
1 991 Model 
Minor Scratch On Screen 
9 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434 Lakelse Avenue 6 3 8"0 5 5 5 = 
' f  
tackle > 
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TERRACE - -  The Nisga'a Nisga'a spokesman Nelson book. tinue t0 revolve around the huge 
Tribal Council will beat  B,C. Leeson said the tribal council The book is intended to issue of interim measures. An 
Place in Vancouver next week will use 
to run a booth at an interna- 
tional trades fair on  business 
and the environment there. 
Globe '92 - -  featuring more 
than 550 exhibitors from 20 
countries - -  is expected to draw 
as many as 15,000 visitors from 
March 16-20, 
the opportunity to 
unveil its new fact book on the 
Nisga'a land claim to 9,600 
square miles of northwestern 
B.C. centered on the Nass River 
valley. 
He said 100,000 copies have 
been printed of the 24-page 
answer questions and ease wor- 
ries about  the land claim and 
settlement talks underway with 
the federal and provincial 
governments, Leeson added. 
Although negotiators hope to 
move on to discussions about an 
actual settlement, the talks con- 
agreement on interim measures 
will determine what kinds of 
logging, fishing and other 
resource use can contint~ while 
a final claim settlement is being 
negotiated. 
Leeson said many other 
native groups are getting antsy 
about the Nisga'a negotiations 
with the federal and provincial 
governments. 
"They're getting anxious - -  
even more anxious than us,"  
Leeson said, "because whatever 
we get could end up  being the 
model for the rest of the pro- 
vince." 
Negotiations, resumed this 
week in Victoria. 
NEY 
MIRACLE... 
• Don't Pay A Cent 
SAVE UP TO 50% 
• No Interest 
• No Down Payment 
• No Payments Until 
Aug./92 O.A.C. 
ON ALL APPLIANCES IN STOCK.!! 
r ,~ INGLIS ADMIRAL ~ ~,~,~;~ 
I 
i~ FROST FREE 16.5 CU. FT. ,'* . . . . .  
' , .~  ~ : 18 CU., FT. - - - ~  ~ regular $699 ° 
FRIDGE rebate $ 65 
,o. co., 4 ..... regular 8699 ,~ 
i rebate $ 65 :4  ~ 
' Your Cost '4 CycleS, normal, permanent press, 
' knit/gentle & soak o3 wash/rinse Efficient design for '~' 
|ernperature settings ,o 3 poaltlon water II ~, 
• Large 5.9 .cu. fJ. while d~er drum maximum storage. ~ ~ , ~ . . . . .  , . . . .  ,ev., oon,r,.,~,.,oe°,,,,',,,°r.',.. . . . . .  
Horsepower motor ,~Heaw-duty~ lirect~ I Admiral's ..... ~ ' ' . . . . .  
,~ " '.c . : ! -" ~, drive transmission ; pre.spln ~ralning ' |  ~i ..... ~ technology gives - 
' Practical easy roll rollers• SlyJish black . . . . .  ~ ~ I you trouble-free service year after year. 
panel kit option (on 18 and 16.5 cu. It. V , - -n  ~ ~ • Fu w dth glide-out shelves • dairy and butter compartments have 
models) • Full-width cantilevered shelving ~ V ~ V I prop-open doors • meat pan • adjustable freezer shelf 
• Handy egg storage bucket ~ Manufacturers uggested retail price $1349 I • black panel kit option 
F" i ADMIRAL I I  ~ -  0ST 
FREE FRIDGE I tuA ~141:n R,. I ~ J~',~,,t~_':,¢f~lE~ i WASHER I I 
I DRYER I I ADMIRAL 18 CU. FT.. ir 
Efficient design for maximum storage. Ad- I . . . . . . .  I "---.-..-.~t,~-'~'N~ ~, , ,  ~"  t (~k~J [ .~- '~  I • • : ' 
miral's technology gives you trouble.free | . I ~ Y  v ~. ,~ '~ ,,,.tPS~_l=~ =-" I I I Dt l lD ' I F 'AD/¢ :  
se~lilcewiY~hr;;;loYueta~helves ,dairy and I $ t t ,4 0 I ~ ~1~*iC~. I $1 /10  0 I I d~:,7~d=,, 
butter compartments have prop-open doors I '~~1 ~ ~  I II meat pan ..stab,, i ~ 1 ~ ~ ~/  U lOnwMonc .n  
• freezer shelf 
,,k panel kit option I ~o,,c,~,,,uooo,,eo,o,,,,,r,co,,., I " / : / f  ~.M/* '~-' i I I 
• ~ t o ~ a t i c  drying cycles = • ~ ' f  / * /Y  ''~ • • 1 Timed and 2 automatic drying cycles " | ~ I1~ ~i~ d l~,  
regular 8829 • 3 Temperature settings • 3 Temperature settings I ~ J 11 ~ 11,J 
• n • End of cycle signal I!1 rebate $ 65 End-of.cycle s~g a~ l 'B' U =:3~ 
Be '~v  qBW" ~ • No-tumble drying rack • No.tumble drying rack | 
Tour uost • 5 Automatic wash cycles • 5 Automatic wash cycles | Manufacturers uggested retail price $699 
• Bleach and fabric softener dispensers • 81each and fabric softener dispensers | " '  
• Self-clean lint filter • Self-clean lint filter | 
• 3 Wash/Rinse temperature settings • 3 Wash/Rinse temperature settings | 
• 4 Water level selections • 4 Water level selections I 
• black panel kit option 
'764 act 
I~--~ ".~}J.~::,~-~"~~\ INGLIS 18 CU. FT 
INGLIS 20 CU. FT. ~:~:? I ~ " ~ "  " FROST FREE 
FROST FREE Zi~ i ! "d#f'/.~/2 ~'~''~ " FRIDGE 
FRIDGE |ii I Citation System 2000 
I - ",~/'/i~. I The Cllation refdgerator offers flawless per. I 
~n~;:~gyop~i~clent~a~a;~UlfraetleO:er • Ic  ,1 : :  | *~ ' i .=lz j~J ,A,~r/~ ". | formanceplus versatile adustabeshevng II 
she, ~ ;i/ I '~ ~,Ikl~F~lqq~,4~'~,, " I f, or optimum storage. • I 
. Twos¢aJi~ew~O:partments. Freezer light ~ . .... .';, ~! | ' ~ . ' ~ -  " ~ | Textured steel door, Ample freezer I 
for i{i~ ~i:1 ~: ;@ | .~ lz l r "  • " _...~,~, ~ | shelving • Two humidity controlled cr spars II 
ii':~ii"~i i:il ' : . /  I ~ '~ . - - '~ 'O  '~" _~,t~'~=-~l - I • Split cantilevered shelves . Juice can II 
regular 899fl ~ :::: I~"  I "~. '~1~ -,'- ~'~ Y- , o ~  ~ I dispenser rack I 
rebate $ 65 13o ADMIR L ~STOVE I~ ~'~" ~ £,~.~'-" ~ I regular.. I INGL LF ING 
rebate $ 65 Your Cost I EASY CLEAN I~a , t~, , '~ ,~#~ '~ ~ I rebate s 65 I STOVE 
s934 SrrsS, uo,,~i~,~a,,,gr,c~ 729 I~V ' /  Ik'~" ~l~",: I ,ourCost I =999 
t Manufacturers suggested retail price $1369 
KONDOLA'S FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
4822 -!1( iHWAY 1 6 WEST,  TERRACE 
NEXT TO LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO PALACE 
635- ,151  1 
CREDIT PLAN AVAILABLE 
• ()~::•: !i~:!~•!~•:~,•!::~••,i i¸i!i~i•~,i~!:!~i~ ~i ' !! i~ : ~,,• ,,• 
STORE HOURS:  MeN.  - -  THURS . . . . .  9 a.m. ,6  p .m,  
FRIDAY . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . .  : .9 a :m, -9  p.m. 
SATURDAY . . . . . . . . .  , . .9  a,m. ,~6 p,m.  
• 
I I 
1 ~ _ . . . . . . .  
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SOUP 
PBELL'SJ,  cROASTI.NGHIcKEN 
Cream of Mushroom. 284 mL. 
I Fresh Grade A or utility. 
2.16/kg 
Ib 
GOLD COVE 
TUNA 
Chunk Light. In water. 
184 g tin 
-e l i  
CHICKEN 
BREAST 
Boneless. Fresh 
9.46/kg 
29 
I| 
HEAD 
 LETTUCE 
U.S. Grown. No. 1 Grade. 
~ i i i~ i i :  
i ~ ~ ~ii~ i i!~ i~ii i 
ea 
CHICKEN 
LEGS 
Back Attached. Bulk. 
lb 
11.94/kg 
Delsey. 
8 Roll Pkg. 
ROOM TISSUE ULTRA DIAPERS B.C. COD FILLETS 
Generic. Fresh. 
Med. 40's, 
Large 30's or 
ea Large plus 26's. .721100 g 
3 28 
Ib 
ENTER TO WIN A FABULOUS HOME APPLIANCE PACKAGE 
FROM SAFEWAY AND MINt TE MAID o*  See your local Safeway for complete details 
Advertised prices in effect until closing Saturday Mar 14, 1992 at your Friendly Terrace ,.~afeway only. Quantity rights reserved. 
r ~  
MAGIC 
ART OF 
YOUTH 
GALLERY volunteer 
Maureen Worobey takes 
time out during the hanging 
of the new show on at the 
Terrace Public Art Gallery 
this month. Seventy-nine 
colourful and imaginative 
works by young artists aged 
3 to 18 will be on display 
until Mar. 29th. The B.C. 
Young Artists exhibition is 
organized by the Emily Carr 
College of Art and Design. 
ii 
Honours 
stack up 
at Call 
Six Caledonia students have 
already won provincial scholar- 
ships on the basis, of the 
January scholarship exam 
results. 
That ties the best ever results 
achieved by last year's grads, 
with six winners in January and 
a combined total of 11 at the 
end of June. 
The January scholarship win- 
ners are: Amanita 'Coosemans, 
Lung Lui, Michael Hewitt, 
Matthew Phillips, Barbara 
Kuzyk and Dennis Venema. 
To  qualify for a provincial 
scholarship, the successful stu- 
dent must achieve Grade 12 
~,Standing and have • a. standard 
ministry score total of 1,700 or 
higher in their three best 
scholarship examinations. The 
top 20 students in B.C. receive 
$2,000 each, and the other win- 
ners receive $i,000. 
With the many outstanding 
results shown by students who 
are scheduled to write the re- 
mainderof  their scholarship ex- 
ams in June, it's hopeful that 
our '92 grads will be able to top 
the record performance of 11 
scholarships won last year. 
Thirty-nine of the Caledonia 
students who wrote scholarship 
exams achieved the qualifying 
scholarship standard ministry 
score of 475 or more. 
Congratulations go out to all 
63 Caledonia Grade 12 students 
who have received a final grade 
of 'A'  on a Grade 12 course! 
i •' ~ 
Q 
=, i:. i :,i 
Ii ': ,/ 
. . . . .  i n  
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Play auditions 
start tonight 
With the success of Living 
Together still smelling sweet, 
Terrace Little Theatre is already 
planning its spring productions! 
The two plays - -  Glass Bottle 
written by playwright Elizabeth 
data  e o re  y 
playwright Elinor Jones -  will 
~:::,~! be jointly produced and per- 
formed in early May. 
:Glass Bottle, a touching por- 
trayal of  two elderly women, 
time director, will tackle Under 
Control, which probes the lives 
of a family in crisis. A cast of 
three - -  two women and one 
man - -  is requiredl One woman 
should be between 45 and 60, 
while the other two characters 
are in their 20s or 30S .  
Auditions are scheduled for 
toniglit and tomorrow night 
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse at 3625 Kalum St. 
will be directed by Marianne The script is available behind 
Brorup-Weston. Best known thecounter at the public library. 
for her wonderful acting ability, If you're interested in giving 
this will be Weston's first time acting a try or helping out with 
directing. 'Edith' and 'Millie' either production, come on out 
will be played by Lorna Morton to auditions. For more informa- 
and Margaret Sinjur. tion call Annette at 635-4419 or 
Annette Canute, also a first- Marianne at 635-2942. 
Young minds in action 
Amid a jungle of pulleys, 
wires and small propeller-driven 
vehicles, 28 students have been 
working quietly in a small room 
at Cassie Hall Elementary 
School. 
Four teams of s~ven children 
in Grades 5 to 7 have been 
perfecting their solutions to 
problems in the annual Olym- 
pics of the Mind regional com- 
petition. ~ 
And while the students still 
had some work to do as of last 
week, everyone was hopeful 
they would complete the pro- 
blems by the Saturday deadline. 
The Olympics of thi~ Mind 
problems pose an intrig/Jing mix 
of science and performance, 
physics and drama, 
Each problem - -  in addition 
to completing the required tasks 
as specified - -  must have a 
theme. 
• !'Our theme: i s  'Northern 
Road Hazards ' , "  explains 
12,year'old Krister Partel, as he 
gives,onlookers a tour of his 
team's delayed reaction project. 
There's the landslide, the hitch- 
hikers who get run over and the 
waterfall - -  not to mention the 
giant pothole that captures a 
moving truck. PHANTOM STAIR-CLIMBER and its architect --  Sarah Watts - Elementary school, had to build five different vehicles, with each 
Krister and the others on Iris stare each other down in the final run-up to last weekend's Olyrn- one carrying the team's flag 20 feet. 
team -- Hayley Gordon, pics of the Mind. Sarah's team, one of four from Cassie Hall 
Kathleen Gook, Ian Bohle, 
Soraya Manji, Erica Francis 
and Ricki Chan - -  will release 
several marbles to start the pro- 
cess. 
One marble triggers a 
mousetrap, which pulls the plug 
from a basin of water, draining 
into another basin of water. 
That in turn shifts the balance 
on a plank of wood, setting a 
car into motion. It drops into a 
basket and wires pull and 
pulleys turn, setting another car 
in motion. It drops through the 
giant pothole and triggers a 
series of marbles that roll along 
and drop down several levels to 
turn on the light at the end of 
the project. 
"This team has come in every 
Saturday for the past four or 
five weeks to get it done," says 
teacher Jean Hynes. 
Another team's project is a 
relay. They've built a set of five 
cars propelled by different 
power sources - -  electricity, 
mechanical energy, pneumatics 
and vibration. 
Each car has to cover a 
distance of 20 feet, and one of 
them has to climb a set of stairs. 
Each car must carry the team's 
flag, and the final car must pop 
a balloon at the far end. 
Hynes says the children learn 
by trial and error, becoming 
more persistent as they try dif- 
ferent ideas. 
"They've probably built four 
or five different vibration cars 
by now trying to find the one 
that will work," says Hynes. 
"They've taken apart an old 
dustbuster (vacuum) to get the 
fan out of it - -  these kids are 
just ingenious." 
The session broke up with the 
team trying to lind an electric 
toothbrush, in the hope that it 
would be the key to powering 
the vibration car. 
Lisa Carpino 
A ticket to ride 
Lisa Carpino will get her wish next month. 
The brave Terrace 10-year-old takes a week out from her 
battle with cancer to fly to Disneyland on April 16. 
Lisa has a rare form of cellular cancer detected last summer 
when doctors found a tumour on one of her ovaries. 
Four difficult rounds of chemotherapy later, she is given a 
90 per cent chance of making a full recovery. 
Her week-long trip will include three days at Universal 
Studios, says Alfreda Price, who helped raise some of the 
money. About $I ,600 was raised locally by the local Elks and 
the Italian Club. The balance will come from Child Wish - -  a 
Vancouver organization for children with cancer. 
Lisa goes in for more testing when she returns. 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (cm) (mm) (hrs) 
Feb. 29 5.7 -1,0 0 1.6 1.8 
Mar. 1 7.5 -1,8 0 0 7.4 
Mar. 2 6.6 -3,7 0 0 7,0 
Mar. 3 4.7 -0.6 0 0 0.2 
Mar. 4 4.8 0.8 0 3.8 0 
Mar. 5 5.6 2.6 0 2.8 0 
Mar. 6 8.6 2.9 0 5.8 3.6 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (mm) (hrs) 
Mar. 1 -4.1 -9,6 0 0 7.3 
Mar. 2 -4.2 -11 0 0 6.2 
Mar. 3 -2,7 -10.1 0 0 9,0 
Mar, 4 -0.4 -12.2 0 0 9.4 
Mar. 5 0,3 -9,7 Trace 0 2.5 
Mar. 6 3,2 -3,1 Trace Trace 0,1 
I 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information line: 635-4192 
Consultations: 635-3224 
• 36 years ago today was the 
coldest March night on record 
in Terrace, when in 1956 the 
mercury dipped to -18.3 °C. 
• Following the assassination 
of Julius Caesar (March 15th, 
44 B.C.), the Italian peninsula 
experienced violent hail, 
thunderstorms, blizzards and 
extensive flooding for the rest 
of the month. 
• Friday the 13th marks the 
third anniversary of a massive 
solar storm that produced an 
aurora borealis (northern lights) 
display visible as far south as 
Jamaica. The electromagnetic 
storm disrupted radio com- 
munications worldwide caused 
a power blackout in Quebec, 
LI I I I  I I I I - - -  
I l l  I 
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Dear Sirs: 
We would like to extend 
our appreciation to the host 
committee of the Provincial 
Senior Ladies Curling Cham- 
pionships held here at the 
Terrace Curling Club. 
We would especially like to 
thank our drivers Cal and 
Marianne Hill who showed 
us what northern hospitality 
is all about• 
Thank you all for a great 
week. 
Yours sincerely, 
Bonnie Frizell, Sheila Arm- 
strong, Joan Walker and 
Bess Low. 
(District 9 reps) 
Dear Sirs: 
Another successful Alcan 
marathon took place Feb. 15 
with 75 people of all ages 
participating. Excellent ski- 
ing conditions enhanced the 
event and dispelled the myth 
there was no snow at Onion 
Lake. 
The efforts of numerous 
volunteers have to be 
recognized• Special thanks to 
the Kitimat Snowmobile 
club, Ventures from Kitimat, 
the Kitimat Cross Country 
Ski club members who 
managed the event and 
businesses in Terrace and 
Kitimat who donated prizes. 
Yours sincerely, 
Alcan Marathon organizing 
committee. 
Dear Sirs: 
Thanks for a job well 
done! 
During Education Week, 
we the staff of E.T. Kenney 
Primary school and show our 
appreciation for their dedica- 
tion and hard work all year 
in educating our children. 
E.T. Kenney parents 
These letters of apprecia- 
tion brought to you by The 
Terrace Standard . . . . . . . .  . ....... 
A LEAP 
INTO 
LIFE 
MARCH MAY not have 
come in like a lion, but 
February certainly went 
out with a Rory. Yes, 
newborn Rory Erickson 
chose a rare day to make 
his appearance in the 
world - Feb. 29th. He 
was the first leap day baby. 
born here on the 29th, 
and he won't have another 
official birthday until 
1996. Proud parents are 
Anne Wright and Robert 
Erickson. 
• :;i: ~ 
,,,..:.; - - ,~.,  ..... 
Skeena honours its own 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 
Eligibility is calculated on the basis of 
5=A, 4=B, 3=C+,  2 " ,  and 
l=C- .  All eight subject~ e con- 
sidered and the categories ar onours 
(4.375 - 5.0), Meritorious A vement 
(4.25 - 4.375) and Honoural 4ention 
(4.00 - 4 .25) .  
Grade 8 Honour~ 
Lianne Bee, David BretherR ;aroline 
Brown, Christina Brown• latthew 
Buckle, Alison Chase, Sheri Clark, Wes 
• Coelho, Andrea Collis, Michael 
Cooper, Ayesha Coosemans, Colleen 
Craig, Jennifer Dagg, Michael Da.vies, 
Leslie Ann Dickson, Natalie Dickson, 
Carrie Dupas, Paul Fleming, Sherry 
Franzen, Julie Gillanders, Leah 
Graham, l-larjap Grewal, Rita Grewal, 
Joseph Hadley, April Harkness, Rebec- 
ca Heenan, Christopher Hernes, 
Navneera Maihotra, Meredith Mordan, 
Scott Northridge, Amar Parmar, 
Leonard Pelletier, Timothy Phillips, Pal 
Sandhu, Jennifer Shepherd, Kerri 
Skaalrud, Amy Stevens, Ryan Steven- 
son, Diane Teixeria, Kevin Teixeira, 
~,ar~.,, T,~s4~r.o,,.,,S. ha~p,a., ~ .Thomp.son, 
Tanya Urbanowski, Terra Van Herk, 
Justin Keitch, PeW Nirwan, Gurjit Tag- 
gar, Katherine Wilkerson, Yolanda 
Zimmer. 
Grade 8 Honourable Mention 
Victor Basanti, Dennis Gaspar, Michael 
Haugland, Sandi Irving, Sarah Kelly, 
David Norman, Chris Paziuk, Kimberly 
Porter, Chad Ptolemy, Amy Turner. 
Grade 9 Honoum 
Janine Arnold, Michelle Audet, Shanna 
Austin, Lindsay Bailey, Matthew Ball, 
Hannah Barker, Scott Bromley, 
Heather Connacher, James Cossett, 
Jocelyn Coxford, Erin Davies, Andrew 
Dehoog, Esther Deleeuw, Dustin Dun- 
dar, Jessica Eades, Scott Gingles, Crista 
Hall, Elite Higginson, Jaime Janzen, 
David Kozier, Aisha Manji, Garth 
McKenzie, Margot McKeown, Katy 
Milne, Harik Nijjar, Kylie groan, 
Angela Pal.niu, Patrick Phillips, Har- 
preet Sandhu, Ryan Shannon, Angie 
Sparks, Scott Springer, Michael Ur- 
banowski, Michael Vandermeulen, 
Joelle Walker, Laura Yip. 
Grade 9 iIonourable Mention 
Bryan Crampton, Danielle Freethy, 
Tonia Furmanek, Gungeet Gill, Jeremy 
Gwilt, Shana Moritz, Heidi Nygaard, 
Jassie Osei-Tutu, Karen Shepherd, 
Terry Smith, Heidi Turner. 
Grade 10 Honours 
Deborah Casey, Carolyn Craig, Du 
Binh, Stephen Fleming, Lana Geier, 
Stella Halgh, Erik Hernes, Pauline 
Lepp, Phung Liu, Sandra Mantel, Jen- 
nifer McMynn, Leslie McQuade, Sonita 
Nahal, Erin Parr, Lara Tessaro, Suzan- 
nah Vandevelde, Natasha Young, Jen- 
nifer Zuchiatti. 
Grade 1O Mefltodous Achievement 
Leanne Hidber. 
Grade 10 Honourable Mention 
Malkit Atwal, Leanne Hidber, Deborah 
Stainton, Dawn Thomsen, Anne Vu, 
Kathy Webb. 
-. SarahW~ebc : " ' . .  . . . . . .  • I 
G~de 8 Meritorious Achievement 
Christine Beaupre, Trisha Braun, 
Joseph Dominguez, Aaron Garner, 
STOLEN IN QUEBEC, 
LICENSEB,IREGALLY 
iN ALBE . 
SOLD'PRIVATELY 
IN B.C. 
The private sale of stolen vehicles i big business. 
Don't be a victim! Buy your used car or truck through 
a Member of the Motor Dealers' Association of B.C, 
Licensed under the Motor Dealer Act with a strict code of 
disclosure, and franchised to give you the highest standards 
for sales, these dealers let you buy with confidence. 
You can be sure that the vehicle's previous 
ownership and registration have been checked. 
• You can be sure that the vehicle has been checked 
for any outstanding claims. ~:': ~: . . . .  
• You can depend on the'warranty offered. 
• You can always find your dealer to seek service and ~i :i 
assistance in the future. 
So the next time you're shopping for a used vehicle; look'for 
this symbol. Or your next deal Could be areal steal, 
TERRACE MOTORS 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
I| II I I 
Northern Light Studio 
Custom Picture F raming  for your  Fine Art  
-" . SA L F. "--...--; 
20 % OFF 
Complete Picture Framing/~ 
for the month ~ 
,~ of MARCH . ~ I~ :, I 
~820 Hal l iwel,  :v3eOnu5e30T~-rrac"~" ,h. 
/ 
I 
F - - '~  
o jo¥ 
Baby's Name: Emma-Lee Catherine 
l Seaton 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 21, 1991 at 2:40 pm 
Welghl: 7 Ibs, 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Kevin & Sandra Seaton 
" A sister for Claire 
Baby's Name: Ashleigh Jade 
Date & Time of Bldh: 
December 29, 1991 at 10:30 pm 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Teresa Barrel 
Baby's Name: Brenden Ray Turner 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 25, 1992 at 1:38 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs• 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Wendy Turner & Barren 
Arsenault 
Baby's Name: Scan Parry 
Date & Time of Bidh: 
January 26, 1992 
Weight: 7 fbs• 13 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Kathfeen & Norm 
Baby's Name: Amanda Grace Lindstrom 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 27, 1992 at 2:13 pm 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Don & Deena Lindstrom 
Baby's Name: Megan Leigh Edgar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 27, 1992 at 10:00 pm 
Weight: 7 R}s. 15V2 oz. Sex'. Female 
Parenta: Dave & Anna Edgar 
Baby's Name: Paige 8rittany Lawlor 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
• ' January 27, 1992 at 17:23 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Patti & Bob Lawlor 
Baby's Name: Matthew Allen 
Dote & Time of Birth: 
January 27, 1992 at 8:01 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tim & Marj Taron 
SEE OUR MODEL 
CONTEST ON DISPLAY 
NOW! 
Hey Kids, Gyzmo Is Back! 
I IIII 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
I 
, help you fill out ' 
, your  income tax return 
~'~!,. 
Extended hours " 
From February 24 to April 30, we offer an "after hours" phone 
"~ ~ ~ ~  service from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Thursday. 
,.~,,,._~ ~ You can also call T.I.P.S. Info-Tax, our automated phone service, 
~ j  ~:¢ .~-  24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for recorded inforrnation selected topics. 
, . . , ,  ~ ,~ - . . . , , . , 4 . . .  , • , . ,  . . . .  . . . . . .  . , ,  ,~ ,  ,. ~ , - , , ~ , h . ~ : , . , , ~ - ~ = . -  ~D . . . . .  , -~ ,~-  .~ .~, ,~,~: , . , *~, . .~  
. . . .  : : !% 
No-calculation retu.I'ns 
• j 
To make things easier, we ve designed two simpler tax returns ,~:'.Jl~ ' e f - i t l l~[ '~* '  • o 4 . 
thai don't have any calculations. 
These 0ptional returns are great for people with straightforward 
tax situations. If you're under 65, you can use the "Short." ~l_d 
If you'i'e 65 or over, the "65 Plus" is for you. Whatever return 3 
:you use, you should fill out only one. 
!. 
Make sure your r  furn is not delayed 
~},::.:t Lots of people fill out their tax retum with great care, only to 
~ i  miss details that can make all the difference" FOr example' if
your address is incomplete orincorrect, your refund could be 
delayed or sent o the wrong place. 
If you will be moving, write the new address on your retum, 
' or if you don't know it yet, please call tis to let us know as 
soon as you can so we can update your file. 
Another importani detail is attaching all the slips and 
receipts that support your claims for credits and 
deductions. If any are missing, your return may 
get held up while we contact you for the information. 
i q~!  Revenue Canada Revenu Canada ,,i ~ : ...... 
Taxation Irnpbt . . . .  Canad  
ii 
J 
AROUND TOW N 
Where could she be? 
MISS TERRACE is lost and can't be found. 
Well, Miss Terrace 1984 and 1985 that is. 
Organizers of this year's pageant want to invite the royal 
ladies of seven and eight years ago, but are having difficulty 
tracking them down. 
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of 1985 Miss, Terrace 
Whitney Brinnen or 1984 Miss Terrace Corina Thomas is ask- 
ed to contact Alfreda Price at 635-2546. 
Soup kitchen aided 
NEARLY EIGHTY per cent of the regular customers at the 
daily soup kitchen are children, 
Run by the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group, the kitchen has 
been in operation since December in its location at the corner 
of Sparks St. and Park Ave. 
The kitchen got a boost last week when the Terrace District 
Teachers' Union gave $500 to the lunch program. 
Approximately 50 to 60 people attend each day, but daily 
attendance has run as high as 200 in the past. The soup kit- 
chen is open to all ages, but most recipients are students from 
several schools located in the horseshoe area. 
Students spar in French 
STUDENTS HERE in Grades 4-10 will be at the Caledonia 
school lecture theatre tomorrow for Concours - -  a French 
public speaking competition. 
If you're interested in checking out the bilingual talents of 
our local children, the competition will run from 3:30 p.m. to 
8 p.m. Thursday evening. 
For more information call Norma Bohle at 635"4845. 
Food bank boosted 
THE TERRACE Churches Food Bank got a $1,000 boost of 
late. 
The donation came from the Nisga'a Tribal Council and 
goes toward purchases for the bank's four-day distribution 
period that takes place once a month. 
The Anglican church also received $1,000 from the tribal 
council. That money will help finish off their new church on 
Lakelse Ave. 
Legion execs installed 
LEADERSHIP changes have seen Howard Cromarty take 
over from Peter Crompton. as president of branch 13 of the 
Royal Canadian Legion here. 
Zone commander Art Pugh was on hand recently to install 
the members of the Legion's new executive. 
The secretary isMaria THomsen, and the new directors are 
Pat Smith, Jim MacKenzie, Bill Robinson, John Groot and 
Charlie Meek. First vice-president is Jean Davis, second vice- 
president is Lynda Hudson, Keith Norman is treasurer, 'and 
Tom Wilson is sergeant-at-arms. 
Marjorie Cromarty is president of the Legion's ladies aux- 
illiary executive. First vice-president is Bey Dickie, second 
vice-president is Hazel Defrane, Lissi Sorenson is secretary, 
Jessie Gowe is sergeant-at-arms, Jean Dixon is treasurer, and 
the directors are Claire Irwin, Addie Ryan and Evelyn Baxter. 
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A rolli(:king good time 
their fifth and final time, as 
they are leaving town later this 
year. 
• City rep Danny Sheridan 
and wife Moira. 
A lovely dinner was served to 
everyone, followed by Florence 
Spencer's delicious mar- 
shmallow squares. Dinner was 
followed by a few speeches 
from a few guests and many 
door prizes were given away. 
The day's crowning event 
A wonderful afternoon is 
how organizers described the 
Terrace Kinette Club's 9th An- 
nual Sweetheart dinner and 
dance on Sunday Feb. 16. 
When the doors opened at 
4:30 seniors from around the 
Terrace area were reunited at 
this very special event. 
MC Erie Johanson was on 
hand to welcome veryone and 
then introduced the president of 
the Kinettes, Pat Wadell. 
Special guests at the head came when playing cars were 
table included: finally passed out to select the 
• Outgoing 1991 Miss Ter- new 1992 Queen and King of 
race royalty Miss Laura Flynn Hearts. Joan Baxter was picked 
the new Queen of Hearts and 
Jake Drooger was named the 
new King of Hearts. 
A few birthday greetings were 
handed out and everyone wish- 
ed Margo Baines good luck on 
her trip to Scotland. 
After some applause in ap- 
and Miss Nieki Schafhauser, 
and 1992 Miss Kinsmen Jodi 
Coulter • Kim Hall, sitting in 
for Bina Kerr, 1991 Queen of 
Hearts, and King of Hearts 
1991 Roy Nelson. 
• Terrace RCMP's Mr. and 
Mrs. Neeves were also there for 
LUCKY DANCERS Joan Baxter and Jake Drooger were picked as 
the new Queen and King of Hearts at the Kinettes' 9th annual 
sweetheart dinner and dance Feb. 16. 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
preciation of the lovely after- 
noon put on by the Kinettes' 
crew of hard workers, Jim Ryan 
and" friends started up the 
music. The new Queen Joan 
and King Jake started the dane- 
mg and a wonderful evening 
was had by all. 
.k .k .k ,k ~r 'k 
A farewell and good luck to 
Epp and Kathleen Talstra. 
After 40 years living in Ter- 
race, Epp and Kathleen are now 
on the move to Surrey. Now 
they're off on a new adventure, 
just as it was in 1949 when 
Donald and Winnie Talstra and 
their three children arrived from 
Holland to settle in Houston, 
B.C. 
Mr. Talstra decided to start 
his potato-growing career there. 
Unfortunately, Houston was hit 
with a very hard mid-July frost 
that year, freezing all the 
vegetables in the ground. As a 
result, the family then decided 
to move to Telkwa --  where the 
weather proved to be not much 
better. In the spring of 1953 
they arrived by train in Terrace 
with all their belongings and 
walked down Kalum St. to the 
home of Jake Mantel, who had 
already settled here.' 
The family lived on Soucie 
Ave. and the next year Mr. 
Talstra bought 10 acres of land 
adjacent o Jake Mantel's pro- 
perty. There he grew his 
vegetable garden and sold his 
produce to area people for a 
number of years. 
When M~. Talstra had a heart 
attack he sold the land to the 
Christian Reformed Society and 
bought his house on Lazelle 
Ave. from Cathy Fraser. 
Epp and his brother Jack first 
went to school at the Kalum 
school, then at Skeena school. 
Jack graduated there, went on 
to law school and returned to 
/ 
set up his law practice and even- 
tually become the current 
Mayor of Terrace. 
Epp said his first job was with 
Harold Smith, who was a coal 
dealer and Epp said he would 
work for Mr. Smith to help pay 
for the family farm. Epp first 
went into business in 1958, buy- 
ing shares in Doe's Cartage 
from Otto van Verdubelt. Their 
office was run out of the taxi 
stand, where the Co-op gas 
pumps are now. He was in that 
business for 27 years. 
He would haul goods to the 
Nass or deliver groceries from 
the local grocery stores at 50 
cents a delivery. His first long 
distance move was in 1961 when 
he moved Dr. Nickelson to 
North Vancouver. 
It was on just such a trip - -  
taking the long way home from 
Vancouver - -  when he first met 
his wife Kathleen. 
While in Terrace, Epp has 
been a very hard-working 
member of the Christian 
Reform Church and school and 
was a hospital foundation 
member. Epp and Kathleen 
have four sons - -  Donald, Art, 
Rodger and Arich. All sons 
were born, went • to school and 
graduated here. 
When settled in Surrey, Epp 
is planning to get involved as a 
volunteer on development pro- 
jects with the Christian Reform- 
ed Church. 
Terraceview Lodge residents 
are celebrating a number of bir- 
thdays this month: 
Doris Williams celebrated 
hers Mar. 3, Peter Neaves 
marks another year on Mar. 14. 
Sadie Gagnier celebrates on 
Mar. 15 as does Edith Inglis on 
Mar. 16. Henry Fortin and 
Steve Gregorash both mark bir- 
thdays on Mar. 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
PUBLIC MEETING 
TOPIC: FUTURE OF "OLD" HAZELTON, SECONDARY SCHOOL 
BUILDING 
LOCATION: 
TIME: 
DATE: 
HAZELTON SECONDARY SCHOOL -- MUSIC ROOM 
2:00 P.M. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 21 ST, 1992 
Presentations must be accompanied by a written brief. 
Persons wishing to make presentations should contact: 
Barry P iersdorf f ,  Secretary  T reasurer  
School  Distr ict  88 (Ter race)  
3211 Kenney  Street ,  Ter race ,  B.C. V8G 3E9 
Tel: 635-4931 or Fax: 635-4287 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
- , , i  ~ ~ " 3 L " fill D/ IV  
1 2 3 
Terrace Terrace Kermode 
Athletic Minor Friendship 
~,ssoclation Hockey Society 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
15 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
22 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
29 
Terrace 
Community 
Band 
Kerm0de 
9 10 
Terrace 
Minor Friendship 
Hockey t Society 
17 16 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
23 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
3O 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
24 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
31 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
4 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
11 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
18 
Terrace 
i Blueback 
Swim Club 
25 
,Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
5 Terrace 747 
Air Cadet 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
~ " f ) l  I ' l :q  I LV  
6 Big 7 Minor 
Soltball Brothers 
N.T.C. 
Terrace Local 
Kinetics 
Figure 
Skating 
12  Orderol 1~ Canadian 14  Little 
Royal .JL~' Paraplegic Theatre 
Purple Association. , .  Kinsmen 
Terrace N.T.C. Search & 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local Rescue 
19  Terrace 20  Canadian 21  Ringette 
747 Paraplegic Terrace 
Air Cadet Association Soccer 
Terrace N.T.C. Figure 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local Skating 
26  Order of ~ ' ) '  Can;'dian q~ Little 
Royal z-/Paraplegic ~u Theatre 
Purple Association Parenls For 
French 
Terrace N.T.C. Shames 
Anti-Poverty Terrace Local Ski Clu_b _ 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 s'm. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m, Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOK E REMOVAL ,AISLE CONCESSION. 
"SALLY" 
Requires A 
FOSTER HOME 
Sally's history has been characterized by family "turmoil and in- 
security. Yet, she is a bright and energetic teenager who progresses 
well at school. 
Sally's chosen foster parents will need to offer: 
- -  Unconditional acceptance 
- -  Patience and understanding 
- -  A home where Sally can maintain her independence (she is 
accustomed to locking after herself) 
- -  An environment in which Sally's individual needs can be met 
and where Sally can be involved in decision-making, so as to 
avoid power struggles. 
If you would like to know more about Sally or have questions about 
fostering, please contact the Ministry 
638-3527.  
i !  iiiii! II! 
• ...... i 
of Social Services at 
: ) _  =; ~ : • =~ • : ,  "~• i~ ¸
i i~: i~'~ ~ ~ i iii i ~ • •:1% iiii!~ii !! ! i  i i~i ~ i:iii i ~ ii) ~ 
~ " i , ~ i ii ~i i  ?i~ ~, i ~' ~ 
i ~ ~i~ ~i~:i? i i  ~! i :~ :~ ii :;.!~!A:,iii!~iii:i~i:ii~iii~ii/ii: : 
: i : i / !  !: i !!i 
: %,  (~ : :7~!~; ~:':~(~?/:I : j  i!+ ;~&~/~:i i !~: i 'C :L !:~ :;i; : ~ 
i : Ministry of Social Services iiiii:ili.ilil 
I I I I I II I 
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PRESENTING THE 
MilgEBURGER ALLSTARS 
The Classic l~il~burger, 
Super ~i l (£burgers ,  and Chicken Club.  
OLD BONES made up par t  of the  d i sp lay  by  Thornhi l l  P r imary  year  Hundreds  of  s tudents  took  par t th i s  year  f rom severa l  local schools.  
4 s tudent  Nikk i  Lee Diana in Terrace 's  27th  annua l  Sc ience  Fair. 
'92 Science Fair iinaie 
,n.--.nna.o.o.o. ao' TRAVEL  TAL l  world-famous egg-drop, the (Centennial) (Parkside),  Nathan Voogd AlyssaGervais(Veritas) 
paper airplane flight test or the Grade 4 Experiment (Centennial),  Chris Lomax 3rd - -  Daniel Hicks and / 
many displays and experiments, le t - -  Aaron Peters (Centen- (Parks ide) ,  Joe l  Kamlah  Aaron Gingles (Parkside) J~MAICA 
Terrace's 27th annual Science nial) (Parkside), David Parussini Canadian Women in . 
Fair had something to offer for 2nd - -  Justin Johnstone (Centennial) Timber Displays , . Monteoo Bay _ 
ever one. Cassle Hall) E Drop Grades 4 7 Year  1 Ke lsey weep v . ,  y ( ' gg " : Float through canyons of green in a torch- t canoe on 
Long hours of, work were put 3rd - -  Devin Craig (Cassie let - -  Greg Nutma (Centen- (Parkside) the Great River Hop aboard the historic Governor's ~"-= 
Year 2 Kimberly Smith ' / into the projects by many Hall), Beth Korpi (Veritas) nial Christian) : Coach for arailroad ride through acountryslde thecol- ~¢~ 
students. And the kind of Grade 5 Display 2nd - -  Eric Roy (Centennial (Parkside),  Michael D iana ours of a thousand rainbows. Chase the Jamaican i,I,e~. 'L 
dedication that showed in the 1st - -  Terry Froese and Levi Christian) (Thornhill Primary) horizon on horseback through paihs of flowers that ]/ ' /~ 
final product could be a sign of Froese (North Coast Cor- 3rd - -  Terry Froese (North Year 4: Nikki Lee Diana wndaroundcool mountains brushing thesky. Visitthe ' ~.~; 
a lifelong love of science - -  or respondence School) Coast Correspondence School) (Thornhill Primary) , -  gheos~ole a wi~e:22°d rTIl~osk;/e~ hgW~s° ~henEsXPlitcr ~ ~/t .~ 
- -  vin Gillanders Ja Hunt Year 1-4 Class Entry" Mrs. Epp s xear ~ ' !" even a future career. 2nd Ke , y Scavenger ' - , . . . . . . .  ,, ,.=,,h,.;o= f . . . .  td beers and bikinis on Dec .~ .~ ~ I 
This ear's winnin entries Foster and Keary Murphy 1st - -  John Will Keating, Jef- 4 class at Kiti K'Shan :~=L .... 2 ......... '."" ~." . . . . .  "~. ~ 1 
. . . .  Y, . . . . .  g ,, , - , - - - , - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' -n  Women in  T imber  tars uave ueach. AnD get ready mr a night that sizzles, ~ C"% ,J 
ut~ a~ fouuw~" ~up,t,u~/ lery lown,  ~tepnen &naKa t.anau,t ~,,,~o~ ,~.,- .~ ~.~ ~t.,,o .n . ,t ,  a,w, " '~ ,  I 
• - - " Contest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ' , ' ; '  ~ ~"  " ' Year 1/2 Displays 3rd - -  Patrick Levesque and (Veritas) " l ree  Aging n . . . . . . . .  ,,u,, , , ,  - -  • t 
let - -  Christopher Yeast  Steven Gervais (Veritas) 2nd - -  Rhonda Freeman, Year 4: "Me Bay," as'th;'Ja'm;~can's" say',' is equal parts. Y~ I 
(Thornhill Primary). Grade 5 Experiments Melissa Straw, Lindsey Russell let - -  J oanna  Keat ing  history, mystery, fast-paced city life. l a id -back~ I 
2nd - -  Megan Noonan let - -  Gavin Bernard and 3rd - -  Robert Chapman, (Veritas) . beaches lush gardens, and haute couture resor ts '~r - r~ ~ 
(Parkside Elementary) Patrick Desjardins (Uplands) Nick Chapman,  Cour tney  2nd - -  Stephanie Huisman where the rich and you-know-who work on their sun-~ [ 
3rd - -  Tamara Ross, Charts 2nd - -  Melanie Mahon and Vasseur (Cassie Hall) (Centennial Christian) tans, golf games, yachting and duty-free shopping. ~ I 
Ritter and Justin Schultz (Thor- Wendy Hadley (Uplands) Foil Boat Contest 3rd - -  Bobbi-Lisa Marshall whS°meu°'fr:~n r a'!M~c;:ns" a~oeufU~lan°f ~:t:~rfi In a~*m~ ~ I 
nhiil Primary). 3rd - -  Kara Myhr (Thornhill 1st - -  Birke Schemmerling (Centennial Christian) . . . .  .Y . . . . .  Y' ^Y .... g ~ ~ a~d , [ 
Year 3/4 Displays Elementary) and Danna Haworth (Uplands) ' Grade 4: . :j:relc:nOtlua:cO~.,yOn, tour tak:~Tv;In, ang:::u~sT:~ }"-.~,~ I 
1st - -  Kaya Downs, Kara Grade  6 D isp lays  2nd - -  Anna Johnson  let - -  Melissa Guenther . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  / .,,"~ 
. . . . . . . .  , . . .  me t~reat I-liver wire a Calypso Dana, rum puncn, alnner ',. ku t . \  I 
Birdsell and Amber Braid (Kiti let - -  Rober t  (..iervais and (Veritas) (t;larence MlCnleI) and dancing And torches along the shore to light he ,'~ :']'~"*-.~ I 
K'Shan) . . . . . . .  Jeff Town (Veritas) 3rd - -  Eric Roy and Andrew 2nd ~ Pamela  Aust in  way ' :,'~.-~ ~ I 
• :-:2rid - -  Tracy. Car r i ta  an.d i 2nd  '--- Tie Casper (Thornhill Westerhof (Centennial Chris- (Clarence Michiel) . ' M'ontego Bay alone Probably I~as ;- m~0re ~ fine ~,N~ T [ 
John ,K01~ert i~avis (Veritas), Elementary) tiat~) : " ="  : 3rd ~.  Sarah. Davis (Centen- restaurants that you' fnd on anyother ,  sand. .n theen- t..", I 
Mathieu Leclerc (Kiti K Shun). Grade 6 Experiments Straw Tower Contest " ) ' '"  ' , t~  I ' nlal Christian tire Canbbean Me Bay also has more nightclubs, and 
3rd - -  Andrea Buhr (Thor- let - -  Jeff Town (Veritas) let - -  John-Will Keating, Grade 5: more hotels than any other area of the country. Near.y -3z:.---------~'.~. I 
nhill Primary), Merten Schem- 2nd , Maiya Davis and Jeff  Town, Stephen Anaka let - -  Knelt Van Herk .a,, nea.cn.rron!note,s nav..ewater.sport, ce. ntersro.r.sall-~l~-.x~ I 
merl ing (Uplands),  Steven Joann Penner (Centennial) (Veritas) (Centennial Christian) tbn~oW/bOoSatmng, snorkeling, paa ole Dealing ant] g ,ass~ I 
Hawke (Thornhill Primary). 3rd - -  Phoenix Diep and 2nd-  Nathan Northridge, 2nd - -  David Wittowski . . 2" . . . . . . .  g'~ll I • . . . . . Montego uay Is Jamaica's secona largest city an(] --- 
Year  3/4 Experiments Stephen Anaka (Centenmal) Kevin Gdlanders, Keary Mur- (Centenmal Chnstmn) tmlv one Of the croat resort cities of the Caribbean ~ / I 
let - -  Daniel Chapman Grade 7 Display phy (Uplands) 3rd - -  Nathan Freeman ....................................... - I 
(Parkside) 3 rd - -MeganHendersonand 3rd - -  Cindy Focker, Julie (CentennialChristian) I~ ' l l~o ' r  t '~gf~lO l~ " r ' i~A l lg /  I 
2nd - -  Allen Wootton (E.T. Lucy Sager (Centennial) Focker, Rachael Wilkerson Grade 6: [ r I ne  i ~, ,  I i ~ . ,  i ~ , . - -  i ,  i , - t . . - - - -  I 
Kenney), Alicia Skinner and Grade 7 Experiments (Uplands) let - -  Liza Vande Velde I ..4 . .~-~ . . . .  I 
T r ine  Myhr  (Thornh i l l  let - -  Heather Roodzant Paper Airplane Contest (CentennialChristian) I ./[(Q-',,.X'ql-" "FOR PEOPLE I 
Primary). '(Centennial) l e t -  Dustin Montgomery 2nd - -  Stephen Anaka  [ ~q t~ ~) GOING ~CES"  
3rd - -  Michael Todd (Thor- 2nd - -  Amanda Talstra (Thornhill Primary) (Centennial Christian) ] ~r~~a, . .  ~I.~U. ' L~k../ll~lk.~ ~ ' ' ,~ 'O  I 
nhill Primary), Liam Murphy ' (Centennial) 2nd - -  Brad Mills (Veritas) 3rd - -  Jeff  Town (Veritas) I LI,  I - -1L. ) IL . , t -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
(Uplands) 3 rd - -  RyanOrr  (Centennial) 3rd - -  Christopher Walker Grade 7: ] "~" ~ - - ~  4736 LAKELSE AVENUE I 
Grade 4 Display Grade 9 Displays (Veritas) , let - -  Ryan er r  (Centennial I J ' ~  TPRRAP,  F R C VSG 1 Ra  I 
let - -  Tom Sager (Centen- 2rid - -  Rob F reeman Block Tower Contest Christian) I ~ ' . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  I 
nial) (Centennial) 1st - -  Chris Ekeli and Allen 2nd - -  Amanda Talstra ~ 1 
2rid - -  Greg Nutma (Centen- Egg Drop Years 1-4 Wootton (E.T. Kenney) (Centennial Christian) I R . ' : t g - - g 9 7 7  I 
nial), Dustin Schibli (Parkside) Andrew Nutma (Centennial 2nd - -  Christine LeClaire and 3rd - -  Amanda Bream I v ~ ' ,~-=-  =-  • ff ! 
3rd - -  Ryan  Lomax Chr i s t ian) ,  E r i c  Ecker t  Kristofer Owens (Veritas) (Centennial Christian) I ' " I 
1 
--_ The turning of another page Kelowna, Simone Jefferson 
I ~ ~ on the calendar brought a and Tom Casey of Stewart and 
[ \ bonus for two holders of Dr. Terrace's Jerry Elkiw and Eric 
I U f~ D ~" ~ R.E.M. Lee Hospital rounda- Dusdal. 
I IVl ~ | X 1._ \ tion cash calendars. The past week's cash calm- 
] ~ ~ It~ I I  \ James Morhart of Terrace's dar $50 winners include Ter- 
I tL , /A~ n ] name was drawn Feb. 29 while race's Nora Phillips, Tony 
I _~ - -  - -~  / Vietoria's Gerri Tanner was Pauls and Carmen Mailioux. 
I ~ ['~ I J ~= t~ ] the lucky winner March 1. Also collecting cash were 
I ~ • • • ""= ='-'~"F, / Both get $100, double the nor- Prince Rupert's Perry Boyle 
I ] real daily prize, and Bob Hardy, Kitimat resi- 
I / ' Winners of $50 from Mar. 1 dent Ken Heffos, and Jim 
to 4 were Blair Weber of Bellinger, of Langley. ! ~( IB~I~ ~'~ 14 it . . . . . . .  1 ~ 0  P 3 0  / ' ~ , ~  ! 
'. "'. °.,', °',o 
I AUTOROUTE FREE ROAD HAZARD II T.h, urs.:':.'.  l?mto9pm I 
[ ~ rAalcltW:natl s    - WARRANTYII iiii; ::i }?i'i2?!iii  ._xx "1 t reel _ i l l  . ; 'i i i)i ll weath r 
| ~ beltedradial . i ...Ol 
I IdlW white sidewall , 
i i f7 /  | PERFORMANCE_R_A_~_NG / , I l l  =ll : ti ;21 I 
I I~1~111 P 55ISOR13 $38 95 • ilUpl~r/SR14, CYh°o~ro ---"P205/'/5R15" cvh°°t~r" | Please also note that w backt  ularhou e ndav. Thanks. 
| I  9 P165/8011131 eho,=. 1 1 P195f'/5R14 ~$AQ I [ P'~ 5R15t$;(I I 
I I  i] P175~OR13~$~095 I ~ P2~flSR141 ~?~ i "-] Sfl ! og l 
i n ,w P18550R131 v~ , / V P2~f15R15~ I I #lUI/Ull I: /~IIIIAIMTITII¢Cg I ACT I'll I UAI1P.H 9RT14 I 
II HOT SPRINGS 
i RESO2T LTD. 
I " - ' "  798-2214 
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CHiLDREN'SWFAR i : • Imm-u  . ~ ~ _  -' L,.. 
Little Wond~reg. 1,99 ................... 1.44 
Terry Bibs, 
Lltlle Wonder Plastic 1 AA 
Bibs, Reg. 1.99 ............................ • ,"lr"~ 
Qusito Plastic Baby 1 44 
Pants Assorted Sizes, Reg, 2.15 .... • 
Receiving Blankets ~ AA 
30x36, Reg, 3.19 ........................ L . " l ' "a '  
Magic Socks, 0ne2.49 ............ 1.44 
Size File All. Heg . . . . . .  
Children Tights 1 AA 
6.18 mo, & 1.3 yrs .... i l  .- ir, ' ,r . , . . , . . , , . . . . . . , . .  
Glds Watson Briefs 1 AA 
Sizes 8.14, Reg. 2.02 .................. • , "~"~ 
Glds Brtefs 9 AA 
sizes 4-6x, Reg. 1,69 ................... "-- . ' f ' f  
BOys 3 Pair Briefs ~ A 4 
Rag, 4,99 ................................... ~ . '~ '  
;[ ~;lzz|: | , !  :]:f,~ll~ 
Asst. Earrings 911 AA 
Reg. 1,00 ........................... m,,Ti . '~r-T 
cotton Da,s 919  , td  
300 Pk. Reg. 1.50 ................. -.-a--- . "T ' I -  
Nail Polish Remover 9 /9  ,1AI 
200mL. Reg. 1,50 ................. - . - is-- .  '-It'-," 
Stick Deodorant ' 9/_':t dd 
75g. 3 Types, Reg, 2,64 ........ ~ /V . " I ' -T  
Close-Up Toothpaste I ,! 4 
100 or 125m L, Reg. 2,39 ............. a = '-r 
' Kleenex TIssue 911 A4 
100 Sheets. Hog, ,80 ............ - - -as  ..-'r 
Perspective Shampoos, 
Foam Baths & Conditioners 9 ,1A  
2L, Reg. 3,50 ........... ; .................. s..-.'v,-z" 
Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion ~ AA 
600mL, Reg. 6,41 ....................... v . '~r ' - ' f  
Aqualab Hand Soap 9 /_~ ,~A 
1L, Reg. 3.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a , , . /v . - r - r  
Ivory Hand Soap 9 /~ AA I  
540g. 6 Pk. Reg. 2.49 ........... ---/ i,e.-T-,w 
PerspecOve Toothpaste 9 /9  AA 
lOOmL. 2 Types. Reg. 1.50...s,,I s,,, "lr'z" 
Wheat Germ Oil & Honey 9 /9  ,1 ,1  
Shampoo 1L, Rag. 1,97 ......... - -e=- . ' - r -w  
JohnsonL's Baby Shampoo Or 
Conditioner 600 & 650mL 9 ,AA  
Reg. 3.99 ................................... = .-r'-~ 
Siiklence Shampoo Or 
Conditioner 400mL. 9 ,~,1  
Reg. 3.19 ................................... L -lr-w 
• HOUSEWARES 
Ladles Smad Brae 9 AIAi  
sizes 32.36, Reg. 3.18 ................ - - . ' - i ' ' a '  
Ladles Smart 9 J J iA 
Bdefs, S,M,L, Reg, 3.18 ............... - - . - z ' - f  
Ladies Assoded Bdefs, 1.44 
Reg, 1.99 ................................... 
Ladles Bdefs, S ,M,L  911.44 
Reg, 1.06 ............................. m,~au 
[ ]  [] n i -~1~|11~t~ " - ' - ' -  -- 
] : i~ , .~]~]~l~]~ L  FL.. L J Ladles Bdefs S,M,L 9 dA  
Jneg. 3.29 ...... , .............. ,............. m, . - i r - f  
j Ladies Watson Briefs 9 A lA  
I Rag, 2,99 ................................... m,.'~r'qr 
i l:Ladies o/s Colton 9 AA 
] . .......................... ., Brief s, Rag 3,50, =- , "v"¢  
I 
I ~ Work Handkerchief 911 ,1,1 i Rag, 99¢ .............................. - - -~ . .7 -= 
I Mens Green Ape Work 91A A A 
i moves, Reg, 2.66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =-/"1' , - z ' - f  
j Mens Fallers Gloves 9 A ,1  
I Reg. 3.20 ................................... =..-~r--~ 
I w~st Bands Assorted 9 d ,1  
Colours, Reg. 3.99 ....................... - - . . - r  ~ 
I Boys 3 pr pk Spod q AA 
Hose, ReD. 4.69,, ......................... u . ' - r - l '  
I Mens 3 pr pk Sport q AiAI 
J Hose, Reg. 4,69 . . . . .  ~."1'" -~ 
;~'Z~ ........ 2/3.44 
4o9 .............. 11..3.44 
~o~ ....................... 1 44 
~o~o ...................... 2 44 
,0 ......................... 2 44 
Sweat d ,1 ,1  
,6,00 ................... " r  . -w-w 
SEWING'N~TIONS:, 
SPORTING GOODS : 
RRY OUT!FOODS 
s,: ................ 3/1.44 
!~ ............................. 94 
Drip Coffee ~ A A 
49 ........................ u . " f - f  
299 ............... 2/3.44 
~"" ...................... 2 44 
~oo! ............ 2/3.44 
93` 39 .................. 2 44 
Fruit Drinks 919 ,1,t 
4 Flav0urs ....... m.,zs.. ,'1"-1" 
p,a ~u,0e 1.14 
, . . . , , . . , . . . . . . . . , .  • . , ,  . . . . . .  
" ELECTRON¢S 
~DiES~WEAR 
!"Y l°"! ............ 2/1.44 
& Ladies d dd  
i, 5.47 ................... -or .-u'--w 
Ladies 2 pr pk Slouch _~ ,1,A 
Socks, Reg. 4,27 ......................... v . . -T- -~ 
Ladies Socks 9 ,1 ,1  
Reg, 2,69 ................................... =- .  ,'-r '-'x 
Ladles 3 pr pk Sport Hose ~ , ,1A 
Size 9 11, Reg, 4,49 . . . . . . .  ~e .'-z'"-x 
Girls Hose Size 6.8V~ ~ ,1 ,1  
Reg. 2,69 ................................... .,-.. '-~r "-~r 
Gids Neon Slouch 9 A ,1  
Socks Sizes 5 7, Reg. 2.60 .......... ,,- . - l r  
Gids Neon Slouch ' 9 ,1,1. 
Socks, Sizes 7.9, Reg, 3.28 .......... m, = --r'-r 
Girls Ankle Socks 9 ,1,1. 
Sizes 8.9~h, Rag. 2.69 ................. ,,-...-r.-x 
Boys Hose Navy & 
Grey, 2 pr pk Sizes 5-7'h, -~ 44 
Reg. 3.99 ................................... ~ ,  
Everyday Preference Dis 1,44 
Knee Highs, Reg, 2,29 .................. 
Everyday Preference 3 pr 1 AA 
pk Knee Highs, ReD. 1.99 .............. = .'-w'-x 
Everyday Preference 6 pr 9 ,1~L 
pk Knee Highs, Reg, 2.99 .............. ~ .,-.r-w 
Ladies Queen Size Panty 919  , / I ,1 
Hose, Reg, 1,59 .................... ,-.am, . ' - r - r  
Assorted Panty Hose ,1 J l  , / IA  
Reg. 21$1,00 ........................ 7-11'/1 .11  
Assorted Panty Hose 911 AA 
Reg. 1,00 ............................. =..~a .'~r'-~r 
Assorted Panty Hose 1 .44  
Rag, 2,00 ................................... = 
Everyday Pro,ersnue 2/1.44 
Panty Hose, Reg, 99¢ ............ 
Mr. Muscle Oven Cleaner 1.44 
40Og. Reg. 2.02 .......................... = 
Pledge Household Cleaner 1 • 44  
475mL. Reg. 2,02 ....................... a 
Windex Glass Cleaner 1 .44  
600mL. Reg, 2,02 ....................... a 
Endust Gust & Cleaning Spray 1 A J i  
175g, Reg, 2,02 .......................... e . - i r -x  
Scoudng Pad Holders With 9 / '~1 ,1A  
Pad. Asst. Styles, Reg, 3,00.,, " - '~  . " r - r  
Country Pottery Air 1 AA 
Fresheners Heg. 2.49 ................... a , " f -qr  
Super Heavy Duty Batteries 1,44 
AA Reg. 2,39 ..................... ~ ........ ,: 
Eveready Rashgght With 9 A~ 
Batteries. Reg. 3,99 ..................... - -  =- r "x  
Magic Hangers 
Reg. 1,00. Each Holds 6 9 /1  AA 
Garments ............................. Lee  = -ir-l" 
Lint Card For Pocket or 9/1  A , t  
Purse. Reg. 1.26 ................... - -~a  .-lr-qr 
Rubber Gloves 1 AA 
12 Pk. Reg. 1.99 ......................... a ,'qr -T 
Kitchen Appliance Coven 9 ,1 ,1  
Asst. Reg. 3,00 ........................... - - . , .1 .7  
Extension Cords 2m 9 A A 
3 Colours. Reg. 2.99 .................... =- . 'q r ' r  
Packing Tape 9/_e~ A[,1 
Brown or Clear. Reg. 2,59 ...... . , -ev  =- r - r  
WD40 Lubdcanl " 9 ,1A  
170g, Reg, 2.99 .......................... - -  = ' l " - r  
Fuller 5 In 1 Screwdriver 9 AA 
Reg, 4.29 ................................... L . - r - r  
Ease Protec Motor Oil 9 /~ '~.44  
10w30, 1L, Reg, 2.29 ........... --.-a~ 
WIndshleld Washer Antifreeze 1 AA 
4L, Reg. 1,81 .............................. z . ' - r~  
4Pack Lightbulbs 2/2 44 
40, 60, 100 Watt, Reg. 1,59,, 
T120 Video Tapes 9 44 
Reg. 3.99 ................................... " - .  
Super Heavy Duty Batteries 
2 Pk, C&D, 4 Pk, AA, 1 /11,t 
1 pk. 9V. Reg. 2.29 ..................... = ,-qr~r 
Brentwood Audio Tapes t ~ ,1  
High Bias. 90 Min. Reg. 2.0G ......... u ."1""1" 
Video Tape Cases 9/1 AA 
Reg. 1.10 ............................. L Ie  ,'qr"~ 
Matt ress  & Boxspr ing  
Promot ion 34  % OFF  
On all stock, all sizes & cribs' . . . . . .  
3"  Sta ined  Pine 
Bunk Beds =294.44 Incl. mattress, Per set. Unbeatable at. 
Super  N in tendo  w/Game 
Cartridge $1 94 44 
(GST INCL.) The best price at . . . . . .  • 
=99.44 
Regu lar  N in tendo  
.... wl Game&,Gun 
(GST INCL.) Hottest price we've offered.. 
Men's  Work  
Hose  
4 pair pack. Reg. $9.62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =7.44 
s744.44 
Sanyo  8rnm 
Camcorder  
Full features. (GST INCL,) . . . . . . . . .  
MTC 20"  Color  
t v.,s s284 44 
w/remote. Reg. $349.99 (GST INCL.) • 
All 10R Gold 
& Mini  Bl inds 1 / . ,  p R IC  E 
Instock, this week. . . . . . . . .  , 
Ladies  Leather  
Purse Assor tment  $8  44  
Reg. $13.90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a 
.441M 
Fabr ic  Spec ia l  
Assor tment  $3 
Reg, up to $7.99/m . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Johnson's Baby Powder 9 ,/IAI 
70Og. Reg. 3,61 .......................... - - - . ' - r ' - r  
Johnson's Baby Oil Or 
Baby Lotion 600 & 5OOmL 9 ,1A  
Reg. 3,99 ................................... ,.-. -'x "-z" 
: :STATIONERY . . . .  :i" 
',Hoolcrest Wax Paper, Plastic 
Wrap OrTin Foil 1.44 
Reg, Up To 1,92 ........................... 
Woolcrest Serviettes 9 ~, ,1  
300. Reg, 3,57 ............................ ~,.,. 1 1 
Garbage Bags ~ AA 
34 Box. BOg, 4.69 ....................... ~p. -s ' 'e  
Garbage Bags 9 /1  A ,1  
10 Pk, Reg..99 ..................... , -e=.  "x'-ir 
Photo Albums Rag4 99 3.44 
Holds 120 4x6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
400 Sheet Refill Paper .~ ' 9 ,A,1 
Reg, 3.99 ............ ~ ............. ?,.,,!..,.,-. ~ ,-T 
Mixed Coin Holler Kits e~ ,1 ,1  
Reg. 3.99 ................................... ~ . . -q r ' l  
~/dting Pad, 8xlO 1 .44  
120 Sheets. Reg. 1.99 ................. z 
~,,,ng Pod 6xG 911.44 
150 Sheets. Reg, 1.29 ........... Leo  
Envelopes, 90 - size 8 
or 60- size 9. 1.44  
Beg. 1.99 ................................... a
12 Pk. Pencil Crayons 91_~ J iA  
Reg. 2.99 ............................. , , - i v  .-w-1. 
1/4 Lb. Sag Of Balloons 1 .44  
Reg. 1.99 ................................... z
P,ay,,g cards 1.44 
Beg. 1.99 ............. . ..................... 
10" Tapered Candles 911.44  
Asst. Colours, Beg. 4/1.00,., , ,~/a 
..... :SHOES:  . . . .  
Heon Shoe Laces 911  .41"t 
Reg. 1.00 ............................. ~,,./= .= , ,  
Assoded Tana Shoe 919 A~.  
Laces, Rag, 1.59 .................. . , - / . , . - . -z '~ 
Kamlk Felt Insoles 919  A ,1  
Reg. 1.B1 ............................. . , - / - -  • l"-qr 
Tana Sanox Insoles _~ A A 
Rag. 3.84 ................................... v . l~  
Ladies Pile & Terry ~ AA 
Mule Slippers, ReD. 4.00 ............... ~.-1.-.1. 
Ladies Plush & Terry 9 A~.  
Slippers, Reg. 3,75 ...................... L z , - r - t  
Chunky Coloudng Books 1.44  
Reg. 1.99 ................................... 
word Soareh, puzz,o Books 2/1.44 
Asst, Reg. 1.00 .................... # 
Kitty Litter @ A A 
10 lb, Bng, 2,99 .......................... L .  =ll''lr 
Cedar Shavings ~ , /~A 
lkg, Reg. 4,91 ............................ v . " i r -v  
Yum Yum Cat Treats 
1270. 3 Ravours 9 /_~ AA 
Reg. 2,59 ............................. - . -wv .'1"'-or 
16L Polling Soil ~ AIAI 
Reg, 3.59 ................................... -.... " l " - r  
Jobes Plant Spikes ~1~ AA 
Reg, 1,49 ............................. --- e s . .  " r ' l '  
Watedug Cans 2.44 
Asst. Colours, Reg, 3,49 ............. 
Beer Glasses _~ ~L A 
4 Pk. De0.5.13 ........................... v .~ , - , ,  
Stedlite Stacking Basket ~ AA 
Asst, Colours, Reg, 3`39 ............... ~- . '~r"'f  
Glass Egg Cups ?19  Ad  
BOg 1 52 i , . l - . . - . -w"T . , , . , , , , . . . , , , . . o . . . . . . . . . . . ,  . .  
'Asst, Framed Pdnts _~ ,1A  
16x20. Reg. 4.99 ........................ ~. - l - . -w 
Rag Rugs 91"~ A A 
19x33` Reg. 2.99 ................. L /~P . " l ' " t l '  
Clear Plastic Runner .~ ,1A  
Reg. 4.39/m ................................ ~ .17r  
Asst. Towels 9 A ,1  
Reg. 2/7.00 ................................ ,,- ."-u'-u" 
Face Cloths 91_"4 AA 
6 Pk. Rag. 2,99 ..................... ,,--a ~ ."qr-w 
Magic Dreams Pillows F-t ,1A  
Standard. Reg. 7.99 ..................... ~ . - r ' - i r  
Magic Dreams Pillows '7 AA 
Queen, Reg. 9.99 ......................... e .,. 'f-lr 
Vinyl Tablecloths e,I AJ J i  
Rag 5,00 ................................... ~ip ,"a' ' l r  
3 Pc. Kitchen Set 
Towel, Dishcloth, & 9 ,1 ,1  
Potholder. Reg, 4.00 .................... ,-..-z..-w 
Fabric Special ~ ~ AIAI 
Reg. 2,56/m ....................... L m ~' ' r "T  
RannelJette Special 2 m3.44 
Reg. 3.20 .......................... 
All Simplicity Pattems ,t~,,A[A[, 
In Stock......,..;.,, ....... t,i =,'-t -it 
Woolcrest Crochet Cotton 9 ~L ,1  
450 yds. Rag. 3.84 ...................... ,..-.'-z''lr 
Asst ,bread ?/t .44 
Reg, 3/,99 ............................ oz .  
81/ /2  " Sc i ssor~ 91_'4 aa 
Rag. 2,66 ............................. h /v . -=- -1  
Lace, E,a,,c 1.44 
Reg. 3yd11.09 ................... 7yd 
36" Bicycle ChalnlCombo 9 AIAi  
Lock Reg. 3.99 ............................ ,[-- ."w-a' 
Cooper Softballs 9 AA 
Reg. 3,99 ................................... - .-. '-it '-s" 
Baseball Glove Softener _~ ,,1,1 
118mL. Reg, 4.29 ....................... v . - - r - 'w  
Protour Golf Balls 9 ,1A  
3 Pk. Reg. 3,20 ........................... L - . - r - l .  
Golf Tubes 911 AA 
clear or Black. Rag, 1,00 ....... - - -e= .,-l.-W 
Dunlop Neon Tennis Balls t~ ~A 
3 Pk. Rag, 4,99 ........................... t,e.'-ir'-a' 
Styrofoam Coolers 9 A ,1  
Reg. 3,73 ................................... --..  "1"-at 
Roller 8lade Replacement 
Laces, 2 Colours " 91-~ ,1A  
Beg, 2,50 ............................. - . -#~ . " r ' - z r .  
Hockey Pucks 919 AA 
Reg, 1,49 ............................. " -eL -  z ' f ' l r  
Skate Guards 9 AL,1 
Rag, 4,19 ................................... "-.71""1" 
22 Cal, L.R. Shells 1.44  
50 Per Box. Reg. 2.99 .................. m 
CO' Cadddges For Air _~ AA 
Guns 5 Per Box, Reg. 5.01 ............ ~ .,.1.-f 
Cedar Target Arrows 9 ALAI 
Reg, 3,29 ................................... ,[... o'-Ir '-z" 
~'~'~2o, o .............................. 1 94 Devon 6ac0n 1 .94  5oog ................................. 
Sugar ........ 1Ok, .......................... 7 44 Ultra Tide 4L ]~ OAI  3 Types. Reg, 0,99 .............. ~. . ,w ' - r  
Javex Stainaway 
1L refill or 600mL 2/2.44 
Tdoger. Reg. 1.92 ........ 
I.,ysol Disinfectant Spray 9 A IA  
350g. Hog. 3,89 .................. K.. '-'s,"ir 
Mozzarella Cheese 2.94 
4540 ............................... I! 1 7a l .  Farkay steam Fded Noodles Q ,1  Maple Leaf Sliced Ham 1759 ................................. • 8 oz ....................................... v l  ARC Ultra Strength G AIAI 6L, Rag, 9,49 ..................... w . "T ' - r  Tilex Bathroom Cleaner 9 A~L 450mL. Reg, 3.49 ............... ,,- .-'r-a" 
Sani.Flush To,el Bowl 
Cleaner 1.4kg. 91e'~ AA 
Reg, 2,49 ................ L /u . 'e ' r  
Armstrong Cheese 
Mild, Med., Aged, Marble Q~L 
Per lOO0 ................................  ,,a,-1. 
Maple Leaf Cornish Hens ~ ~/I~L 
Per kg ................................ ~ .~ ' - r  
McGavins Broad Q~.  
While or Brown ........................ . ,~ --,r 
Javex g Bleach For 3 .492 .44  
Unbleachables 2L. Rag, 
Electra.Sol Dishwasher ~ A IA  
Detergent 1.4kg Beg. 4.99.,, s , I , ' e ' l '  
Carpet Fresh Rag & Room 
Deodorizer. 3 Types. 2/'.z AA 
4oog, Heg. 2.99 ........... /w=' - r "w 
Gouda Cheese 
Spiced, Med,o Mild QA 
; Per 10og ................................ ,,e-'w 
Mr. Noodles 
Ch,cken. Dee,. O,on,a, 6/1.44 
Mash,, Shdmp .............. 
Kraft Dinner ' : !11  d , t  
225g ........................... v ia  =~r - r  
Bounce Sheets 
3 Types, 32 or 35 sheets _~ ,,1,1 
Rag, 4,99 ........................... v .  "x - l r  
Fantastik Spray Cleaner 9 AA 
70OraL, Reg, 3,49 ............... --.-. -'if"1' 
Easy Off Oven Cleaner 9 /~ A ,~ 
40Og. Reg. 2.99 ........... ,,.-i~,J. "qr"qr 
Ham Steaks 1.94 
175g ................................. 
Potatoes 6.94 
50 lb. Box .......................... 
Money's Mushrooms O~ 
Pieces & Stems 284mL ............ ~- r  
Plnesol 3.99 ................ 2 .4  4 80OmL Reg. E t  20OraL, 2.19 i l  . '1,-Ir 
D,a,sP,usC,ea,er 2 /3 .44  HawesLemonOilReg. ............... 1 , / tA  
800 mL, Reg, 2,49 ....... ,i 
.4  I 
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USINE, SS DIRECTORV 
I . .,.. .... •"TERRACE.EXPERTS-  IN A GLANCE , i . .  I 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
GiLr,:: '~--.~/,~....~ Inf latable Boat 
~ ~¢~,._=.~,,;; .~t Repairs 
Durable ,, High Quality * Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize ! n conveyor belt Installations, splicing:and . . . . .  
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
124 HOUR SERVICE 1 638-0663 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
Maif aV  
SALON 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
, 
BARBER SHOP 
635-5727 or 635-4555 
,.:. ; IDRYCLEANERS ~: i-: .~ :.: 
] BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
• Wedding Dresses * Invitations 
• Tuxedo Rentals * Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
I Complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4617 B LakelseAve.. 638"1773 
RICHARDS ON EMERSON 
The Drycleaner & Shirt Laundry 
~NEWLY RENOVATED LAUNDROMAT~--~ I 
WITH FULL TIME ATTENDANT l 
Monday - Sat. - -  8 a.rn. - 5:30 p.m. I 
3223 EMERSON 635"51!9 ~ACHE'OR SERVICE 
OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. --  8 P.M. 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES INC. 
Bonded "A" Class Gas Fitter 
FOR ALL HEATING INSTALLATION AND SERVICE 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL .AND RESIDENTIAL 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
635-7979 (Fax) 635-2208 
BLAKEBURN FAMILY 
WOODWORKS 
Personal ~ Service 
i'~ ~' ~ ' For All'Your Cabtnet and Fin=sh!ng Needs  . 
ii~. '~,.i: i,,::: : Residenti&l a~n~lCo'~rh~r~iai ' ': :. ~ '  : :~:~:i 
: Cabinet Refacing 
Phone 635-4250 GORDON BLAKEBURN 
Thornhiil Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24 hr. Answering Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty,, 
O00 ~lO l  
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. Rick McCarron 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 Proprietor 
KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
: =~ ~ :~=,~ .... 
632-4499 .......... ~. :~,,~ 
632-5585° r ~ .  ~: ,, ~:: :2: ;:~, 
"FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" 
Ride in elegant luxury; . . . . .  . 
Celebrate inextrava(~ance; 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TVIVOR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY Non.Sm0king Vehicle 
SPRING CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms...  4995 
i GREAT RATES ON • 
I FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
I 
~ ~  CANADA LTD. 
: Mobiles Starting As Low As $699 
Portables Starting As Low As $519 
' ! !~ .  Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
~o 4~OO2~oh~e 638"0261 
D  ANE 
FUNeRaL HOME 
Box 247, sIniiil~rs,~B.C. ° 847-2441 
• Director A l Ja~c.~der rx  
Professional counselii,~ ./ ~,, '~ .'"" l I~  
Memor ia lmarkers  l ........ " ! i] '"t ~jIi~ 
*' ~"" ", B IBC1L Grave covers J,,J~ ~" 1 Funeral 
Cremation ~ '"-~.~ AzloClatlon 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 'I ..O.A. M~. . i~r .  ~) Jl 
~." I I  WI~ '~ I I I&"l ... SINCE ~95S SERVICES LTD.  I " "  " "  TRANSPORTATION 
TerraceCrematorium 4626DavlsAve.,Terrace I - s  YS TEMS L TD.--= 
Directors: I 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE I Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER " I TEL: (604) 635.2728 
~,o.z.~,.,:,: s 24.0UR /'^ I I ~Ax..(6o4)~s~.~,~ . ~ o ~ ~  
& monume" Answering and Pager Service [ /~  I 
I . . . . . .  - -=z='  I Terrace, Kttimat, Smi thers  I~'~1~=~/1#II / I  FuneralServJce I .&PdnceRupert v~,¢~,  m.~,-¢'-I,-"I" Association |, 13111BLAKEBURNST'  TERRACE B.C. VSGEM, . I  
I I 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS I 
Specializing ,inRenovationsCUst°m oncrete• Mill WorkF°rm & Finishing 
638-8478 
Mainvav  
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B,C. 635-5727 or 635.4555 
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• VCRs  • Camcorders  • CD P layers  • 
I make it work'for you! 
202-4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
When you gotta' have it, We'll dlJj.v.lI:iti !i 
.I'~, m=o,,,,z~. :., ................... ]~f"%, ~ ~  II 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" I, 
CHIMO DELIVERY . , _ .a - . toO i 6,4717' Lakeise Ave., To,ace B ,C .  635'3637 i , '  r 
Y f 
-EAL  S 
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HOME PLAN 
I / / 
t <: 
/ '~ :  " . .I ." ' " ' 
, ~ . ' .~  *a £ 
• "Y  ÷ ~1 I 
J . ,+-~ Mare Floor 
. 'q=:;:z:.::z..-.~J," \~x- . . . . . . . .  - . .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j 
" ._..............h, 
. . . . :  
FAhl IL¢  I ;M ~j  ),i [ :_~ ' :+~"  
It, 6X ' "  
( 
a as t~n ' le  t i t  ] "Loot  * 
~ll Westhome I Wesplon DESIGN NO. 0-161 
HOuse Plans Available Through 
Zernce 
Doll;goal;el 
MEMBER OF  T IM.an-MARTS LTD. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
I AfricanFarmers ] 
I HarvestingA 
[ BetterTomorrow. 
USC©I 
I 
lii i 
# 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
W~=DNESDAY iS 
SENIORS DAY 
Sen ior  Cit izens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.. 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
located in 
the 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE 
635-6302 
Open P lan  
Highlights 
Des ign  
Width: 44'-0" 
Depth: 33'-0" 
Main Flooz: 1247 sq. ft .  
Basement Floor. 946 sq. ft, 
SALESMAN OF  
THE MONTH 
~#~;i i~:~ 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
The management of TERRACE REALTY 
LTD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of February 1992. 
We value her excellent performance and 
service to ,the public In the field of Real 
Estate. 
Chrlstel's determination and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
CONGRATULAT IONSI  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
MEMBER 
m =-- 
Associate Broker Network 
, .O le l .O l . t  t . 0=~I |  i n  g i i~ l !m, lO  
638-0371 
SUPER FAMILY HOME 
1,600 sq. ft. of living space on 
two floors, 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
nat. gas heat and hot water, farm 
style kitchen and dining area, rec 
room with fireplace & sink, and 
more undeveloped area and 
storage in the basement. Asking 
$89,500 Exclusive. 
HIGHWAY LIGHT 
INDUSTRIAL 
Excellent exposure, corner lot on 
Highway 16 West and Earle. 
Street. Property serviced by City 
water, level and lightly treed. Zon. 
ed lor Industrial shop, warehouse, 
etc. Priced at $45,000 
TRAILER IN WOODLAND 
HEIGHTS 
Well-kept 14 x 52 ft., 2 bedroom 
mobile home, wood •stove with in. 
sulated chimney located in the liv. 
ing room. Frldge, stove, washer, 
dryer, and living room drapes in. 
eluded in price. Asking $24,900. 
HORSESHOE RXER-UPPER 
Smaller two ~edroom home on a 
75 x 122 ft. lot, close to schools 
and handy to town. Front & rear 
porches, large garage/shed at the 
rear of the house, fruit trees, room 
to add on, zoned residential #2. 
$44,900 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
Brenda Erickson 
~ ~ . . _ "  ,~t l - I~,  m-]  
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST[ 
Very large acreage close to town on 
school bus route, Ranch style 4 bedroom 
home, Attractive country style kitchen. 
Very spacious well designed home, Large 
shop on property, lully wired but not in. 
sulated. Also has tack/barn for animal 
care. Fertile soil, hay field turned over 3 
yrs. ago, Your own country estate, scenic 
area close to town. Call 01ga at 635.3833 
MLS (920007) 
, ' . ,  ~'.~.~. ; g .... 
PRICE APPEAL 
Garden space brightens this winner. 
01ga Power 
635-3833 
,ordon Hamdton 
Bungalow, fencing, fruit trees, 3 BRI4 
poe. bath. PLUS *Near schools - bus. 
Two storage sheds, A great value! Priced 
at $49,900 MLS, Call Gordon Hamilton at 
636-9537. 
LAKELSE LAKE ACREAGE 
Acreage lust off beam station road at 
Lakelse Lake. Power should be available 
to this site In 1992, 18,5 acres. Priced at 
only $24,500. Call Verne Ferguson 
635.3389 Exclusive (920052) 
The open design of this home 
especial ly on the main f loor 
makes it Llve much larger  
than it real ly is. It is designed 
for  a h i l ls ide' lot  and the Living 
rooms are ormnted towards 
a view on the street side. 
The roomy kitchen comes 
complete with an eating space 
and Is r ight next to the dining 
GOOD RENTAL HOME 
2 bedroom, non.basement home 
in good Horseshoe location has 
seen recent interior upgrading: 
new flooring, n. gas furnace, hot 
water tank and electrical. 0nly 
$48,000 Excl. 
1743 CREEK 
Neat & cleanl newly renovated 
• house on full basement. Property 
backs onto Thornhig Creek. Quiet 
dead end road. Very pdvate..69 
acre. $58,500 Exclusive. 
THORNHILL - HIGHWAY 
FRONTAGE 
Zoned highway commercial. 
Located on the highway access 
road, this 1.2 acre parcel provides 
high visibility and easy access, 
Asking $59,900 MLS, 
Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Chrlstel Godlinski 
635-4950 635-5754 635-5397 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Commercial building on 4600 
Block Lakelse. Lower level cur- 
rently leased. 2,600 sq. ft. main 
level and 2,800 sq. ft. on the up- 
per level. Natural gas fired hot 
water heat. Excellent holding pro- 
pertyl MLS $149,500 
SANDE BLVD, 
AFFORDABLE 
Aitractive leatures in this 3 
bedrm., basement home in central 
Thornhill. Nat. gas heat & hot 
water, patio doors oll kitchen din- 
ing area, single garage, Ireshly 
decorated & re-carpeted, situated 
on 76 x 200 It. lot, Early occupa- 
tion can be arranged, $69,500 
INDUSTRIAL ACREAGE 
Level, cleared site, adjacent o CN 
Railway trackage, off Queensway 
in Thornhill. Over 10 acres ideal 
for scrap yard, asphalt plant, 
reload etc. Asking $65,000 MLS 
l1 
Sylvia Griffin 
(R.I.B.C.) 
i 
: , , ~ ~i~r, • 
.94 ACRE & SHOP - REDUCEDI 
Thornhill residence extremely good condl- 
tion. 3 bedrooms, one bath, natural gas 
heat, 1,284 sq. ft. Plus almost finished 
addition, 12.6 x 24.3 (family room), of- 
lice, shop, Main floor insulated, wired and 
heated. $99,900 (920018) MLS. Even 
Young al 638-1273 or Olga Power at 
635.3833 
BE FIRSTI 
Just listedl 3 bedrooms, open plan, rec 
room, quiet oeighbourhood. May we tell 
you more? Call us now - Ric or Deborah 
638-0268 (office) or 635.6508 (home) 
$63,900 MLS (920054) 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY - 
REDUCED[ 
Choice commercial propety In central 
location. Ideal Ior apartment building, 
motel or condomlnlurn complex. Build 
against the hillside with a beautiful view 
of the Skeena $69,600 MLS. (910157) 
Call Veme Ferguson 635-3389 
I~[l~$~.t,~.,,',-~'~ " , ~t'-~ .... 
CHARMING & PRACTICAL 
Rewarding Southside home made for com- 
fy living. Stucco/wood. 0ulet street, great 
family area, gas heat, hardwood floors, 
eat.in kitchen. 4 0R/4 pce. hath, main 
level laundry, fruit trees. Fenced yard with 
back alley entrance. *$79,900" 
(920040) Brenda Ertckson 638-1721 
OFFERS SO MUCHI[I 
For so little. Price has been reduce'd!! 
on this 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom, 12 year 
new home. NEW carpets/line, spacious 
kitchen with eating area, oak cabinets,. 
island with jenn.alra range. Dining room, 
french doors, 2 fireplaces (1 gas), garage, 
fenced backyard. $109,000 (910018? 
EXC. Call Brenda Erickson 638-1721 
GOOD BUILDING LOT 
In Churchill Drive Subdivision, Private 
water system owned by residents. Lot is 
flat and cleared, presently being used for 
garden, Build your home in a rural at- 
mosphere, close 1o the city. Priced at 
$19,900, Call 01go Power at 635.3833 
or Evan Young at 638.1273. MLS 
(920053) 
( • :~ • 
room which wil l  make enter- bathroom. The master suite 
raining a breeze, There is has its own ensulte and there 
also e large pantry  just around Is plenty of room for  c lo thes  
the corner  and opposite a In tim large closet.  In the 
ut i l i ty  room with access to basement there is a good-s ized 
the re.' .  yard f rom the main foyer at the center ,  a fami ly  
f loor. The l lvlngroom features  room bedroom with hath and 
a gas f i replace to add a cozy a huge storage area.  The 
atmosphere on a cool evening, garage is easi'~y accessible 
There are also two big to the home from e i ther  of 
bedrooms and a spacious fami ly  two conveniently, located doors.  
LOWER 
If you are a home owner and one or 
more of the.following apply to you, 
there might be a smarter way for you to 
handle your finances: 
- -Your  mortgage Is ommorflzed over 
1 5 years or more. 
- -The value of your home is at least 
1.3x your mortgage balance, 
- -  You have miscellaneous debts such 
as credit cards, a car loan, or personal 
loans. 
Please call us for further lnfo or if you 
have any questions. 
OWN YOUR HOME SOONER 
PLUS 
YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
I 
Avco Financial Services 
4557-A Lezelle 635-2826 
Avenue Terrace 
TOP OF THE WORLD 
VIEW 
Exciting property to build a view 
house, served by paved rear ac- 
cess, frontage on Birch Ave., all 
services avallbale, and lot has a 
good start on landscaping with 
lruit trees and established shrubs• 
Priced at $69,900 MLS 
ACREAGE OFF LAUREL 
STREET 
Over 35 lightly treed acres, ideal 
site for hobby farm or develop- 
ment, in upper bench area in Thor. 
nhill. Property extends in the 
southwest to the Thornhill Creek. 
Price $79,500 MLS 
4 BEDROOMS ON MAIN 
FLOOR 
Excellent family home with 4 
bedrooms and laundry on the 
main floor, 1,392 sq.. ft, living 
space, sunken living room,, nat, 
gas hot water and heat, patio 
doors to rear concrete deck, ac- 
cess on two streets, full base- 
ment with 5th bedroom and 4 
pce, bath. Concrete drive, land- 
scaped and fenced lot. Asking 
$104,900 MLS. 
PUT THE CITY AT YOUR 
FEET... 
When you live In this comfortable, 
4 bedr. full basement home. You 
will love watching the sparkling 
city lights at night and the 
dramatic view of the Skoena 
Valley and Coastal Range Moun. 
rains by day, Enjoy the cozy 
warmth of a fireplace either in the 
Uv, or Rec, room or relax on one 
• of the patios outside surrounded 
by rockgardens, shrubs and 
beautilut trees, Yours for 
$174,500. Owner will consider 
smaller home as part payment, 
~iee this well kept home today, 
• KALUM LAKE DR. • 
ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch Valley, 
16.07 acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive. Timbered with road 
access into the property. Signs 
posted. Asking $39,900,00 MLS, 
l /  
Joe Barbosa Ron Redden Cam Simon 
635-5604 638-1915 635-9549 
PRICED RIGHT - JUST REDUCEDI 
Trees and privacy make this ranch.style 
home and real delight, Large sunken living 
room with circular fireplace. Vaulted cell. 
Ings add to the spaciousness of this three 
bedroom home. circular drive and 
greenhouse on 1,6 acres. $104,951 MLS, 
(900087) Call Ric White at 635.6508 
BEACH AREA KNOCK.OUT 
Lake view is a bonus dividend. Woodburn. 
ing stove, 3 BRI4 pce. bath, deck. PLUS 
*Open basement *Pantry. Year round run. 
ning creek and small barn. An excellent 
value. Priced at $70,000 (920016) Even 
Young 638-1273 
BENCH SECLUSION 
Lovely older home on 4.49 acres on the 
Bench. Large living room with fireplace, 
Two bedrooms, one bath, Concrete block 
garage, Nice quiet location, a good buy at 
$83,900 (920044) MLS. Call Brenda 
Erickson 638-1721 
John Taylor 
635.7603 
Evan Young 
638-1273 
, ):,:,: :::/!, 
Ric White 
635-6608 
//I 
Deborah Ashton 
635-6508 
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REA ESTA 
Featu  re v ,  , , ,  | i l l  Wight ana, Srmt!thraRea !y Ltd. 
Home By,, ._ ,_....o .o: 
Eye-appealing 
-~::i':,i ¸ • i•,, • 
t 
.t' 
Spacious dining room 
I 
i ¸ ¸  ,. • / . • . : 
• . ~ ] ,  
::f ):! :~• 
" :  .:::i i 
Pool table-sized rec room ,~,. 
Break 
into 
spring 
Looking for a home 
with a quiet location but 
with the convenience of 
the Horseshoe area, then 
make sure you check mit 
this fully finished family 
home. 
This appealing above- 
ground basement style of- 
fers bright daylight rooms 
throughout the home. 
The main living area of- 
fers over 1,200 sq. ft. of 
finished area. Fireplace in 
living room. Spacious I I x 
12 dining room to ac- 
comodate your large din- 
ing suite. Kitchen has a 
breakfast area for every 
day eat ing.  Three  
bedrooms with the master 
having a 2 pce. ensuite. 
Basement finishing in- 
cludes a large L-shaped 
rec room with wet bar, 
laundry room and 3 pce. 
bath. 
This home is situated on 
a nicely landscaped 75 x 
112 lot. Double paved 
driveway, 
For more information 
or your appointment o 
view contact Jim Duffy at 
Century 21 Wightn~an & 
Smith Realty. 635.6361 
(off ice) or 635-6688 
(home). 
JOYCE HAS MOVED! 
To all my friends and clients who have supported me 
in real estate: 
I'm. excited to announce that I re  recently joined 
Re/Max of Terrace. It has long been recognized in the 
industry that Re/Max hires only top producers. I feel 
Re/Max of Terrace is the most progressive, motivated 
office with the best support system and I want to be a 
part of that• 
While I feel that I have consistently provided the best 
service I could in the past, I know that this will only im, 
prove. 
rm inviting all my friends and past clients to join me in 
this exciting endeavor. 
Yours sincerely, 
. Joyce Findlay 
Recyc le  non-commerc ia l  g lass ,  t in cans ,  
newspapers  & magazines. Glass & tins MUST be 
clean (prefer wi thout  labels). 
BEHIND THE B INGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM-  4 PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO TERRACE REALTyCLAMs S)asie2°aann°unce that Cam 
Simon has joined the company as a real estate salesman. 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
2 games for 4 games for $1,000 I 
$1,000 each week every other wee k J 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Health 
• Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G GrocerY, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperside III, Rhea 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNS; Riverside Grocery, Thornhill; Gitlakdamix Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh; Ron Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Taft, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
Cam has completed the courses with U.B.C. and is a licenc- 
ed realtor. He is looking forward to serving his many friends 
and acquaintances in matters relating to real estate• Please 
feel free to give him a call at the office at 638-O371 or even- 
ings at 635-9549. 
_ _ _ _ m T 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. • • 
L ,  e35-636  INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED ' I ® 
I == ~~.~==. .~-~, ,~-~ :. ~ '~ =l i t  .. ~ Check out this quality build 1,298 =n .,~:~"~:~:':'~i'2::.::" !'//2.': ;:~.: ~:,~ 
~:~~ " '  ~':':":': " : J~  ii sq. It. home with 3 bedrooms, 2 ~i~ ~'~- ,~4 HOME WITH REVENUE __  ,=,...= baths, and an ensuite on a 70 x 132 
~.~.~',~.'~" ;,  ': ::~.~,~1 _ 1,200 sq. ft. -Double Carport AFFORDABLE HOUSING COMMERCIAL BUILDING ..... . . . . .  ATTRACTIVE MOBILE lot which includes an 18x  24 
STOP - LOOK - READ - 3 Bedrooms - 73 x 100 Lot - 1,028 sq, ft, - Basement On 2 + acres. Call Gordie Olson for 
For the young couple just starting - 2 Bedroom Suite - 4 Bedrooms - 90 x 130 Lot further details. Priced at $175,900 Attractive 12 x 68 mobile set up on workshop, In a prime location it is a 
out this very affordable 868 sq. It., - Asking $99,500 EXC. - Asking $47,500 MLS MLS. a fenced and landscaped lot. Call must to see. Call Shaunce for more 
2 bedroom bunglaow may be just Gordie Olson for your appointment information and an appointment to 
what you're looking for. Priced at to view• Priced at $40,900 MLS, view. $144,900 MLS. 
only $58,000 MLS and featuring a RURAL ACREAGES ~ 10 ACRES -- JUST LISTED 
12 x 24 detached shop. 70 x 132 Just north of Terrace we have for Located on 2.07 acres in the Klean. ~ ~ ~ '  . . . .  ' '~ "~.' " ~ " LOTS TO LOOK AT privateGreat countrYroad only minutesPr°perty IocatedfromOn 
fenced lot, alley access to rear of sale 2 acreages. One of them is za subdivision is this 1,388 sq. ft. ~ With all the amenities available, town, Listed in time for spring property, Close to schools and 18+ acres in slze and the second full basement home. Two ~- '~!  1 ~ ?':""~7 
within walking distance of is 10+ acres in size• For maps or bedrooms. New kitchen cabinets, gives great building opportunities, building. Asking $30,O00 NLS. Call 
~:~,.¢~:==,.'~;:~'( ': 1 ,..~.~, ~ De join, $25,900; Laurie downtown, more intormation, please give Hans Vinyl siding, Needs some interior ~ ~  In town: 3801 
a call. Asking $19,900 each, MLS. finishing. But well worth considering 3823 Dejong, $25,900. SIZE] PRICE] CONDITION] 
at the asking price of just $53,500 ~ - L ; ~ ;  ,.: ~.::; In Thornhill: Clore and Kirkaldy, GREAT VALUEI QUALITY COUNTRY LOOKING FOR AN MLS. $14,500; Lot 4 Mountainvlew, 
LIVING INVESTMENT? If you require size but are working 
Can be yours with this top ot the line $12,000. Call Shaunce for more In- Then Check out this very interesting JUST LISTED formation. MLS with a budget - Don't overlook this 
2,400 sq. ft. home. Brick fireplace exceptionally developed home• 
package located on 2 acres, Com.  RESIDENTIAL OTS 1972 Leader 12 x 68 mobile home. 1,400 sq, ft., 4 bedrooms, 12 x 24 
in the living room. Three bedrooms, bination of rental units plus mobile Close todowntown core we have lor Upgraded and well maintained. Has PRICED TO SELL family room, and many more 
Three baths, Double garage, Sauna home pads, Well maintained. Ex- sale two 66' x 122' and one 85' x 4 bedrooms, 12 x 8 addition 8 x 26 
house• Satellite dish• Located on Check this attractive 62 x 120 cor- features. 4 appliances included. Ex- 
over 2 acres• Call Jim to make your cellent occupancy rates. For more 122' cleared and level residential covered porch, 10 x 12 storage sh- her lot in town, Zoned R3. Property ceptionally well decorated from floor 
details, call Jim on the investment lots, ranging in price from $14,900 ed, Listed at $16,500 MLS. Call must be sold• Call Gordie Olson for to ceiling, Great package tor the 
appointmenthome priced tOatView$140,000,this qualitYEx, opportunitYMLs, priced at $255,000 tion,t° $1please9,000 MLS.gtve usF°ram°recall, informa- Ted today 635-5619 further details. Asking $17,900. asking price of $54,900 MLS. Call 
clusive Laurie for viewing, 
.~. :': ;~" : ~,~i'. ~ ~:,-i ~ 
!~. ...... 
Stan Parker Jim Dully : Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrtnk Ted Garner .! 
636.4031 636.6686 " 636-1946 . 636.6382 636-6739 635-6362 636-6619 
' NO ,.( ),UESTION ABOUT IT? 
II I r 
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Possible five 
spacious 
By M. TYNAN 
At just under 2,400 
square feet, this efficient 
two storey design has a lot 
to offer. 
A covered entrance-way 
protects guest and family 
from inclement weather. 
Inside, a spacious living 
room, partially open to 
the dining room, features 
a vaulted ceiling and a 
Stylish bay window. The 
kitchen boasts an extra 
• ,large nook, a pantry,a nd 
izn ef f ic ient  working 
layout. The family room 
provides ample rooms to 
:arrange comfortable fur- 
nishings and features a 
cozy fireplace and access 
to  the back yard via 
s l id ing glass doors. The 
den,  complete with closet 
space, and situated close 
to the downstairs bath, 
would make an ideal extra 
bedroom.- 
Upstairs, the games 
room, could also be easily 
converted into an extra 
bedroom. Two secondary 
bedrooms share a good 
sized three piece bath=Th'e 
master features a dotibie 
door entrance, a walk-in 
closet; and a large four 
piece ensuite with a soaker 
tub. 
Plans for U-'/92 may be 
obtained for $395 for a 
package of five complete 
sets of working prints and 
$39.00 for each additional 
set o f  the same plan. 
A l low $12 extra to cover 
the cost of postage and 
hand l ing  (B.C. residents 
Radio 
is 
EJ 
IFy 
Cons ider  this! 
All advertisements on 
the radio might be 
heard,i. 
I F  you have your radio 
on.  
I F  you're radio Is on 
and if you're listing 
• to that particular station, 
I F  you're radio is on, 
and if you're listening to 
that station, and if you're 
listening at that particular 
• moment. 
and if you don't decide 
to change the station to 
hear another song! 
People just don't 
believe it until they see 
it in print. 
LL TODAY FOR ADVERTISING 
I " INFORMATION: I 
:I Terrace Standard I 
r~.~lOell[8 auu  I"/0 l J~[  [O 
plan total plus postage 
and handling), 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in 
our NEW Two Storey 
plan catalogue for $]3.85 
including postage and 
handling and 7O7o GST. 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard 
authorizations payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan of 
the Week, 13659 - 108th 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 
2K4. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU/(/VOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.. 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
i:ommunily. 
' I~aren 638-0707' 
ES 
Weekly Features 
of the Week 
UPP'ER FLQQR PLAN 1O12 50 .  FT.  
ANNOUNCEMENT 
No. u.~'z 
TOTAL fLOOR AREA a34~ SO, FT. 
N.,,=.,. N :L . .  "-1 .... 
I I ' 4* I , , '~ 'L~ 11, .0- t  1|,.4= | 
~. ' .%.~ ~,~ ~ ~: 
..... ,=..' , 
IY-O'll"-O" ro~ 
__ .~~!~: :~"  .....: ,. .?.=.~,...!_  
UAIN FLOOR PLAN 133"7 50 .  FT. 
rA l 'bU I IVr  L lV lmU /A I  I |0  
FINEST 
$154,500, MLS. You will not find 
better value than this 5 bedroom, 3 
bathroom executive home situated 
on one of the most sought after 
streets in Terrace on a large sunny 
lot. You'll discover a spacious kit- 
chert featuring loads of honey oak 
cabinets and lots of counterspace 
perfect for preparing those family 
size meals. Vaulted ceiling adds a 
bright spacious appeal to entertain- 
ment size livingroom which offers a 
spectacular view of the distant 
mountains. Call Suzanne or Joy for 
your own private viewing..~. ;.:.:: 
LARGE ACREAGE 
160 acre parcel of land, small creek 
on property. Building site was 
• cleared. For more information call 
Dave. Asking $35,000 MLS. 
i i i ] , ,]  o1.~11 ~Al~l l i ) l i l~  I~ igOl~L l l l lU l l~  II1" 
cluding carpet, line, paint, wallpaper 
and drywalled & gyproced 
throughout. An alternative to paying 
rent and an opportunity for you to 
start building your own equity in this 
affordable home today. Call Suzarme 
or Joy lor an appointment o view 
NEW LISTING 
Located in an excellent 
neighbourhood of the Horseshoe. 
..This 4.level split design.features 4 
bedrooms, large family room, 3 
bathrooms, N.G. heat and hot water. 
This home is in excellent condition 
with new flooring through.out and 
recent painting, For more inlorma- 
tion and a personal viewing phone 
i Dave now. Asking $124,500 MLS. 
Shei la Love 
John Curde President of NRS Pruden & Currie (1976) Ltd., would like to 
welcome Sheila to the NRS Marketing Team. A fourteen year resident of Ter- 
race, Sheila Invites her many friends and associates to contact her for all 
their Real Estate requirements. 
Shells may be contacted at NRS Pruden & Currle (1976) Ltd., 4650 
Lakelse Avenue, Phone 635-8142 or after hours at 635-3004. 
ONE BEDROOM 
FROM 
$29,O00.OO 
TWO BEDROOM 
FROM $37,5OO.00  
Call Now 
Ask For Derick 
John Currie Joy Dove7 Dave Reynolds 
,. 635-9.598 , 635-7070 635.3126 
Suzanne Gleason 
635.6952 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
Large family home in need of a family 
to enjoy. 3 large bedrooms plus family 
room and games room. 2 full baths, 
dining room, covered deck. Supple- 
ment the heat with wood stove in 
family room. Talk to ERIKA for the 
details. EXCLUSIVE 
PRICE REDUCEDII $73,500 
Comfortable home for the beginning fami- 
ly. Large Io~ for kids & pets. Fully fenced• 
& landscaped with many perennial plants 
& bushes. Get into Spring and move now. 
MLS. Call ERIKA 
I PRICE REDUCED 
Move in the Spring & enjoy the three large 
cherry trees in bloom. Large yard is at- 
tractively landscaped with perennials & 
more truit trees. Enjoy the unique grape 
vine growing up the side ol the house. 
Was $65,000, now $62,000. Call ERIKA 
for details, MLS 
I1 t i r  
FIRST AD $109,900 MLS 
Situated on a large lot on a no.thru 
street you'll lind this 3 bedroom 
home perfect for the young growing 
family. Oak hardwood floors and 
dormer windows create an at. 
mosphere el character and charm. 
A large country style kitchen opens 
on to a patio which includes a 6 per. 
son hot tub. For lhe hobby or boat 
person..,a large 20 x 55 It. garage 
with workbench. All this plus an ad. 
ded bonus of a nanny suite make 
this an attractive home, at an allor. 
dable price. Call for your private 
viewing today. Suzanne or Joy. 
'14 X'70 M I ~  
This 1981 mobile home has 3 
bedrooms and comes fully furnish. 
ed. Located in Stewart and you can 
have immediate possession. Call 
Derick for more information. Asking 
$17,500. MLS 
Horseshoe, you w i l l ,~ is  attrac: 
live 3 bedroom,~fli(~1~.' Features 
include a sunfd~c'11~o~erlooking ;he 
large fence(~ya j~ l~.ch  offers 
a greentl~'nj;k[~.,,~(nside you 
will I~'t~L~hJj~q[Itl1"the spacious 
ro~bk'~¢fid,elz~l~fl~or plan affording 
a s~parateNi~llng room as well as 
an eat.in kitchen. Natural gas heat 
and a cozy wood stove are 2 of 
several benefits th S starter home 
has to offer. Priced to sell atl 
$79,900 MLS. Call Suzanne for a! 
privale showing today, i 
CALL MEI 
Don't wait: if you're thinking of sell. 
inD. Now may be the right time for 
you. Interest rates are at an all time 
low, may nventory is depleted and I 
need homes for buyers. II you would 
like to sell your home call and ask 
for Dave for a free market evalua- 
tion. 
Derick Kennedy Wanda Walberg Shella Love 
635.3042 635-3734 635-3004 
4651) LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
:: :: :O f  Terrace:::": ::::, : : :::: .•:: 
• • t : , % . . . .  
638-1400 
CHOICE LOCATION - 
EXECUTIVE STYLING 
5 bedroom, 2.storey home with 
features galore. Skylights, vaulted 
ceilings, main floor family room, two 
fireplaces, formal dining area, large 
master bedroom with 4.piece ensuite. 
walk-in closet and partially covered 
deck. Asking S185,900, Call DICK 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL CORNER 
on Highway 16 East, town side of new 
bridge. Over V~ acre. $99,900, Call DICK 
EVANS. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
,96 acres, Keith & Molitor .......... $69,900 
Good corner west of overpass, 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
7.unit motel and RV park with owners 
residence. Take advantage of summer 
tourists and monthly rental, Contact DICK 
EVANS for details. MLS 
LARGE, IN.TOWN PROPERTY 
Very private. Approximately 1.25 
acres with 138' frontage on Skeena 
River. Many established lrutt trees, 
garden area, in.ground swimming 
pool. Paved drive, 1,248 sq, ft. home 
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, and sauna 
$129,000. Please call JOYCE 
FINDLAY AT 638-1400 or 
635-2697. EXCLUSIVE 
THEY DON'T BUILD THEM 
Like they used tel Older home of solid con. 
struelien located in central Horseshoe. In- 
terior has been upgraded from topto bot- 
tom. Approx. 1,375 sq. ft. with full base- 
ment. Asking $134,000, Call JOYCE 
RNDLAY for details at 638-1400 or 
635.2697. MLS 
R-7 ZONING, SOUTH SIDE 
Vacant Lot ............................. 200 x 267 
Has water and sewer laterals in to the pro- 
perty. Please call JOYCE RHDLAY for 
details at 638.1400 or 635.2697. MLS 
• 17 ...... .. :'~:'% ' :=~ .... . . . . . . . . .  
i ~ i ~:~' 
~i i  /: ! .  . / J 
MOVE IN NOW 
12 x 68 mobile home on a large cor- 
ner lot in Thernheiohts. Mobile has 3 
bedrooms plus a family room addition 
for that extra bit of space. It's only 
$38,500. Call JOHN for further 
details. MLS. 
HOLDING PARCELS 
3 commercial Iols in lhe downtown core 
offering potential for development. Many 
uses available for this high visibility site. 
Call JOHN EVANS for more information. 
638.1400 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITYI 
'Known as Oil's Place at Lakelse Lake. 
Restaurant, pub arid slore. Class 81 
licence in cafeteria and dining area. Class 
D licenee in 60.seat pub and 20 seat 
patio. Good potential for hardworking cou. 
pie. Call JOHN at 638.1400. MLS 
, . ' •  ... I;ff 
'.C ~--~;~-,7~7~ :.:: 
RENTAL INVESTMEN: 
q 
Up and down duplex near swimming | 
pool. Ground floor features 2 brms and 
I 
natural wood interior. Each unit rents 
for $650 per month. The top unit, built 
in 1990, features 2 brms, drywall and 
track lighting. Top floor is currently 
vacant. Contact GORDIE SHERIDAN for 
a quick showing. Asking $89,000, 
IT'S TIME TO UPGRADE 
There's no better time to pumhasel With 
interest rates at 9.75% for a 5.year term 
and a very strong market, what better 
time to sell and move up to that special 
home? For an up.to.date list of all homes 
for sale in Terrace and surrounding areas 
and a market evaluation of your current 
home, contact GORDIE SHERIDAN at 
Re/Max of Terrace, It's the experience 
that oountsl Phone GORDIE SHERIDAN, 
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leading Terrace out of the recession 
cEwan GM's World's Gr 
!ii,//~i:iS!~i!~!iii!/: i:i~ • i 
Ba,m. 
" ' a i r  B ~11 I 
6 p.m';lO Houa:o. 
General Motors has slashed 
i "(. : 
YES WE STILL HAVE 1~91 
E l i l t  :, 11P l / i .  
irgains. 1,9%. 7.9% Host Car& Truck Models" 
~ODELS 
our prices . ~"  ~' ~ ~  
Never before has our prof,t ~ ~"  ~'- . r i 'e  vrOlet Lumina 
margins been so low ,__~ $ i~  ~~.~:~ -~t/~,o~ No 913o 
Everynew car and truck on thelot hasGenera l~ v~lvvv~ "A i rCond.  ~ ~ ~ . ~  
Motors Factory pricing. ~"  . 
Sale!! Over 100 new vehmles to. ~ ~ / " ~ ~  
choose from l, 
--OPa,,e oer 10 Hrs. a day til March 21 -4  Door 
8 a .m.-  6 ,p.m. GMC 
TWO MILLION DOLLARS IN 10 H, S. J IMMY~$.  ,, .~ 19,995 
--AirCond. 4 X 4 
- -  Plus 1.9%'or $750.00 cash back 
- -  Power Windows & Locks No. 91 106 
Special Low Used Vehicle Financing 
1987 CAVALIER Z24 Hbk., ¢_  _ . _  
5 sp., red, Stk. 91081-2 ......... "~,~b 
1989 SUNBIRD GT Turbo, 
auto., PWIPL, cass. blue, i~  
Stk. 91490-2.,....: ..... ,, ..... "11,995 
1990 GRAND AM 4 Dr., Auto. 
air, cruise, dk. red. 
Stk. 91483-1 ..................... =12,995 
1990 LUMINA EURO 2 Dr., ~__  . . . _ _  
red, Stk. 91348-1 ............ . . '1~ I , j~  
1990 LUMINA 4 Dr., PW/PL 
air, cruise, tilt, red $ 
Stk..91492.1 . .................. 13,990 
1990 BERETTAAuto., 6 cyl. $4 e~ nn~e 
air, cruise, St, k. ' 91497-1 .... / l ,~$~J~)  
1990 LUMINA EURO 4Dr., air 
PW/PL, cruise, dk. red. 
stir. 91484-1 ..................... $13,995 
1990 TEMPEST 4 Dr., auto $,4 
6 cyJ., cruise, Stk. 91488-1 1 1,995 
1990 CORSICA Air, cruise, ¢~ 
dk. redStk. 91491-1, .......... "11,995 
1990 GRAND AM 4 Dr., air $~ ... . , . . , , _  
cruise, br. red Stk. 91501-1 lZ ,~ Jz J~ 
1990 TEMPEST Air, cruise, I~. ,z  
Stk., 91499-1 ..................... " / / ,995  
ii 
1990 LUMINA EURO 4 Dr., air 
PW/PL, cruise, br. red 
91482-1 ..................... ha ,~o " "  " " "Stk. 
1990 LUMINA EURO 4 Dr., air • 
PW/PL, cruise, br. red 
Stk." 91496-1 ..................... $ |  J ,~t  -,.,~ n,~,.., 
1990 CORSICA V6, auto, air 
tilt, cruise, case. 
Stk. 91507-1 ..................... $ l l | ,~O""  n,,~.-  
1990 TEMPEST V6, auto, air 
tilt, cruise, case, I. blue $1 1 ,n,m~O 
Stk. 91512-1 ................... 
1989 CHEV PICKUP 4x4, 
1/2 ton, V6, 5 sp, case. $ 4 ' )  nn= 
Stk. 92023-1 ..................... I ~ ,~:~1 
1989 GMC PICKUP 4WD, V85 . . . . .  
auto, blue, Stk. 91263-1 .... ]4 ,~U 
1990 SAFARI VAN 8 Pass,i~ir 
1 onnn PW/PL Stk. 91332-1 ......... O,UaU 
1990 CHEV EXT. CAB 4x4, ~r 4 • nn-  
auto, red, Stk. • 91351-1 ...... " l  ~$,~J~l~ 
1990 GMC VAN 12 Pass., Vn _ 
air, auto, Stk. 91498-1 ..... $ ]U ,~U-"  " " "  
1991 CHEV S-BLAZER 4 Dr., 
air, PW/PL, cruise, white ¢e~- 
"1 
IPIk f lz  r ,  
Stk. '91498-1 ..................... "1  ,~10 
1992 Pick-Up 
No. 92144 
- -  V8 Auto 
- -  Tilt/Cruise 
- -  AM/FM Cassette 
- -  Box Liner 
I 
Fullsize 
Extended Cab 
Pick-Ups 
2.9 % - -  4.9 % - -  6.9% - -  7.9 % 
' "  " "  Or $750 Cash Back 
** Plus $650.00 Freight Rebate To Dealer 
All F inanc ing  O.A .C .  
: :  :: : ; :  : Ter race  
OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
635"4941 
DEALER NO, 5893 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
The Bright Spot On Highway 16 West 
-( 
! "  "~ ' , '  ) ,' ,~"~l i ; . :  ' , ' : .  " 
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Vern_ on Games gang gather gongs 
Medal 
parade 
GOLD 
Clint Bell 
Boxing --  Junior C Class 
125 lbs. 
Robert Donne 
Boxing --  Junior C Class 
119 lbs. 
Deb Casey 
Karate, Kata --  Girls 
15-16 yrs . ,  
blue/brown/black belt. 
Jaime Janzen 
Karate, Kumite --  Girls 
13-14 yrs., orange/green 
belt. 
Jassie Osei-Tutu 
Karate, Kumite --  Boys 
13-14 yrs,, orange/green 
belt. 
Joe Mandur 
Swimming - -  Masters, 
male, 50-59 yrs. 
BRONZE 
Marian Duffns 
Swimming - -  Masters, 
female, 60 yrs. and up. 
Cory Holland 
Swimming --  Boys 100m 
freestyle. 
Aimee Peacock 
Swimming - -  Girls 100m 
breast stroke, Girls 2OOm 
breast stroke. 
.k ~r 'k -k -k 
Terrace sent a total of 82 
representatives to this year's 
B.C. Winter Games in Ver- 
non - -  47 athletes, 27 
substitutes, two coaches, one 
manager, a chaperone and 
four officials. 
The athletes took part in 
11 sports --  swimming, bad- 
minton,  karate,  f igure 
skatir/g, gymnastics, luge 
sledding, skiing, wheelchair 
basketbal l ;  curling and 
power lifting. 
PROMISES KEPT. Robert Doane (left) and Clint Bell proved as good as their word i n the Vernon B.C. 
Winter Games, each bringing home a promised gold medal. The duo head for the Silver Gloves com- 
petition in Vancouver later this month knowing their Vernon victims will be looking for them. 
....  Karate, swimming add to medal haul 
Three local Karate club 
members have golden memories 
of the '92 B.C. Winter Games 
and local swimmers also picked 
up their share of special 
souvenirs in Vernon. 
Gold medals in Karate went 
to Deb Casey in Kata, girls 
missed adding to her medal col- 
lection with fourth place 
finishes in the girls lO0m but- 
terfly and the 8x50m integrated 
freestyle relay. Cory Holland 
was teamed with her for the lat- 
ter. 
Youth event swimmers also 
recorded top six finishes in five 
other races. 
On the Masters side, Joe 
Mandur earned the only pool 
gold in the men's 50-59 years 
event while Marian Duffus 
brought home a bronze from 
Joe Mandur 
the women's 60 years and up 
category. 
Although a medal eluded 
him, John Dando put in a 
strong performance for fourth 
in the 8x50m integrated 
freestyle relay. He and Mandur 
also took fifth in the 4xS0m 
men's freestyle relay. 
It was also a case of so near 
and yet so far for the wheelchair 
basketball  team as Silas 
Clayton, Tony Humphrey, 
David Peveresoff,  Olivier 
Poissonneau, John Reid and 
Aimee Peacock 
Terry Reinert had to settle for 
fourth spot. 
In badminton, the junior 
mixed team of Laurie Buteau, 
Mike McAllister and Byron 
Mikaloff took fifth while the 
open mixed team of Tony 
Broman, Chuck and Diane Cey, 
Nancy C0ndon,  Sur inder 
Dhaliwal and Lisa Mailloux 
recorded an eighth place'finish. 
On the ice, figure skaters Jen- 
nifer Kuehne and Nicole Page 
finished sixth and seventh 
respectively in the artistic/silver. 
15-16 yrs., blue/brown/black 
belt division; Jassie Osei-Tutu 
in Kumite, boys 13-14 yrs., 
orange/green division; and 
Jaime Janzen in Kumite, girls 
.i13-14 yrs., orange/green belt. 
Janzen  also picked up a 
fourth in Kata for her age-belt 
Class while Rosy Sanghera just 
missed a Kata medal in girls, 
15-16 yrs., orange/green belt. 
Meanwhile, over in the pool, 
Terrace swimmers collected five 
medals including a gold. 
Lead ing the Ter race  
Bluebacks club assault in the 
youth division was Aimee 
Peacock who came away with a 
brohze in both the girls 100m 
and 2( J~  breast stroke. A 
bronze a l~ went .to Cory 
Hol land in the boys 100 
freestyle. 
Jocelyn Coxford nar¢owly 
"And before you begin to 
angle," wrote Isaak Walton 
in The Compleat Angler, 
"cast to have the wind on 
your back, and the sun, if it 
shines, to be before you, and 
to fish down the stream; and 
to carry the point or top of 
your rod downward, by 
which means the shadow of 
yourself, and the rod too will 
be least offensive to the 
fish." 
This was good advice in 
1653 and it is good advice to- 
day. 
By the time Walton was 
scratching these words with a 
quill pen, fishing a fly for 
trout had been practised for 
centuries and had grown into 
a complicated, refined pur- 
suit since the time an ancient 
trouter first dibbled a bit of 
fur and feather over the head 
of his quarry in a Macedo- 
nian pond. 
In fact, the accomplished 
Bell, Doane 
strike gold 
For local boxers Clint Bell described by David Bell as "one 
and Robert Donne, the Vernon 
Winter Games were a case of 
mission accomplished. 
"Both the boys said they were 
going to bring back the gold," 
coach David Bell recalled. 
"And they did." 
However, as far as Clint Bell, 
14, was concerned his first fight 
was every bit as important as 
the battle for the gold because it
pitted him against Paul Shaw, 
one of Vancouver's best in the 
1251bs. class. 
The pair had met twice before 
with each handing the other 
their only loss to date. That 
made the Vernon meeting the 
rubber match and Clint seized 
the opportunity to show, once 
and for all, who was best by 
scoring a unanimous 5-0 deci- 
sion over  the Lower  
Mainlander. 
That put Clint into the gold 
medal fight against Justin Ged- 
bois. During the bought, Ciint 
stayed clear of the year older 
and stronger Zone 3 fighter, 
throwing jabs and connecting 
with solid shots to the body. 
The judges scored" it 4-1 for 
Clint. 
Fighting in the 119 lbs. class, 
Donne disposed of his first op- 
ponent, Prince Rupert's Clyde 
Tolder, inside the distance when 
the referee stepped in to stop the 
fight at 1:34 of the third round. 
That led him to the battle for 
the gold Where he found hfmself 
pitted against Tom White, 
of the toughest little boxers I 've 
ever seen." 
Tough as he might have been, 
however, the Zone 1 fighter 
couldn't master Donne who 
kept his distance, used a lot of 
side-to-side motion and racked 
up the points with a stream of 
heavy jabs. 
The judges had little hesita- 
tion in awarding Donne a 
unanimous decision and the 
gold medal. 
It was the first Winter Games 
for both boxers and, said David 
Bell, their last. The Games, he 
explained, are open only to 
those with 10 fights or less, 
Clint notched his tenth in the 
gold medal battle and, with 
seven bouts under his belt 
already, Donne will be over the 
limit by the time the Kitimat 
Games roll around in '93. 
Not that the Terrace club 
won't be a force to contend with 
next year, David Bell added. 
"We've a lot of up-and-coming 
boxers who will be in Kitimat," 
he warned. 
The local boxers going to the 
Silver Gloves competition in 
Vancouver 10 days from now 
will get an opportunity to share 
in Clint's victory. 
That, says David Bell, is 
because Shaw's father/coach 
promised to buy pizza for the 
entire Terrace team if his son 
lost the Vernon bout. 
Ben appetite, guys. 
.... Lugers impress 
sledding rivals ..... i: 
Just wait 'til next year! "We all did really well, we 
That was the reaction follow- 
ing the performance of local 
lugers in the B.C. Winter 
Games - -  and it was coming 
from their opponents. 
Not surprising considering 
the Terrace-Kitimat contigent 
went into the Games with all of 
three practices behind them yet 
brought home a silver, a bronze 
and just missed out on three 
more bronzes. 
"They said with more prac- 
tice for next year when the 
Games go to Kitimat, we'll be 
right up there," recalled club 
spokesman Todd Taylor. 
Angela Rioux took the 
bronze in the senior women's 
singles event while fellow 
Kitimatian Marg Marsh was 
picked up by the Comox team 
which slid to silver. 
In the near miss department, 
fourth place finishes were 
recorded by Kyle Stevenson 
(junior men's singles), Amy 
Kabernik and Roy Shelford 
(junior mixed doubles) and 
team event members Rioux, 
Kabernik, Shelford, Stevenson, 
Taylor, S tephan ie  Kuhar,  
Adol fe  Rioux and Pat  
Mouland. 
were really happy," Taylor said 
on the group's return home. 
Pointing out not one of the 
club member's had iuged before 
it was formed on January of  
this year, he said the three prac- 
tices held since on Shames 
Mountain had been the only ex- 
perience for most. 
While he and two other 
members had managed a trip to 
race on Blue River's track a 
couple of weeks before the 
Games, Taylor said Vernon was 
the first time seven of the con- 
tingent had ever seen an official 
luge course, let alone slid on 
one. 
With winter fast approaching 
its close, he said the club will 
likely stage a fun event at 
Shames as a finale to their in- 
augral season. 
Then, it will be time to start 
thinking o f  next year and, in 
part icular,  investigate the 
possibility of constructing a 
luge track here in the northwest. 
Although the enthusiasm was 
there to build a facility, Taylor 
conceded, "Whether that hap- 
pens over the next year is 
another question because it is a 
lot of work." • 
The equipment may change, but the lure's the same, 
length of clear monofilament two hairs," said Walton's trout fisher of Shakespeare's 
time had to master more 
skills than today's fiyfisher. 
A fishing outing for 
Walton and his good friend 
• homas Barker Would pro- 
barfly begin the night before 
when such materials as pig's 
wool, cat'x heard, the under- 
fur from a greyhound and 
the soft hackle of grouse, 
starling or snipe would be 
deftly lashed tb hook in 
much the same way Finlay 
and I do now. 
But where Fin and I dress 
our lethal patterns upon 
beautiful hooks of Japanese 
manufacture shaped from 
strong, resilient wire and 
honed in an acid bath, Them 
and Isaak fashioned their 
and Barker fled the hurly 
burly of London on root, for 
the tranquility of the River 
Lea in Wareham. 
Fin and I are streamside in
20 minutes. It would take 
Walton and his partner half a 
day to get to.t/he river, during 
which time/they would have a 
l i ve ly  /d i scourse  on 
philosophy and the politics 
of the day. 
was of fir, skillfully crafted 
at the tackle shop of 
Margrave 's  compet i to r  
Charles Brandon. 
Fin and I fish feather-light 
poles of space-age graphite 
made by Sage and Fisher and 
put together by rod builders 
Whelpley and Hanson 
respectively. 
Flylines are a critical part 
of every f lyf isherman's 
Walton's fly rod was made tackle. Finlay and I fish lines irons by carefully forging, 
of ash, built in eight sections, made of poly-vinyl chloride. bending and tempering em- 
broiderer's needles, each two feet long and Durable and easily obtained) 
Fin and I hop in the car meticulously tapered over its our modern lines aretapered 
and seek refuge from the city length by master od builder and balanced to our rods. 
on the Lakelse River. Walton John Margrave. Thorn's pole At the end of each is a 
II 
or leader. Fin's is level, mine 
a factory-made taper with a 
bit of three pound test tippet. 
Our lines come from Steve 
Nickoll's shop, nicely wrap- 
ped and encased in neat card- 
hoard boxes. 
Procuring a fly line in 
Walton's time wasn't nearly 
as easy. First a horse had to 
be found: not just any old 
nag, but an animal with clear 
hair free of scabs and galls. 
Having found the fight 
amount of  horse hair, 
Walton and Barker would 
build a tapered line 12-15 feet 
long. Each section of the line 
would have fewer strands 
than the one preceding it 
and, like my monofilament 
tippet, each would be knot- 
ted together with a simple 
and strong configuration 
called a water knot. 
"He who cannot kill a 
trout of twenty inches with 
mentor Charles Cotton, 
"deserves not the name of 
angler." 
Two premium grade horse 
hairs will break at two-and-a- 
half pounds of pressure. 
Considering there were no 
reels in Walton's time, lan- 
ding a beefy brown trout 
when the fish could not tire 
itself running against the 
drag of a good reel was an 
amazing accomplishment. 
Walk ing s tea l th i ly  
downstream, their horse hair 
lines waving in the breeze, 
flies dancing temptingly on 
and above the water, Walton 
and Barker were formidable 
fishermen indeed. 
With our space-age gear 
and some of  the fly patterns 
used by old Isaak himself, 
Finlay and I, four centuries 
later and standing on the 
Walton's shoulders, are for- 
midable on occasion too. 
I t 
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Clan comeback falls short 
It was acaseof too  httle, too half four, McNefll nevertheless ehmmatton m the 1991 chum- 
late for the SFU Clan in Satur- 
day a f te rnoon 's  NA IA  
Women's Basketball Cham- 
pionship quarter-final game. 
Michelle Hendry and the 
Simon Fraser University squad 
went down 77-72 to the St. Ed- 
ward's Hilltoppers despite a 
valiant effort to erase the early 
lead built up by their Austin, 
Texas opponents. 
Down 35-25 at the end of the 
first half, the Clan outscored St. 
Edwards in the second half but 
could only cut the margin in 
Hendry scored 16 of the 
Clan's points - -  five field goals 
and six free throws - -  to take 
her total to 64 for the tourna- 
ment. 
Describing the game as very 
physical, SFU head coach 
Allison McNeill added the team 
had got into foul trouble early. 
Hendry had ptcked up her thtrd 
foul just before the half while 
junior forward Tracy Nazar- 
chuk fouled out. 
praised the team's effort and 
the hard work they'd put in. 
In the Clan's earlier games, 
Hendry had maintained her 
reputation as a scoring threat, 
putting on a point-a-minute 
tour-de-force in the team's tour- 
nament opener. 
She racked up 24 points as 
SFU buried the Braves of Pem- 
broke State, North Carolina 
96-45, the biggest margin of vic- 
tory seen in this year's first 
While conceding the Clan's round. The Victory also helped 
goal had been to reach the final wipe out the memory of the 
C lan 's  upset first round 
SCORE BOAR D 
Recreational Hockey League Scores: 
Feb. 27 - -  Precision Builders 9. Back Eddy Pub 1 
Feb. 29 - -  Skeena Hotel 5, Inn of the West 4 
Mar. 1 - -  Northern Motor Inn Okies 5, Terrace Timbermen 5 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 8, Convoy Supply 3 
Mar. 3 - -  All Seasons 4, Precision Builders 4 
Skecna Hotel 6, inn of the West 5 
Mar. 4 - -  Riverside Auto Wranglers 5, Northern Motor Inn Okies 3 
Terrace Timbermen 10, Convoy Supply 4 
Mar. 5 ~ Norm's Auto Refinishing 8, Back Eddy Pub 3 
Recreational Divis ion Standings: 
Team GP W L T GF. GA PTS 
Precision Builders 36 23 10 3 196 137 49 
All Seasons 36 21 13 2 179 159 44 
Norm'sAute Refinishing 35 18 12 5 180 144 41 
Inn of the West 37 18 17 2 177 179 38 
SkecnaHotei 37 17 18 2 193 191 36 
Back Eddy Pub 35 9 22 4 142 169 22 
Oldtimers' Division Standings: 
Team GP W L T GF GA PTS 
TerraceTimbermen 30 19 7 4 166 90 42 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 36 16 15 5 121 139 37 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 36 14 18 4 il3. 137 32 
Convoy Supply 36 4 27 5 96 218 13 
Ter race  
NAME GP W 
Bill Boreham 40 31 
Don McColl 52 36 
Marg Saulnier 65 43 
Loretta Scale 179117 
Bob Bennett 178112 62.9 
Annette Hiren 216134 62.0 
Carol Creek 84 52 61.9 
Ron Thyr 174103 59.2 
Carla Boreham 51 28 54.9 
Joht~ Doucette r- :~108 59. ,_, 54 .6  
Ray Tanl~ ~ "~ . . . . .  ~" "101 *54. ~ '53.5 
Kay Munroe 191102 
Malcolm Baxter 78 41 
Neal Nordstrom 199104 
Fred Riddler 43 22 
Ben Sousa 150 76 
Clare Greet 189 95 
Joe Botz 185 90 
Frank Rodriques 155 75 
Betty Campbell 217105 
Joyee Bradley 168 80 
Anita Ratcliffe 164 78 
Jack Richard 95 45 
Shirley Tank 79 37 
Brian Mclntyre 207 96 
Scott MacKenzie 146 67 
John Greet 85 39 45.9 
i 
Mixed Dar t  
League 
o70 NAME GP W o70 
77.5 Peggy Degerness 188 85 45.2 
69.2 Theresa Doucette 151 68 45.0 
66.2 Hilda 178 79 44.4 
65.4 Keith Norman 74 32 43.2 
Art Lorimer 219 94 42.9 
Sally Ryan 219 92 42.0 
Laurel'Mclntyre 227 94 41.4 
Laura 52 21 40.4 
Joe Sabourin 217 86 39.6 
• , .:. .: . . . . . . . .  ", ~ , , . : :  ::: . . . . .  
53.4 High • Score Leaders 
52.6 (number of scores of 100 
52.3 or more) 
51.2 
Bob Bennet t -  115 
50.7 Loretta Scale --  111 
50.3 Brian Mclntyre - -  85 
48.6 Ron Thyr- -  82 
.48.4 Annette Hiren - -  75 
.48.4 Neal Nordstrom -- 71 
47.6 Kay Munroe - -  59 
Joe Sabourin - -  50 
47.6 Frank Rodriques --  42 
47.4 Jack Richard --  41 
46.8 Joe Botz - -  39 
46.4 Carol Creek - -  36 
45.9 Laurel Mclntyre -- 34 
Joyce Bradley --  30 
pionships. 
Next victims were the Ken- 
nesaw State Lady Owls from 
Marietta, Georgia, an at-large 
tourney entry which had con- 
jured up a 94-90 ~upset to ad- 
vance to the second round. 
They were no match for the 
Clan, however. With Hendry 
once more leading the points 
chase, the SFU squad relentless- 
ly built on a 20 point first half 
lead to crush the Owls 77-40. 
Hendry again sunk 24 points, 
including 10 rebounds. 
Rec playoffs set 
Men's Recreational Hockey 
League teams began their "se- 
cond season" last night with the 
first two games in this year's 
playoff series. 
The playoff format sees 
regular season match up. 
Pool rivals will face each 
other twice with the top team in 
each group meeting in , one- 
game final (date to be announc- 
ed). 
Last night's action saw Preci- 
FOR A LIMITED 
TIME ONLY. 
FOR AN EVEN MORE 
UMITED 1rIME. 
$600 in Cat Cash" 
It's no secret Arctic Cats sell out fast. So get 1he Cat you want plus 
$600 in Cat Cash when you order your '93 sled early. Just place a non- 
refundable $200 deposit ~on your favorite machine by April 1,1992. 
Then youll get $600 in Cat Cash that you're free to spend on hundreds 
of accessories. 
Hurry in right now. Because after April 1, you might be too late. 
, Ask, about the new 
'93  Thundercat 
' Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
4925 Kelth Ave. : . . . . .  : 
: : : Terrace, B.C. 
~ Phone 635-3478 
Fax ~3S-5050 
i  ::i  /ii iiiiiiii// 
~.lctrl I~ ")t C ,  ~ ol{t'f ~ only I t  partte|plt~ s nut horiz~l A ~ ~t! d eaters off ~¥,labk~ i993 :~ :¢  
i I~k~ Do~ not f~:lu de Kitty Cal. Thundex~t quantities ate IJmiled to Imke su Ce y~tlt' d~abr 
vm'h'km tketr .Ikxatte~ tofulSll you r e~ler. ~1992 At,.-'~o, tt'~.,*.'"rrade trot.ks of Atom Inc. lhk.f River " 
Falls. MN .f~01. 
,i 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compl iments  of  MacDona lds  
.: In a clear record of delivery 
.i ........ and a job well done you've 
WESLEY &.NICHOLAS earned a FREE MoHappy 
KINNEY Meal. 
i° .-- ::TERRACE STANDAR D 
regular season league champs 
Precision Builders matched 
against Inn of the West (4th) 
and the Skeena Hotel (5th) in 
one pool while All Seasons, 
Norm's Auto and Back Eddy 
Pub (6th) fight it out in the 
other. 
At press time, second and 
third place honours had yet to 
be settled but Norm's Auto was 
facing an uphill battle to take 
the runner-up spot. They need- 
ed to win both their remaining 
games while hoping All Seasons 
would trip up in their last 
sion Builders face Skeena Hotel 
and Back Eddy Pub take on lhe 
third place finishers. 
In the Oldtimers division, the 
playoffs will lack first place 
finishers Terrace Timbermen 
who are taking in a hockey tour- 
nament in Las Vegas., 
The remaining three teams 
will play a double round robin 
with the top two again meeting 
in a do-or-die final game. The 
date for that match-up has also 
yet to be fixed. 
Below, the schedule for the 
Recreational division playoffs. 
Wednesday, March 11 
9:00 p.m. - -  Riverside Wranglers v Northern Motor Inn 
10:30 p.m. - -  Skeena Hotel v Inn of the West 
Thursday, March 12 
10:30 p.m. - -  (Second place) v Back Eddy Pub 
Saturday, March 14 
8:00 p.m. - -  All Seasons v Norm's Auto 
9:30 p.m. ~ Convoy Supply v Riverside Wranglers 
Sunday, March 15 
9:15 p.m. - -  Precision Builders v Inn of the West 
10:45 p.m. - -  Convoy Supply v Northern Motor Inn 
Tuesday, March 17 
9:00 p.m. - -  (Third place) v Back Eddy Pub 
10:30 p.m. - -  Precision Builders v Inn of the West 
Wednesday, March 18 
9:00 p.m. - -  (Second place) v Back Eddy Pub 
10:30 p.m. - -  Convoy Supply v Northern Motor Inn 
Thursday, March 19 . . . .  ~. 
10:30 p.m. - -  Skeena Hotel v Inn of the west 
Saturday, March 21 
8:00 p.m. - -  Riverside Wranglers v Northern Motor Inn 
9:30 p.m. - -  All Seasons v Norm's Auto 
Sunday, March 22 
9:15 p.m. - -  Precision Builders v Skeena Hotel 
10:45 p.m. - -  Convoy Supply v Northern Motor Inn 
• Strong, 
silent TvI e. 
The Letm0x WhisperHeat TM furnace gives home 
comfort a new meaning. Quiet. In fact, it's the qttietcst 
furnace in its class. Its unique, efficient design also has 
fewer parts. That means fewer problems and lower 
utility bills. Plus, the WhisperHeat furuace meets 1992 
efficiency standards. 
So ask your Lentmx dealer ~ MUSt b l  # 
about the WhisperHeat  .!!ENNOX 
furnace. The quietest way • c .................. ,'
.... to'cut your  heating' bills: 
Northwest 
Consol idated Supply 
5239 Keith Ave Terrace 
635-7 :1 ,58  
• St g zist  co .ex - t  (ko'i ), v.i. I 
1. to exist together or at the Same time. | 
2. to live in peace with each other esp. as 
a matter o_ f policy. 
That's what mimng in British Columbia is all 
about. It is a unique industry. It establishes a 
strong economic base for the province and sur- 
rounding communities, yet it closely co-exists 
with the environment and with commercial nd 
recreational endeavours. 
j "  
In the Cariboo, cattle 
graze on reclaimed 
mining land. Mining 
and ranching co-exist 
side by side. The min- 
ing reclamation proc- 
ess throughout the 
province has been in 
effect since 1967. 
For example, in the North 
Thompson area, one min- 
ing operation manages a 
fish swimway and dam on 
its mining property. Not 
only do they co-exist but 
the surrounding com- 
munities benefit through 
employment and eco- 
nomic input. 
areas of the province. Reclaimed mining land 
seems to be a favourite area for deer, rocky 
mountain sheep, moose, bear and other species of 
wildlife. 
Fishermen, campers ¢ / . ~ ~  ,~,~ 
and sports enthusiasts 
abound in many min- . i~ / ' / .~ / /  ~,/~, 
ing areas. In central ~/z~_~S~,~ 
B.C. a long-time Ca- , ~ '- ----_ 
vourite fishing lake sits ~ ~ i t )  ~ - , . 2 / .  
in the middle of an ac- 
tive mine site and fish- 
ermen continue to catch 
their limit of rainbow trout. In 
other areas of the province, skiers enjoy ski 
runs and trails that were once active mining sites. 
There are 24 
producing mines in 
this province and the 
people at each one of 
them are committed to
the preservation a d 
enhancement of he 
environment in and 
around the mine site. 
Wildlife share the land 
with many mining oper- 
ations. A mine in the 
Kootenays has so many 
elk on its reclaimed land 
that every few years it is 
necessary tohave a 
round-up to transport 
some of the herd to other 
If you wish further information about what 
mining in B.C.is all about just drop us a note. 
Mining Association 
, of British Columbia 
P.O. Box 12540, 860- 1066 West Hastings St. Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3X1 
MINING SUPPLIERS, CONTRACTORS & CONSuLTANTS 
ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
March 9 - 13, 1992 is MINING WEEK IN B.C, [ 
[ MAJOR SPOXSORS 
[ i Comt~o Lid Highland Valley Copper 
i ~L~.: ICI Explosive - Cmiex/Xl~XL I i Intema onalCorona CorporaUon 
Ted Corporation 
] H~qler  Corporadon IYansw~ l nequlp . 
[ ofOmada, 1~,  Phger Dome inc. 
t 
SUPPORTER SPONSORS o~ cz~ 1~1. Intum~d Nortlffi~ Mira Ud, 
AbBC ~ A L ...~)~ Comuld~ Group [rico Cam~ [I h~. 
kn~ 'lhmpotlafioo Sysimt Ira. Ct~nhtl Brithh Coital/at J. Yatdan¢ &~ IJd, 
B.C BeadnS Ea$iamt lad, D~dt IY~I Am~ B,C. lld. I~11~ 
BHP-UI£1 MJ~ Ltd. ~ lndu~ Ltd. • l~om En l /~ ~il~ Lid, 
Breada It, t im ~.  l~O I/d. Kalght aPie~ Ltd, 
Um Qttk P, aotm~ L~. 
/ 
Pike VC~Ix~ 
Mam~ s~¢y 
Ilmm EmttommlM .~,u LM. 
wmma l~mmn Unt~. i'rmJn 0an I'dm 
Wntt~t ilzt0mm i~,k,~  i 
/ 
SPORTSCOPE 
Flyers soar in Smithers 
The Terrace Flyers brought heir opponents down to earth 
with a bump as they cruised to victory in a recent 8-team 
volleyball tournament held in Smithers. 
Emerging 3-0 from the round-robin series and in top spot in 
pool B, the Flyers continued their dominance in the final 
disposing of pool A winners Smithers 15-10, 15-6. Smithers 
had also recorded a 3-0 round-robin record. 
The playoff or third spot was an all-Terrace affair with the 
Wreckers from pool A meeting the pool B runner-up Big 
Guns. The Big Guns put on a heavy calibre performance in
taking the match two straight; 15-7 and 15-9. 
Terrace Flyers' Edgar Veldman was named the tourna- 
ment's most valuable player. 
Titans top tourney 
They came, they played and they conquered, but the 
Stewart Titans were hard pressed in their bid for top spot in 
the Feb. 28-Mar. I bantam hockey tournament held here. 
However, a Titans empty-netter in the dying moments put 
an end to the determined challenge mounted by Smithers and 
gave Stewart a 5-3 victory in Sunday's final. 
Earlier the Titans knocked off Prince George R.C.M.P. 
enroute to the final while Smithers ended Terrace Remax's ti- 
tle hopes in the other semi-final. 
Remax ultimately had to settle for fourth spot when Prince 
George went on a goal-scoring rampage to chalk up a lop- 
sided win over the .home team. 
Rupert reigns in zone 
Caledonia Kermodes' basketball season came to an end 
Feb. 29 as the Prince Rupert Rainmakers continued their 
domination in zone AAA boys competition. 
The Rainmakers needed only two of the best-of-three 
games, edging the Kermodes 84-79 in the first before cruising 
to a 97-60 win that clinched the zone title. 
There was consolation, however, for Kermode Gcoff 
McKay whose 42 point, two-game performance earned him 
the most valuable player award. Teammate Fernando 
I i lhomens was named to the all-star team. 
Ski hill to 'boom' 
Ski Smithers' biggest event of the year takes place Sunday, 
March 22 when competitors take to the slopes for the eighth 
annual Schuss Boomer Downhill. 
Adult skiers will compete in men's and women's categories 
on the mile long course on the Twinkletoes run. There's a 
practice run, then its on to the main event with competitors 
being timed and clocked on radar on the finishing stretch. 
Last year, speeds of I l0 kph were recorded. 
There are l0 ages classifications in both the men's and 
women's races ranging from 19-24 years to 65 years and 
older. Helmuts are mandatory but ski race suits are banned to 
help even up the competition. 
The entry deadline is noon on March 21 and the Boomer 
gets underway at 10:30 a.m. on Sunday. Prizes and trophies 
• will be presented at 3:30 p.m.'For more infornlation call Ski 
Srnithers at 1-800-665-4299. 
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Special .Olympians busy 
TERRACE - -  It may not 
have been grabbing the 
headlines lately, but the local 
Special Olympics group is 
alive and well and practicing 
weekly, says spokesman 
Joan Cox. 
Tuesday nights see the 
floor hockey players getting 
together to hone their skills 
under coach Richard Col- 
borne while the swimmers hit 
the water every Wednesday 
night with Pat Owens. 
The long-standing tradi- 
tion of Saturday bowling 
contiues with Cecile Boehm 
and has been joined by a new 
lanes activity - -  Peewee 
bowling coached by Karla 
Lindstrom and Cheyenne 
Kennedy. 
Although there is no pro- 
vincial Special Olympics to 
look forward to this year (its 
held every two years), Cox 
says the group is planning to 
keep busy with local and 
regional events. That's par- 
ticularly so in this, Special 
Olympics Month. 
The O lympians  are 
therefore issuing an invita- 
tion to local organizations to
join them for an integrated 
floor hockey or bowling 
match. 
They're also always on the 
lookout for new coaches, 
scorekeepers and committee 
SPECIAL OLYMPIANS and the R.C.M.P. faced off last week in a floor hockey contest (above) 
that produced plenty of action and a lot of fun for all. The game winner? Everyone who played. 
members. Any one interested 
in helping out or arranging a
match can call Cox at 
635-5633 or Wendy Killoran 
at 635-3110. 
Future events already ar- 
ranged are a bowling trip to 
Smithers at the end of this 
month, an April sports 
weekend here to include a 
swim meet hosted by the 
Blueback Swim Club and a 
track and field meet in Prince 
Rupert the following month. 
It takes money to travel, of 
course, so the group has 
another picnic table raffle 
coming up. Noting the last 
one had raised more than 
$600, Cox said George Yeast 
had again donated the table 
this time. 
Special Olympics will be 
selling tickets in the Skeena 
Mall May 15-16, at the Co- 
op May 29-30 and will then 
be back in the Skeena Mall 
June 5-6. 
The group 's  annua l  
general meeting is scheduled 
for June 11 and the current 
season will wrap up two days 
later. 
In the meantime, Cox said 
the Olympians wanted to ex- 
tend thanks  to the 
"dedicated volunteers" and 
local  bus inesses and 
organizations which make it 
all possible. 
Peewees t 
falter 
in 
final 
game 
One period too many. 
That was the end result as 
Terrace Peewees dropped a 4-2 
decision to the Quesnel visitors 
in Friday night hockey action. 
Terrace got on the board first 
when a pretty passing play saw 
David Cozier set up Jeff Clark 
for the opening goal. 
Quesnel got that one back 
before the period ended, but the 
host team struck again early in 
the second when Kelsey Hidber 
put one in the back of the net. 
Terrace defended that slim 
one goal margin for the re- 
mainder of the second but the 
final frame saw the momentum 
shift, Quesnel scoring three 
unanswered goals for the vic- 
tory. ~ 
While conc'eding tliifd'petiod 
letdowns are always disappoin- 
ting, Terrace coach Steve Smyth 
attributed the collapse to a lack 
of game action. 
While this was the local 
Peewees first game for a couple 
.weeks, he pointed out their 
Quesnel opponents had the 
benefit of playing on a regular 
basis. 
Lack of playing time could 
also be a problem for the team 
when they head for Cloverdale 
to take part in a tournament 
there beginning Wednesday, 
March 18. 
Smyth said at the moment it 
appeared unlikely the team 
would be in action again •before 
that date. " I t 's  going to be 
tough," he said of the task the 
Peeweeswill face down south. 
Running 
season 
opener 
Spring, a time when the 
mind of many  of nor- 
thwesterner turns to thoughts 
of ... running. 
The region's foot racers 
first chance to compete is 
fast approaching, the Prince 
Rupert-Terrace relay run. 
That 's  scheduled for 
Saturday, March 28 with an 
early bird start time of 7 a.m. 
from the port city. 
For more in format ion ,  
contact  Ed  Ansems at .~ 
635-6336. ' 
CLEARANCE 
PURSES 
50 - 80% OFF 
WINTER BOOTS 
"50-80% OFF 
ATHLETICS 
20" 80% OFF 
ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED 
UP TO 80% OFF 
While Quantit ies Last Shop Early For Best Select ion 
I I 
~ Skeena Mall 
A HEI  
We're Your Shoe Store For Over 80 Years 635-9221 
Prices you can 
afford ,\ 
/ 
\ you  can  count  on: 
.".~P% FINANCING UP TO 48 MONTHS OR $1000 °° CASH BACK! 
RATES ON THE PLAN AS LOW AS 5,5% 
YOTEM FO 
0ealer No. s~4e 635-4984 4631 Kelth Avenue, Terrace 
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c , , ,  ACTION ADg 
638-SAVE BUY I I  SELL I I '  RENT I I  TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  NOON SATURDAYS 
Classif ied and Classi f ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat  ho l iday  fal ls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. fo r  al l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid ,by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Vlss or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 wordo (first Ineortlon) $8.25 plus 12~ for additional words. "(Addi- 
tional Insertiona) $3.B0 plus 9¢ for addltlonel words. $9.96 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, nomcommerclal) Prlcoa Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Busir~ess 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcement! 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
.0. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rlghl ta classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates iharefore and to 
delerrn[ne page tonally. 
The Terrace Standard reminds ndvertisers that it is against 
the proviacial Human Rights Act to dlacrimlnate on the ~sls 
of children, madtal status and employment when piscing "Foe 
Rent" ads. Landlords can stale a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dghi io revise, edit 
classify or reject any advertisement and to re in any 
answers diractnd to ihe News Sex Rep~ Sorvise. and to 
repay the cusismer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" inst~ucnons oi picked u~) within 10 
days of e:~pi~/uf an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to send odglnata of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first p~bllcation. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space thai ihe 
liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of raeurs to 
pubnsh an adverOsemonl as published shall be limited to the 
amonnl pakJ by the sdvertiser for only one Incorrect insertion " 
for the portion Of the advertising space occupied by the lacor. 
rect or omitted Jlem only, and that there shall be no Ita~lily in 
any event greater than tha amount paid for such ndve!lislng. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
-4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and Interior water system, 
No. field,or well Lake,,has~pdvate air strip. 
I Aski.qg $~16,SQO,t,or guick sale. ,Ca-I[:ipdl"a Gra" 
i inger, pt Realty.World Norihern for further Info. 
398-8266' d~,ys~6i " 398-7470 evenings ~.Lease 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C. Government. 44tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. V~ hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
min. from Kamloops, 10 min. from Shu~/a'p 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return In an 
area of growth and terrific limate. Start the 
New Year on a pos)8~,e note, Phone 
1.679-8904 tfn37 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq. ft. custom design. 
ed rancher •In Thornhelghts. Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2V= baths, double jacuzzi, 5 
skylights and many more features, Asking 
$134,500. Phone 635-2833 for appointment 
to view. 10:4p44 
WANTED TO PURCHASE: Fishing Lodge, fresh 
or salt water. Phone 403.241-1476 or fax 
403-241-0078. @44 
APPROX. 5V4 ACRES. Treed property in 
Wcodlaod Park, approx. One mile north of Ter- 
race. Asking $25,500. Open to offers, phone 
635-2315 4p44 
GRANISLE 3 BEDROOM HOME, New carpets, 
new linD in kitchen, carport, landscaped, Big 
yard. Optional to buy: 8x8 shed, $35,000, 
1.697-2747 4p44 
KITWANGA 4 BEDROOMHOME, boarding ken. 
nel business, large garage, greenhouse, root 
cellar, fruit trees, • fully landscaped. Box 69, 
VOJ 2AO. Phone 849-5427 4p44 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thornhetghts 
subdivision. $18,000 to $19,000 OBO, Apply 
Mast Hold!ngs, 8ox 412, Kitimat, 8.C. 4p44 
BY OWNER, Near new 3 DR. basement, car- 
port sundeck off kitchen with view, 5239 
Mtn, Vista. To view, call 635.9633 4p45 
3 DR. HOUSE TOTALLY RENOVATED ins]de 
and out on large lot. Asking $70,000, Phone 
635.9041 4p45 
80 x 200 SERVICED TRAILER LOT, close to 
school. Cabin revenue $250/month. Clear ti. 
fie. Cash sale or owner/financed, Low down 
payment. 635-3767 8p45 
FOR SALE. Two bedroom house in Terrace. 
Call collect 1362-9439 3p46 
TWO STOREY 
3 DR. HOME 
On Cole Cul-de-sac. N. gas 
heat & f ireplace, ser ious en- 
quir ies only. 
$135,000 firm 635-7708 
Call After 4 P.M. 
1. Real Estate 
37.23 ACRES AND A 1982 14x70 mobile 
home, shallow well, good startfor a hobby 
farm. SomeUmber. Soldtogetherorsepa~te. 
ly.Cal1845-2560 4p46 
TWO LOTS IN THORNHEIGHTS subdivision on 
Larch Ave. on water, power and natural gas. 
One lot cleared, one uncleared. 635.6641 
4p46 
BY OWNER, NEW HOUSE. 1,800 sq. ft., 3 bd., 
2V= bath, lot .65 acre. 2503 Kalum St. 
$128,000: To be listed soon. 036-1713, 
635-3919 4p46 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thornheights 
Subdivision Phase IlL $17,900 - $18,500. 
Commercial lot on Greig Ave. $27,500. 
635-2148. 4p47 
ARE YOU TIRED OF TOWN LIVING and need 
acreage? Due to health reasons we are 
prepared to sacrifice. 230 acres, witlz house, 
greenhouse, drilled well, etc, 36 acres under 
cultivation, Inquire 3V= miles past Codarvale 
Lodge or phone 849-5487 2p47 
FOR SALE IN TOPLEY: Two bedroom home on 
half acre. Full basement, good well, septic, 
fireplace, bath, drapes, curtains, carport, 
garage, garden area. Phone 577-3424. in the 
evening.. ~ .:., ,..: . . . . .  4p.47 
20 X. 24 HOUSE FOR SALE. Located at 4737 
Scott Ave. Must be removed. $1,500 OBO 
635.6445 2p47 
2. Mobile Homes 
WANTED: MOBILE HOME with gas furnace. 
Send photo, price, telephone no. to Box 2138 
New Westminster, V3L 5A3 8p43 
USED MODULAR HOMES, BUNGALOWS, 960 
to 1,056 sq. tt. $21,000 to $29,000. Deliver 
Terrace, Smithers,. Houston, Burns Lake and 
Vanderhoof area. Set-up prices available on 
request. Call Herb Styles (403)264-8122 
5p43 
1971 MOBILE TRAILER 12 x 56, 2 DR., four 
appliances, air conditioning and garage. Phone 
Tammy at 635-3763 4p45 
TIRED OF RENTING? View our spacious, well 
maintained, 14 x 70 mobile home. N.G. heat, 
unique layout. 3 bedrooms, 8x12 addition. 
Storage shed, Situated in excellent railer 
court. Close to schools and hospitals. 
$24,000 635.9193 2p46 
14 X 70 MOBILE HOME. Mobile has been 
totally renovated. Drywalled new interior & ex- 
terior doors. All new flooring, $28,000 ODD. 
635-9750 3p47 
BETrER THAN AVERAGE 14x70. $5,000 
down. Vendoi" will carry balance at $650 a 
month. Call 638.0800 or 638.1182 3p47 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq, ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31 tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down town, 
Fridge/stove, security .entrance, Paved park- 
ing. On site management. 635-7957 15fin 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE In private 
home. No pets. Phone 635.2842 anytime. 
ROOM MATE NEEDED TO SHARE small .two 
bedroom house. $200/month, Non-smoker, no 
couch potatoes please, Evenings 635.4319 
3p46 
HOUSE FOR RENT - 3 bedroom with natural 
gas. Located in downtown Terrace. Referenc- 
ed required. 638.8136 lp47 
OFFICE OR STORE 
Space For Rent or Lease 
4639 Lazelle Ave. - 1961 sq,ft. 
Fully air-conditioned ground floor. 
Owner will decorate or renovate 
to suite and rental could lead to 
building ownership. 
- Check This Out - 
A Great Opportunity 
Call 638-1200 or 
656-0365 (collect) 
I I 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
• Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
3. Fer Rent 
NEW 2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, No pets, 
non.smoker an~ working person only. 
Available immediately. $550. Call after 5 p.m. 
635-6991 4p47 
ONE BEDROOM CABIN FOR RENT, all furnish. 
od, $400 monthly, $150 damage deposit. 
Hydro noi included, no pets. 1925 Bobsien 
Cresc. 635.7004 after 6:30 p.m. f p47 
TWO BEDROOMS APARTMENT. FOR RENT. 
Fridge, stove, drapes, laundry facilities and 
parking. Available April 1st. No pets. 
635-2556 3p47 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT in town. 
636.7176" lp47 
ROOMMATE WANTED for a two bedroom 
basement suite. Located close to town. 
635.5461 or 635.4949 4p47 
FURNISHED ROOM TO NON-SMOKING female. 
All the comforts of home; Close to town. 
635.6995 lc47 
ONE BEDROOM 8x36 TRAILER with joey 
shack, largo yard, garden space. $200 month 
plus V~ month security deposit. Nelson Rd. 
New name. Available immediately. 
635.6904 lp47 
19 X 50 MOBILE HOME LOCATED in Thornhill. 
N,g, heat. 638.8084 lp47 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE. Furniture an~ utilities 
included. $450 per month, Available April 1. 
638.8084 lp47 
FOR LEASE - 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re-decorate to suit te- 
nant, 
Contact John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves, 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO BUY OR RENT large family home 
with two or more acres in Terrace area 
l-B56-7883 , 4p44 
PROFESSIONAL BUILDER/RENOVATOR re- 
quires Terrace house rental, Possible ex- 
change of services for' rent. Lcng/short t(~rm. 
632.4110 please leave messages. 4p44 
WANTED 8Y WORKING COUPLE: Rent to pur. 
chase 2-3 bedroom trailer or house. Write to 
Box 404 Terrace, 8,C. V8G 4A1 4p45 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL COUPLE. Non. 
smoking, no children or pets want to rent 
house with option to purchase (?) or apart. 
ment for May 1st possession, if possible. 
Phone 847-9137 (Smithers) or write Box 
3987 Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 3p46 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D, 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400.OO 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
~)ucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $18500. 82 lade 2.docr auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri-hull speed boat .-. 50 horse 
~nenk, tratler $2800. Clean Dkanagan Camper 
• hyd. lacks, $2000. New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen 3ox 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19ttn 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
~iln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4,15 per sq. ft. 
E]irch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq. ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft, Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq, It. 
1-695-6616 12tin 
PRE-FAB GARDEN, UTILITY SHEDS, 
greenhouses, garages, RV shelters, 
snowroofs over trailers, skirting, joey shacks, 
decks, fencing. Phone Dirk Bakker, 638.1768 
evenings. 3p47 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, Umbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands for size 'and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase el private wood, Bums Lake. 695-6365 
or 695.6391 tfn44 
NORTH PACIFIC SATELLITE SALES AND SER- 
VICE. Startrak 6 system with decoder top of 
the line electronic package. 3050 installed. 
Non cam.con decoders available for rent. 
$29.99. 624.2122 located in Pdnce Ruperts 
Pride of the North Mall. 5p42 
APPLE IIC COMPUTER, Comes complete with 
monitor, Epson LX-80 printer, joystick, soft- 
ware and manuals, Asking $850 OBO. Phone 
635.9695 4p44 
COLLECTORS WANTED. I have a little bit of 
everything, nyou're a collector, please phone 
040-9751 or drop in at 1617 Hwy. 10 (across 
lrom museum in Tolkwa.) Norma May's Col. 
lectibles aDd Crafts, 4p44 
OVER 3,000 SPORT CARDS. Including colleo- 
.tor sets. All in mint condition. All hockey 
cards except fora few upperdeck baseball. 
Must sell. $200 firm. Phone 635.3823 even. 
ings. 4p44 
1975 TRIPLE E DODGE MOTORHOME. Sleeps 
6. Reconditioned $10,000 OBO. Large canvas 
tent, Sleeps 6 or~ $50. 632-6043 4p45 
1976 JOHN.OEERE BACKHOE. 24"and 48" 
buckets extra front bucket, rapid ram 
hydraulic b~aker, Complete $20,000. Phone 
635.3741 4o45 
BATHROOM 
VANITY 
19" x 17" 
IRLY  B IRD 
638-8700 
Hwy 16 E Terrace 
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
5. For Sale Misc. 
CHEST, GUN CABINETS, BOOKCASES or will 
build on order, Call or leave message 
635.6277 4p46 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT in Thornheights 
Subdivision II. $14.600 firm. New 1 I0 volt 
3Vz HP Campell Hausfeld air compressor. 
$550 firm. 638.1843 4p46 
1 OLYMPIC WORD PROCESSOR. CIw software, 
printer, sound cover $500; 1 Olympia memory 
typewriter $300;1 San Fax 520 Fax machine 
$1,000, Buy all three for $1,500. 
1-692-7581 Amber. 4p46 
PROPANE FLOOR FURNACE, Vep] efficient 
heating. For more information phone. 
635-4594 3p46 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Split and delivered. 
633.2646 3p46 
APPLE IMAGEWRITER LQ PRINTER, for Macln. 
tosh computers, Wide carriage. Prints letter 
quality or high speed, black or colour. $650. 
636.7842 evenings -"  3p47 
FOR SALE FURNITURE, DISHES, pots and 
pans, etc. 635-9046. Willows Apt. 3p47 
LARGE OAK DINING TABLE WITH SIX chairs 
including buffet and hutch. For more informa. 
tion. Call 635.2109 3p47 
26" COLOUR TV, VCR AND CONVERTER. All 
for $300. Also fridge $600, stove $400. 
035-4448 3p47 
WHITE FRIOGE & STOVE. Must see. One year 
ago paid $4,000, now house is sold. must sell 
for $1,995.635.6839 3p47 
6. Wanted Misc. 
3-4 BEDROOM QUALITY BUILT house. 
Preferably in Horseshoe area. P/ease ~rite to 
RR3, Site 2, Comp, 15. Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R6 3p47 
WESTWORLD MOBILE HOMES. New and used 
home sales, Consignments welcome. 3117 
Clark Street. Phone 635-4949. Fax 635.2245 
1 p47 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Quiet non-smoking 
lemale preferred tc share doublewlde. Price 
negotiable. 638-0313 3p47 
FOR SALE APT. SIZE Danby fridge, Price 
$140. Manual defrost. Good condition. Phone 
635-3475 4p44 
8. Cars for Sale 
1981 DODGE COLT HATCH BACK. AM/FM 
cassette, good condition. $1,500. 638.1423 
eves. 44tfr~ 
1985 WHITE ~ONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD., 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi- 
tion. Must sell. $8,800. 635.3734 43tfn 
1977 MID SIZE Two door Pontiac LeMans. 
Runs good, looks good. Garage receipts 
record, $900 OBO. Phone 638-1109 4p44 
1983 FORD ESCORT EXP. 4 cyl,, 4 spd., hat- 
chback, Looks like Mustang, sporty, 
economical. Excellent condition. Very clean. 
Well kept. $2,200 ODD. 1-692-3732 eves. 
4p45 
1977 THUNDERBIRD. Excellent condition. 
Automatic. Loaded. $2,000 OBO. Burns Lake 
1-692-3446 eves. 4p45 
1968 MUSTANG. New.paint, good running 
condition, $2,000 OBO. Phone 635.9530 
1983 DELTA 88 Regal Oldsmobile. 4 door 
sedan. Fully loaded. In good condition. 
$3,500. Phone 635.9433 4p46 
1978 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK V 460 
ci. VGC $3,000 OBO; 1980 Harley Davidson 
XLS Sportster, 1,000 cc. VGC $4,000. 
632-5070 or 635-2439 4p46 
1979 FORD LTD. in good condition. 
Reasonable priced. Phone 635-4594 3p40 
1988 r~ERCURY SABLE. Fully loaded, 65,000 
km. $12,000 635-4394 4p46 
1968 OLDS 442 HARD TOP. 4 spd., original 
except motor, wheels, Runs excellent, drive 
anywhere. Lots Invested. $5,000 OBO. Trade 
considered. 627.8304 3p47 
TRIUMPH 1976 TRG. Looks sharp, needs 
clutch. Phone 638-8014 3p47 
1981 FORD FAIRMONT. Good running condl- 
.lion.Good rubber. $800. 635.6904 lp47 
1977 CHEVELLE 2 door hardtop, bucket 
seats, console, automatic. Minor rust, low 
miles. $1,500 638.0313 3p47 
1987 ESCORT GL WAGON. Auto., 2 tone blue. 
$3,650635.7429 3p47 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1989 TOYOTA 4x4 EXTRA CAB. Good con& 
tion, canopyand roof rack, 847.4076 4p44 
1988 GMC SAFARI VAN. Fully loaded. EC. 
One owner $15,000 638.8293 4p45 
1991 GMC 4X4 $15. 21,000 kin. Sunroof, 
alum. running boards, tilt steering, ext. cab, 
am/fm cassette, 4.3 L VB. $15,000 
635-6893 4p45 
1981 FORD F 150 Supercab. Auto V8, 351, 
good mechanical, Some rust. $1,900 
638.1713, 635.3919 4p46 
1987 NISSAN 4x4 PICKUP. Comes with 
canopy, box liner & cassette stereo. $7,900 
OBO. 638-0107 after 6 p.m. 3p46 
1985 CHEVY BLAER 4x4, Good condition. 
$5,900 OBO, Must sell. Leave message at 
635.4486 or 632-5343 4p46 
1989 BRONCO II. Eddie Bauer. All available 
options plus running boards. Wired for trailer, 
66,000 kin. $151000 OBO 634.5249 4p46 
1991 FORD 4 DOOR EXPLORER XL, 5 spd, OD, 
4x4, air, diamond-kote protected. Over 2 yrs. 
ESP "Plus" 160,000 km Warranty left, 
$21,000, Will consider 4x4 trade up 1o 
$4,000 value. 635.3577 2p46 
1975 FORD 3/4 TON P/U In good condition, 
Automatic trans, $1,000 OBO. 635.2030 and 
leave message . . . . . . .  4p46 
1986 BLAZER TAHO, Winter and summer 
tires. Best offer. 638-1519 1 p47 
1989 TOYOTA 4x4, Extra cab SRS. VB, 
canopy, box liner, running boards, deNector, 
$16,700. Phone 632-7832 3p47 
1981 CHEV SILVERADO 1 TON 4 WD 
Flatdeck, 454 cu. In., 4 spd. trans, power 
windows, power door locks, tilt, air condition. 
Ing. Complete with 1986 tow low 10,000 
GVW equipment trailer, $8,500. 638.0004 
3p47 
1979 GMC 1 TON FLAT DECK. Duals, 350 cu, 
In,, 4 spd, trans. $1,500. 638:0004 
3p47 
1990 GMC 4x4 2"9,0OOkm. Lots olaluminum 11. Recreational 
V8 automatic, tilt and cruise, $16,500 
G35.9592 3p47 Vehicles 
OLDER 21' MOTORHOME. New rubber, ex- 
S H 0 ~1~ p J~ ~ S haust, windshield. Take trade. Sin. one ton 
super cab propane/diesel. Call 636.28103p47 
A R T 1972 24 FT. TANDEM AXLE Travelalre 
f .C--  Trailer, new brakes, tires, upholstery, shower 
I¢ R R A ~ I~.~. B =, C e & toilet. Asking $6,500. Phone 635.5537 
635-5553 after 5 p.m. 4p44 
THE DETAILING SPECIALISTS 14, Boats & Marine 
1991 35HP EVINRUDE outboard motor, Hardly 
COMPLETE CAR & PiCK-UP used. C/w riverboat, Asking $3,500. 
DETAILING 1.697.2747 4p44 
• Eng ines  • Inter iors  TWO 50 HP EVINRUDE MOTORS. Three utility 
• Carpets  • Exter iors  trailers, l-567-4020 4p45 
• Seats 18 FOOT FIBERGLASS.OVER-WOOD BOAT. 
• Shampoo ing  & Wax ing  140 HP Mercrutser inboard. Excellent condi. 
tion. Phone 635-4594 3p46 
• Diamond Kote packages  
18 FT. BAY LINER (Quarter Master) 140 
available Volvo. 798.2507 4p46 
Gift cert i f icates are also 30' SAILBOAT FIBREGLASS racer/cruiser. Ex. 
available and make the cellent condition. Fully rigged lor speed and 
per fect  gift for  the person comfort. Custon gear/interior. Must sell. 
who  has everything.  . ASAP. 627-4818 3p47 
1982 21 FT..CAMPION SKEENA MODEL, 4 
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT cyl. Merc. stern drive. 9.9 HP; O.B, equipped. 
TODAY, OR DROP IN, WE'RE AT: C/w Road Runner trailer. Exc. cond. $15,900. 
541 2 Hwy. 1 6 West  532.5500 3p47 
Terrace,  B.C. FOR SALE 22 FT. WELDED Aluminum boat 
with cabin. Needs finishing, Cal be viewed at 635-5553 Lazelle Mini Storage, Open to offers 
535-2803 3p47 
EMPLOYERS --- Confused by 
the WCB process? We can help 
To register call Joy Varona at 660-7253 (collect 
calls are accepted). 
Employers' Advisory Services 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services 
If you are an employer or a potential e~nployer, you 
are invited to come and learn about the WCB pro- 
cess at a free one-day seminar. 
The Employers' Advisers' office provides informa- 
tion and advice to employers on Workers' Compen- 
sation. 
The free one-day seminar is scheduled for Prince 
Rupert on March 26. 
...and More ! 
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.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Qua l i ty  of  Custom. . .  ' 
a t  Depar t lnent  S tore  Pr ices  , o r  Less!  
SPRING CREST  - - - ,  
Window Decor  . . . . .  
1012 Columbia Street, Smithers, Phone 847-3977 
J 
C,'mada's International Sound Recording Conference, 
Music Festival and Music Exhibition. 
Vancouver  Trade and Convent ion  Centre 
May I - May  4, 1992 
e l  three.day Full Delegate pass to Music West ':; 
• Demo critiquing session with A&R person of your choice 
e 2 nights accommodation at the Georgian Court Hotel 
o ;i!Return airfare to Vancouver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Music inJustry reps from v'Sign a record contract/ 
across North America will 
be at Music West looking t /Secure  management/ 
for fresh new talent, v' Get a pubhshing deal/ 
Anything can happen at Music West/ 
Please fill out this entry form and bring it along with a demo tape of 
your best original song toSight & Sound by March 22. 
I Band Name: : , 
Band Leader: . . . .  
Mailing address: ' . . . . .  ' 
City: Prpv,: : Postal Code:; . . . . .  i I 
Telephone~, i i ..... 
T o help us progtam Music WeSti pieaSe n(Jmbei the categories in older Of your preference: : 
, Demo Tapes ~ i~  Pulo!iShing i.. ~ Contiacl Negotiation ! 
Management Publlcily & Promotion ~ Networking . 
A&R Reps ~ FACTOR funding __  Independent Releases 
For more Information about Muelc West, Phone (604) 684'93361 Fax', (604) 684-9337. 
or write to: Music West, # 203.1104 Hornby ,Street, Vancouver, B.C. VGZ 1V8 
638-SAVE J
28. Cards of Thanks 
HUGH & OLGA POWER 
would like to thank the 
following for Hugh's retire- 
ment party: 
Mrs, Gingles & Committee, 
Caledonia Staff, School 
District No. 88, Terrace & 
District Teachers' Union, 
K-40 Club of Terrace, Royal 
Canadian Legion, Legion 
Ladles Auxilliary, Past 
Students & Friends. 
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ACTIO. S " INAD, .  .... 
~"BUY ~'SELL ~" RENT ,,~'TRADE 1, . 
)~...Kj~ Lake Community Living is a non.profit 
I ~ ~;~ta:mw~2 L6a0Oel' B'C" 
society dedicated to providing quality support o adults who are m0ntally 
We are currently seeking an individual to fill the position of Execut~e 
Director. The successful candidate will report o the Board of Directors 
and his/her strengths will include business administration, planning, ex- 
cellent public relations, fiscal management, program development and 
communication skills. The Executive Director is responsible for all opera- 
tions of the Association including; residential programs, achievement cen- 
Qualified applicants may reply in confidence by March 20, 1992, stating 
The Personnel Committee 
Williams Lake Association 
for Community Uving 
As grand prize winner of 
$710 in gift certificates at 
the "First ImpressiOns Bridal 
Show", 
sincerely thank all the mar- 
chants and individuals who 
sponsored the event. It was 
a special evening and will 
always be remembered. 
H Environmentalists _ 
Start Here ,  
CAREERrS 
National Beverage 
Company seeking 
SALESPERSON 
For Terrace Area 
Full time position, must have vehi- 
cle, self motivated, full training. Call 
Prince George 564-7650 Mort. to 
Sat. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Opening Soon 
in the Skeena Mall 
FULL & PART-TIME 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Please send resumes to: 
SHARON LYNCH 
4810 Park Avenue, 
Ten:ace, B.C. VSG 1 W4 
~-~ ~ . '~  
WANTED 
Expedenced Salesperson 
for Smithers.Terrace.Kitimat-Prince 
Rupert and area. Paint and body shop sup. 
ply knowledge an asset. Must have own 
vehicle, must be self motivated. Wages 
guaranteed plus commission. 
Please send resume to: 
Mlckey's Supplies Ltd., 648 S. MacKenzie 
Ave., Williams Lake, 8.0. V2G 1E3 or 
Fax: 398-8071. 
EXPERIENCED 
TRAVEL 
CONSULTANT 
Is required immediately for a local 
travel agency. Full time/part ime, 
second language is an asset. 
Please apply with resume and 
picture to file No. 30 c/o Terrace 
Standard 4647 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. ; 
HAIRSTYLIST 
NEEDED 
Full service salon offering 
hairstyling, esthetics, tanning 
and toning has an immediate 
opening for an experienced 
hairstylist. 
Excellent opportunity to 
build clientele quickly. 
Apply with resume to: 
Images by Karlene 
4652 Lazelle 
Terrace, B.C. 
Atten: Karlene Clark 
COMMISSION SALES 
A leader in the window 
covering industry" requires 
two professional sales per- 
sons in the Terrace/Kitimat 
area. Sales experience an 
asset. "Type A" personality 
a must. We furnish full train- 
ing and support. No invest- 
ment required. Resumes and 
handwritten cover letter to 
File No. 99 c/o The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
OFFICE 
ASSISTANT 
Locally owned and operated retail store has an opening for a 
part-time office assistant. 
The successful applicarlt must be neat in appearance and 
have a pleasant personality with experience In: retail sales, 
office duties, shipping & receiving, cash reports, and have 
computer knowledge. Must be able to work independently 
and as part of a team. Must be bondable and willing to submit 
to a security search. Apply in person with resume to: 
Caleo Computers Inc. 
CCl 
4558 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace 
ASSISTANT 
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELLOR 
JOB DESCRIPTION: 
A, S..sist.the  n]. p lpym.e.nt',~r,~ining co-ordinator in the delivery of 
Program curriculum; This position is on call, part-time. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Minimum post-secondary degree, or equivalent work ex- 
perience in the human services field with completion of 
academic grade 12. This position requires good writing and 
reading skills. Some computer knowledge is essential. Must 
possess good interpersonal skills and be a team player. Can- 
didates must undergo a criminal record check. 
SALARY: Dependent on qualifications, 
CLOSING DATE: March 20, 1992 
Please forward resumes to: 
Roger Leclerc 
Program Manager 
Interconnect 
Training & Employment Services 
205-4650 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
Team up with the 
~/~ TERRACE STANDARI- ~ 
and  .ePsl 
'l Classified Th,rst Quencher 
3 in Skeena Marketplace 
• Maximum 20 Words 
• Additional Words 5¢ Extra 
PLUS 
FREE PEPSI B 
750 mL 
ON NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME 
~[T ER]L~CE STANDAR[-') SKEENA BEVERAGES ~j  
4647 Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
638-7283 
Creative Options 
Is accepting applications for 2 on call 
Residential Support Worker 
Positions. Hours and shifts vary. 
Qualifications: 
Grade 12 education or equivalent. TB skin test, criminal 
record check and oath of confidentiality required. Must 
have Class 4 drivers Ilcence and basic first aid or willing to 
obtain, Must be mature and able to work as part of a team. 
Experience in working with mentally handicapped or in a 
related field an asset, however on the job training will be 
provided. 
For more information call Linda Pelletler 635-7884 or pick 
up application forms at Creative Options, 4548 Lakelse, 
rear of building. 
PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR 
SEXUAL ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 
The Kermode Friendship Society, in cooperation with the North West Band 
Social Workers Association, is in the process of developing a treatment pro- 
gram for •victims of sexual abuse. We are seeking an energetic, self 
motivated individual, to= fill, the position of PROGRAM DIRECTOR. ,Thls In,, 
:: divlduai wig be responsible for program development, liaison With 'related.. 
groups & agencies, identification of aPpropriak~ resources,;'~c'rulim'er~(of": 
staff, an¢ public awareness activities. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
- Minimum undergraduate degree In the human services field, with ex- 
perience in the area of sexual abuse, or an equivalent combination of training 
and experience, 
- Proven track record In the organization and delivery of community pro- 
grams, 
- Knowledge of and appreciation for aboriginal cultures, 
• Superior communication skills, oral and written. 
• Willing and able to travel. 
• Valid B.C..drivers' license, with access to own vehicle. 
- Some evening and weekend work will be required. 
Salary Range: $45,000 - 50,000 (dependent on qualifications & ex. 
perlance) 
Deadline for applications is March 27, 1992, 
Please forward resumes to: 
Kermoda Friendship Society 
3313 Kslum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V6G 2N7 
Attention: Executive Director 
We're Looking 
for People 
to Spread the News... 
" " u're rellable, the we 
have an excellent opportuni- 
Carriers 
Needed For: 
Route No. 125: 
31-3200 Kenney, 31-3300 Munroe 
4800 Lazelle area. 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
ARE NEEDED 
FOR ALL OF 
THE UPLANDS AREA 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
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15. Machinery 
285 MF TRACTOR with cab. A.1 condition, In. 
cludod are: Howard RototHler - 72 in. blade; 
E.Z loader, new tires and brakes. 835.3415' 
4p44 
TROJAN LOADER, rebuilt engine. Good c0ndl. 
lion, open to offers. 635.4320 or 635.4805 
4p44 
CAT D6 9U. Very good shape. Blade & winch, 
$10,500; portable sawmill, all steel, hydraulic 
with rollway, Power unit 671 Jimmy, best of- 
ler. Burns Lake. 1.694.3456 4p44 
D8 CAT 36A: Brush blade, winch, ponyarch, 
wheelarch, roll over canopies, final drive 
rebuilt, good conditions. Offers 635.4320 
4p45 
FOR SALE: Timber totter skidder, 453 GM 
engine model 19, winch, 28.1x30 tires. Fair 
condition. $7,5000. Phone 635-2484 4p45 
1986 667D CLARK GRAPPLE SKIODER. Low 
hours, c/w winch, spare tire and chains. Ex. 
cellent condition. 1.964-0576 4p47 
16. Farm Produce 
GOOD DUALITY 70 - 80% ALFALFA. Grass 
mixed square bales.. Delivery Is available. 
Phone 567.4285 4p45 
LOCAL GRASS FED BEEF. Raised without an. 
tibiotics or growth hormones. Sides at 
$1.70lib. 635-3380 4p46 
GOOD CHEAP HAY. Round bales $20 to $30 
per ton. Haul now, pay later, call for more In- 
formation Mike Bond at 567-9856 Vanderhoof 
4p47 
EAT MORE LAMBS. Canada lamb grown by 
Canadians for Canadians. Available year 
round. Cummins Ranch.. Hwy. 16 West 
Hazelton. 842.5316 4p47 
HAY, ALFALFA BROME, ALFALFA. Cut June 
15 - 20. No rain. Cummins Ranch. Hwy 16 
West. South Hazelton. 842-5316 4p47 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tfn 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST ONE GOLD LOOP PIERCED EARRING on 
Feb. 25192 between First Choice Travel and 
City Hall. Call Barbara 635-2277 3p47 
LOST FEMALE TORTOISE SHELL CAT. 3 Yrs. 
old, small. Lost In area of Loen and Munroe. 
Phone 635-3258 if found. 3p47 
20, Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud :2V= yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dispos. 
tion/635.3677 evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kenpet for sale 635-3677 45tth 
PORTRAITS OF YOUR PETS. Dogs, cats, 
horses. Done in oils or pastels. Guaranteed 
likeness, wildlife commissions also accepted. 
Denise. 638-1512 4p44 
TWO UNREGISTERED TOY POODLES. One 
teacup male black $350. One toy male white 
$250.1.567-4028 4p45 
REGISTERED PUREBRED.PERSIAN CATS. 1 
blue male, 2 midnight magic black femal & 
delightful creams. Adorable temperaments. 
Guaranteed health. Can ship anywhere. Can 
sen photos in advance. $200 + VP. 
632.4547 4p46 
17. Garage Sales 
20, Pets & Livestock 
ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPPIES. Brown 
and white. Four females and three males. 
Asking $150 each. Will be ready to go March 
20. Call 846.5115 4p46 
JACKS DEE BAR, AOHA STALLION, superior 
western pleasure horse and grand champion 
at halter. Sire of local, regional and provincial 
winners in halter and perlormance. Paint and 
appaloosa approved, 1992 fee $600. For 
sale, appendix registered QH broodmare. Ex. 
cellent bloodlines, $1,200; also for sale three 
horse angle haul tag.along trailer $4,800. For 
further info., phone Four T Quarter Horses, 
847.4195 eves. 4p46 
HORSE CAMP. Girls 8-18, English/Western, 
Certified coaching. Great early discount, 
Write/call Saddletramp Ranch, Southbank, 
B.C. V0J 2P0. 1.694.3521 4p47 
BLACK ANGUS BULLS. See them at 
Magnuson's Test Station, Ouesnel. 
1-747-4444. Top quality fall yearlings, six. 
teen to eighteen months old. Turner Meadows 
Qualicum Beach, 1-752-6007 4p47 
APPY MARE 14 HANDS, 13 Years. $800. Ap. 
py quarter hourse philly. 22 months $600. 
635-3635 3p47 
ONE FEMALE CALICO CAT to give away to a 
good home. Has been spayed. 635-5361 
lp47 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur. 
niture chain in North America: United Buy an d 
Sell Furniture, From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager In 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings lor 2 individuals who are deter. 
mined to become leaders in Ihis exciting in. 
dustry. No expedence necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
MATURE INDIVIDUAL TO WORK at the Terrace 
Air Tanker Base (Terrace Airport) from June 1 
to August 31192. Must be physically fit and 
able to work with minimal supervision. 
Mewchanlcal background as asset. For more 
into contact Colin Crawford at 
1-800-665-2535 weekdays between 8 a.m, 
and 4 p.m. 3p46 
EXPERIENCED TREE SPACERS with saws. 
References required. Work location Terrace. 
Call 846.5195 between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Monday to Friday only. 4p46 
$1,500/month. 2 hrs. a day. May - august. 
Operate 3 DIckie Dee ice cream bikes. Invest- 
meet required. Kirk. 765-2699 6p46 
OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF RELIANT individual 
to advance quickly in a large multi-national 
sales organization. Previous ales experience 
is not necessary. We provide xcellent train- 
Inn, coptinplng support, and a full range .of 
benefits. Starting range $25,000 • $35,00~Q~. 
with un!imi~ed potential. Applicants must I~ "~ 
honest, dependable and ambitious, with good 
communication skills, bondable by us, and 
have full time use of a car. Please leave 
resumes at CEC, Lazelle Ave. Attention Com. 
bined Insurance. 2047 
23. Work Wanted 
HOUSE CLEANING. Mobiles, houses, apart. 
ments, offices. References available. 
Reasonable rates. Phone 635-9265 3p47 
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER FOR HIRE. Ex. 
cellent references and reasonable rates. Call 
anytime. 638-0258 3p47 
EXCELLENT, EXPERIENCED CARPENTER'S 
assistant for hire. Possible carpenter appren. 
tice. Phone 638.0258 3p47 
TION A 
BUY r,"SELL RENT v 'TRADE 
23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out, No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32tfn 
WILL DO INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR painting. 
Reasonable rates. References. 638.8015 
after 5 p.m. Ask for Ed. 44tfn 
MOTHER OF 10 mo's boy would like to babysit 
in her home weekdays. Oulet residential rea 
behind college; References available: 
638-1282 4p44 
EXPERIENCED, ENTHUSIASTIC reliable lady 
wants full time or part time employment in
housekeeping, meal preparation, pet sitting, 
grocery shopping, errands etc. References 
available. Phone Julle 638.1860. Please 
leave message with your name and number. 
4p44 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER. Will do finishing, 
renovations, install cabinets, patio, painting, 
hardwood floors. Also build furniture, tc. Call 
635.6277 (leave message) 8p45 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC with interprovincial 
papers is looking for work. Willing to relocate, 
Call Olds, Ab. 1-403.558.2357 David. 4p45 
NEED SMALL JOBS DONE? Painting, renova. 
tions etc. or anyone needing carpenters 
helper. Feel free to call Donovan. 635-3442 
3p46 
MAID SERVICE - SPRING CLEANING. Full'or 
part time cleaning service. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 635-2842 any time. 4p46 
BILL WARREN, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, 
New homes, renovtions, service calls. 
Reasonable rates. 635-9377. Reg. No. 8266 
3p48 
"SWlNGSHIFT" COUNTRY ROCK BAND. All 
types of music. Available for parties, wed- 
dings and anniversades. For bookings, phone 
1-695.6469 after 6 p.m. Burns Lake. 4p46 
EXPERIENCED APARTMENT/CONDOMiNIUM 
manager with certificate seeks employment in
the area. Contact Don at Bums Lake Mohawk 
and leave message. 1.692-3859 4p46 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATII~N available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquides 
welcome. Call 635-3646. 5fin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635:6181 and catch the spldt[ 2tfn 
CAT SCAN DANCE ELKS HALL. Feb. 22192. 
Due to such shod notice given by officials we 
were unable to be at the presentation. But we 
would like to thank everyone who attended 
and businesses who donated. "You're a great 
group." Roy, Aodiey Alaric lp47 
SPORTS C&RD SH0 ~ IA'F !TILE LAKELAND 
HOTEL, BurnsLake: Door pdzes galore. Ad- 
mission $1.10 a.m. • 5 p.m. Sat. Apdl 11, 
92. For inlo call 892-3475 4p47 
20 WORDS OR LESS is only $8.95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
638-SAVE. 18fin 
BCYCNA 
BRrrlBH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 2 4 6 
ASSOGIATION 
.' ,. ,... '~,.,,.g' .." ',,. ,-, '~,.,..J' E A = =  _ _  != . M G , BU=.ESSOPPO.TU., E  
':* I t.~l '= ' ' "~  " i OPERATE'FROM YOUR 
HOME. Make $800 per sale. 
• , Sell Electric Scootersl Best 
!:( i;!'~ ~.~'  I(' ~;~!~ 1"~, '  qualityand pdce. Expertise N- SALE 
come Independent. T h e  Kitsumkalum Native I (604)384-3817 Victoria. 
Public Administration Program I THE BEAUTIFUL NORTH 
m 
is fundraising to attend a i OKANAGAN Is calling you 
with employment opportunl. 
~ ~  _ tw we ~k ~ourse at ___U.B. C . li ~ t~es: (1) experienced retail or 
wholesale plumbing salesper- 
We request your assistance in donations I son, (2) experienced lumber 
for our garage sale. I andbulldlngsupplysalesper- 
son, (3) experienced kitchen 
or  cabinet design sales person, Please call Tom at 635-61 77 638-1797, I 
(4) plumbing estimator, ex- 
or call Sheila at 635-9316. I peflenced In both residential 
and small to medium com- 
We Will Pick Up!l! merclal construction. Our 
group of companies Is strong 
and needs to add the above 
24. Notices people to service the busi- 
ness that is knocking on our 
, - . . . . . . . . .  doors daily. Send resume to THANK YOU Box 40, The Morning Star, 4407 25th Avenue, Vernon, 
B.C. VIT 1P5. 
TerraCe Bantam House Division 
would like to thank all their sponsors 
for the year. 
Remax ~ Bantam j 
Lakelse Logging House Teams, .... 
DRUG RAIDSEIZURESI Buy 
dirt cheapl Cars, houses, 
boats, computers, 
rnore..Dlrect from U.S./Ca- 
nadlan governmentl FREE 
REPORT: Seizures, Dept. 
bc1,#150.1857 West4th Ave., 
Vancouver, B.C, V6J 1M4, 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER...snd write for 
money and pleasure while 
learning how. You get Indi- 
vidual tuition from profes- 
slonal writers on all ascects 
Cullls Appraisals ~ Bantam Winter ' ,~  ~ 
Bradford and Sons ~ Games Team 
i 
Tournament Sponsors 
Mount Layton Hot Springs ii, 
All Season's Sporting Goods ~ ! 
RCMP ' 
..... Copperside Foods • 
PanagopouIos 
Super io r  Video 
~: Dairy Queen 
Skeena Mall :~i 
Video Stop : I 
Pizza Hut 
A&W 
I I I I I I I I  I I  I I I 
articles and children's ate- 
des, Write, call or fax today 
for our FREE BOOK, "How 
To Be a Successful Writer", 
Toll-free 1-800-267-1829, 
Fax 1(613)749-9551, The 
Writing So,e l ,  38 McArthur 
Ave,, Suite 1702, Ottawa, 
ON K1L 6R2. 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
DO YOU OWN THE BOAT, THE CAR or the 
house that you want? Do you have financial 
independence and freedom? If no, then call for 
a Ires, no risk, no obligation presentation I
the privacy of your own home of Canada's 
finest business opportunity. Prince George 
1-562.4161 4p45 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly  decorated  beauty  
salon for sale. Owner  retir- 
ing.  Exce l lent  re turns .  
Serious enquir ies only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
636-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
message, ffn4O 
I AM A 26 YEAR OLD SINGLE WORKING man 
interested in meeting a nice, responsible lady 
for companionship. Apply to File No. 33 u/o 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
B.C. V8G 1S8 4p46 
DEAREST NIGEL -- I apologize for leaving so 
suddenly, and without saying goodbye. Ever 
since you returned from Is~tanbul you've 
.been...different. I need some time to think. 
But thank you for the roses. Monique 1 p47 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Tr, v~,l ~t R". IK.RtRt ~nrl r ,~fph thA q:,nirifl ~'n 
27. Announcements 
Noel and Gall Gyger 
of Terrace, B.C. 
are pleased to announce  the 
engagement  o f  the i r  
daughter_Deborah El izabeth. 
to Troy Lee Hitter, son of 
Conrad and Faye Hitter of 
Terrace, B.C. The wedd ing  
will take place in Terrace, 
August  1 5, 1992.  
BUSY VANCOUVER IS- 
LANDI Profitable home Im- 
provement business. Whole- 
sale/Retail sales of aluminum 
patio covers awnings, rail- 
Ings, etc, Exclusive Island 
rights, Will train, Under 
$S0,000. (604)248-6472 
Parksvll e, B.C, 
] VISA 
24. Notices 
i 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
1 1 :OO a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Ron er r  
2911 S. Sparks St. 638.1336 
B[ 
'8m7ding Communication 
In Your Re/ationship' 
WORKSHOP 
March 24, 1992 
7 :30  pm-  10:OO pm 
$25 per session 
Northwest Training Centre 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 
638-8311 
CORRECTION 
In this week's Kmart flyer the 'McBrine' 
PVC Luggage featured on page 3 has been 
priced Incorrectly. The 22" Weekender is 
on sale for $17.97 and not $7.97 as in. 
dicated on the price chart. 
We apologize for any Inconve- 
nlenca this may have caused. 
Kmad Canada 
i 
ROTARY YOUTH 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
The Terrace Rotary Club Is accep- 
ting applications from young people, 
ages 18-25, to attend an intensive 
Leadership Seminar June 3-7, An 
excellent opportunity for youth to 
Improve their leadership skills. 
Costs of seminar paid by Rotary. For 
more information call 835.3838 or 
B35-9414. Application deadline 
March 31, 1992. 
Nirvana Metaphysics 
and Healing Centre 
offers 
Courses, Readings, Counselling 
and Healings, 
Certif ied Teacher  of the University of Metaphys ics  and Na- 
tional Federation of Spiritual Healers. We also offer books, 
crystals, tapes and more. 
3611 Cottonwood 63.5-7776 Minister L. Gregg Msc. D. 
MK Bay Marina Boaters 
Association 
AND 
Regional District Of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
Are Holding A 
MKBay Marina Boater Information Meeting 
March 12, 1992 -- 7:30 p.m. 
At The 
Mount Elizabeth High School Cafeteria 
Kitimat. B.C. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C, and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
Llngede, Swt'm Wear, Taste- FOR SALE MISC. 
ful Colour Catalogues, Fast 
Delivery, Wholesale Pricing. 966 Loaders, Grapple or 
Earn eaSy cash. Bucket. Asphalt Plant and 
Distributorships available. Paving Equipment. Dump 
Ca11682-4443. P.S.Getlnon Trucks, Back Hoes, 1213 
the fastest growing fashion Crushing Plants, 18" x 36" 
industry. Jaw Crushers, Belly Dumps 
REAL ESTATE CAREER and Pups. 100 Barrel Water 
OPPORTUNITY - National Tanks and Truck. Call Vic 
Home owner marketing still Kampe 493-6791. 
has protected franchise Mr- BURGLAR BARS. Attractive 
eas available throughout B.C. white window grills provide Complete office set up and 
training. Call (604)837-4960. discreet home secudty, Eco- 
nomlcaland guaranteed. We 
ship, you install. All sizes, 15 
BUSINESS PERSONALS )/ears experience. Canadian 
~ Security Products. Toll-free 
Fun-filled love life. People 1-800-661-7555, Ext. 1. 
ask Dr. Don 'where can we 
get sexual products dis- 
cretaly?' Now they're avail- TUNES. Cassettesthatmake 
able - privacy guaranteed. 
Order catalogue $5.50 to: Dr. 
Den's Products #1173-1124 
Lonsdale Ave., N. Vancou- 
ver~ B.C. V7M 2H1. 
Win a Mercedes or win 
$1,000. 6th Okanagen Sym- 
phony Raffle Draw: Mercedes 
19OE on July 1. Four $1,000 
draws on March 29, April 17, 
May 4, & May 22. Tickets 
$100. only 1,500 printed. 
Send cheque to: OK Sym. 
phony Mercedes, Box 1255, 
Kelowna, V1Y 7V8 orcal1763- 
7544 license #773217. 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many Jobs avail- 
able, Government licensed 
home study certification 
course. Call for details: 
(604)681-5456 or 1-8OO-665- 
8339. 
children feel special by sing- 
Ing to them }y name. Rush 
$10.95 (shl ping, G.S,T. In- 
cluded), cl lid's name to: 
Jacqron Corporation, 6008 - 
156 Ave., Edmonton, T5Y 
2M8, 
FREE CATALOGUE - Incu- 
bators, feeders, waterers0 
brooders, egg candlers, poul- 
try pickers, wide selection of 
Instruction books. Berry-Hill 
Ltd., 75 Burwall Road, St. 
Thomas, Ont. N5P 3R5 
(519)631-0480. 
Throw away those cumber- 
some Jumper cables, 
THERE'S A BETTER WAYI 
Let the SUN'S RAYS charge 
your battery with our SOLAR 
POWERED 12V booster/ 
charger, Ju st pug Into ciga- 
rette lighter ant place solar 
panel on de., h ar d relax. Also 
great for aircraft, boats, equip- 
ment, radios, etc. 5 year 
warranty. Send: $39.95 + 
5.95 S&H to ETERNAL EN- 
ERGY Box 546, campbell 
River, B,C, VBW 3X4, Des er 
Inquiries Invited. 
NORITAKE SALEI Terrific 
discounts on current pattemsl 
Delivered well-pecked, In- 
sured. For price list on your 
Norltake pattern - Alexan- 
der's, "The Noritake Experts", 
Toronto, toll-free 1-600-263, 
5896. 
FREE CAREER GUIDE to 
home-study correspondence 
Diploma courses. Account. 
Ing, Alrcendltlonlng, Book- 
keeping, Business, 
Cosmetology, Electronlca, 
Legal/Medical Secretary, 
Psychology, Travel, Granton, 
(5A)-263 Adelaide West, To- 
mete. 1-800-950-1972, 
SAME PRICE AS LAST 
YEARI Grow tobacco any- 
where In Canada, Kit Includes 
seeds, growing & curing In- 
structlons. $9.96, NOTAX 
TOBACCO, Box. 2432, 
Parksvllle, B.C. VOR 2SO. 
TION, GAS, why suffer? 
EUCARBON relieves symp- 
toms effectively since 1909. 
Free sample & information. 
Write: Flora, c/o B.C.T. 7400 
Fraser Park Ddve, Burnaby, 
B.C. V5J 5B9. 
"No Money Blues'. Independ- 
ence,Job fiex]bilityand unflm. 
ited potential can be yours. 
So... Shake off those blues. 
Call us today 1-800-661. 
3305, Ma Cherie Home Fash- 
Ion Shows (Est. 1975) 
~,_ . .Ontar io .  
MUSIC CAN MAKE YOU 
RICH. Market our 2 for 1 
Music Coupon Bookwlth ire- 
mendous savings and tropl- 
cal vacation. Large bonuses, 
hlgh. profits, great opportu. 
nity. Call 1-800-263.1900. 
FLEET-LEASE MANAGER. • 
An Okanagan Based 'Auto' 
mobile Dealership is looking 
for an Individual to join thelr 
growing fleet and lease com- 
pany. Qualifications: Experi- 
ence In fleet sales and leasing 
would be an asset. The candi- 
date must possess skills that 
would retain current major oil. 
ents. The candidate would 
demonstrate an aggressive 
plan to attract new business. 
Salary: will commensurate 
with experience and qualifi- 
cations. Please forward your 
resume In confidence stating 
salary expectation to: Fleet. 
Lease Manager, c/o Box 42, 
The Morning Star, Vernon, 
B.C. V1T 5B7. 
Applications forworklng fore- 
man received until 5 pm-03/ 
20/92. Requirements: staff 
organization, budget, plan. 
nlng preparations, skating 
arena, pool, parks, facilities 
maintenance, shift work, 
More details 546-9456. NS 
Parks & Recreation Commie. 
sign, Box 88,Armstrong, B.C, 
V0E 1B0. 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR 
PIANO. New home study 
course. Fast, easy method. 
Guaranteedl FREE informa. 
tion, Wdte: Poplar Music, 
Studio (126), 103-1054 Ellis, 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 1Z1. 
$195 
$3,70 each additional word 
MOVERS 
Trusty movers (403)343- 
1492 or 346-9048 if you're 
~ lannlng to relocate your ousehold effects. We offer 
direct service from place to 
place at reasonable rates. 
PERSONAL 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI Col- 
lege Roommates - Cindy, 
Usa, Diane and Jennifer - 
have exciting personal pho- 
tos of themselves for sale. 
Fordiscreetlnfo,wr[te SPICE, 
Box 670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. 
V1Y 7P4. Adults only pleasel 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Chds- 
tian people across Canada: 
all denominations, all nation- 
alltiss, for companionship or 
marriage? Ashgrovs, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B,C,, VOE 
1MO. 
W/M, 57, seeking female 
companion free to travel my 
R.V. Plsesewrlts telllngabout 
yourself. Box Holder P.O. 
Box 146, 3170 Tllllcum Road, 
Victoria, B.C. VBA 7H7. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both write: Properties 
Dept. CN, Box6380, Sin, F,, 
Ottawa, K2G 3J1. 
Ocean View Retirement at 
Powall River. One acre, three 
bedrooms, carport, sundeck, 
workshop, New Golf Course, 
Greatflshlng, Iowtaxes. Only 
$65,000. Phone owners 487- 
9716. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injuryclalms. 
Joel A. Wener trial lawyer for 
22 years. Call collect: 
(604)736-5500. Contingency 
fee s available. InJ u red In B.C. 
0ely. 
TRAVEL 
COMING TO VANCOUVER? 
We have rates from $46.95 
dally, Weekly and monthly 
rates available, BLUE BOY 
MOTOR HOTEL. Call 1-800- 
663-6715. Full Hotel facili- 
ties, casino, bowling. 
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WH I,T'S 
UP  
MARCH 12, 1992 -- Regular 
monthly meeting sponsored by 
B.C.O,A.P,O. No, 73.2:00 p.m, 
at the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
Kalum Street. For further infor- 
mation please call 635-9090, .
* "R*  * "k 
MARCH 17, 1992 -- Friends 
and Families of Schizophrenics 
Support Group meets at 7:30 
p.m. on Tues. at Mills Memorial 
Hospital Psych Conference 
room. Contact Mental Health 
638-3325. 
MARCH 19, 1992 --  The Ter- 
race Public Library presents a
"PoI~-Up" workshop at 2:00 
p, m.l Children aged eight and up 
I are invited to look at our collec- 
tion of pop-up books and make 
one of their own. Please register 
in advance. There is no charge. 
For more information please call 
638-8177. 
MARCH 20, 1992 -- Support 
group meeting for persons suf- 
fering from M.E. (Myalgic 
Encephaiomylitis), also known 
as CFIDS (Chronic Fatigue and 
Immune Dysfunction Syndrom), 
at 7:00 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Centre, Please note the new time 
and place. For more info, please 
contact Darlene at 638-8688 or 
635-4059. 
MARCH 26, 1992 -- Poetry 
reading by Tom Wayman, 
Thurs. from 7-8:30 p.m. in Ter- 
race Public Library basement 
reading room, Everyone 
welcome. 
"k" ****  
APRIL 9, 1992 -- Regular mon- 
thly meeting sponsored by 
B.C,O.A,P.O, No. 73.2:00 p,m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
Kaium Street. For further infor- 
mation please call 635-9090. 
MAY 22-24, 1992 -- 75 Year 
Reunion for all former students 
and  staff Boston Bar/North 
Bend school in Boston Bar, B,C, 
Contact  the school at 
(604)867-9222 for further infor- 
mation. 
EVERY MONDAY --Want time 
out From your children, come to 
Mother's Time Out. We go bowl- 
mg or swimming. We have guest 
speakers in to speak on various 
topics. Free babysi t t ing 
available. So grab a friend and 
come out and enjoy yourself. 
You deserve id 
EVERY WEDNESDAY -- 
A.C.O.A,  self-help open 
meeting. 7:30 p.m. at the Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle. 
For information phone Paul at 
635-3045. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY -- 
"Steps to Recovery" Group 
meets 8:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum Street (Use Auditorium 
Entrance) Terrace, B.C. 
FUN FIT NITE every Monday 
and Wednesday from 8 - 9 p.m. 
at Kermode Friendship Centre, 
upstairs. Exercise to Richard S's 
video "Sweating to the Oldies" 
WEDNESDAY NITE VIDEOS. 
Educational alcohol & drug 
videos every Wed. night at 7 
p.m. in Kermode Friendship 
Centre (downstairs) For further 
info call 635-4906 Monday 
-Thursday 8:30 - 4:30 p.m., Fri- 
day 8:30 - 4 p.m. 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the Alliance Church 
located at 4923 Agar Avenue. 
For further info call the Church 
at 635-7727 or Eleanor Froese at 
635-5253. School provides 
classes for every age group from 
2 years, through teens and 
adults. 
A.C.O.A. MEETING. An open 
self-help group meets 
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle. For information phone 
Paul at 635-3045. 
* * .k .k.k 
COME SING. Join the Terrace 
Youth Community Choir. Ages 
8-13 Monday evenings 6:15-8:00 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992 - -  .The : . ip .m. :  Phone .  635-9649 or 
Dr. REMiLee Hospital F6Ufi~t~:' "638~1230 for more information. 
tion will be holding ~a Ch~isftnas : Limit of 40 singers. 
Arts & Crafts Fair. Door prizes * * * * * 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables ' SIGN LANGUAGE classes be- 
avilable, Craft tables are now on ing offered at Terrace Child 
sale and going fast. To book a Development Centre Wednesday 
table contact Debbie at 635-4601 evenings. Phone 635-9388 for 
evenings, further information. 
Right Direction 
Set kids on a course towards 
selr.discipline and confidence. 
,33. Travel 
::SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
@ 
I Specializing in customized 
!town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
I 24  HRS.  635-61811 
TORONTO 
- PORTUGAL From 7299 
iiii 
SAN FRANCISCO From 
= 1 Per Person ................. 2 8 
MEXICAN RIVIERRA 
CRUISE Per Person 
ncludes Air Out Of 
Vancouver From Cad, $1 1 2 4 
SUMMERTIME EUROPE • 
London, Glasgow, 
Manchester From ....... :998 
32. Legal Notices 
INVITATION TO TENDERS 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tenders 
from Powerline Contractors 
for overhead Powerl ine 
relocations along Ottawa St., 
Lakelse Ave. and Grelg Ave. 
in Terrace. 
The tender closes Wednes- 
day Mar. 25/92.  Copies of 
the tender documents are 
available at the B.C. Hydro 
office at 5220 Keith Ave., 
Terrace. 
For any further information 
please contact B.P. Clarke at 
the above address or phone 
638-561 5. 
32. Legal Notices 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST CONSTRUCTION 
SERVICES 141187 VENTURES LTD. 
TENDERS • 
SKEENA DISTRICT CONTRACT AREA 26: 
Terrace Area 
Nasa Valley 
PROJECT NUMBER: 
T-04.92 (Terrace Area) 
T-05-92 (Nass Valley) 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
Grader Services 
The tender sum for this project is to in. 
clude applicable federal and provincial 
sales tax. The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
Tender Opening Date: Wednesday, March 
26th, 1992 at 2:00 P.M. 
Pro.Tender Meeting: Monday, March 23rd, 
1992 at 2;00 P.M. 
Administration Office 4548 Lakelse 
Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents with envelope, 
specifications and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge only from 
Nechako Nodhcoast Construction Sen 
vices (141187 Ventures Ltd.), 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 1P8, 
telephone no. 638-1881, between the 
hours of 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., Mon. 
day to Friday, except holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at Main Office, 
Nechakc Nodhcoast Construcfion Ser. 
vices (141187 Ventures Ltd.), 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C.,' at 2:00 
P.M., Wednesday, March 25th, 1992. 
Peter Lentdowne 
::  Operations Manager 
Issued at; Terrace, B.C. 
Oate: March 1992 
32, Legal Notices 
ii 
Anyone having any informa- 
tion as to the whereabouts of 
Jul lette Boueher, formerly 
of Willow Bunch, Sask., 
p lease contact  Luc L. 
Durand, Estate Officer, c/o 
The Publ ic  Trustee of 
Manitoba, 13 - 405 Broad- 
way Avenue,  Winnipeg, 
Man i toba .  Cal l  co l lec t  
204-945-2710.  Re: Estate 
of Leonard  Roy. 
I 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
WATSON: CLINTON ROBERT JOHN, 
LATE OF Dease Lake, B.C. 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the said estate(s), are 
hereby required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 
No. 600-808 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., VGC 3L3, before 
April 16, 1992, after which date the 
assets of the said estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard only to 
claims that have been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
JOSEPH PAUL 
"MARCO" GAGNON 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
JOSEPH PAUL MARCO 
GAONON,  f'ded an assignment 
on the 25th day of February, 
1992, and that the fwst meeting 
of creditors will be held on Fri- 
day, the 15th day of May, 1992, 
at the hour of  9:15 o 'dock  in 
the forenoon, at The Court  
House, 100 Market Place, in the 
City of  Prince Rupert, in the 
Province of British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. 
this 2rid day of  March, 1992. 
DELOIT IE  & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
(604) 564-I I I I  
Deloitte& 
Touche 
invitation to Tender 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tenders from powerline contractors 
for distribution work in the I.".ss Valley. LWC E704-42. 
The Tender is for the three phasing of 11 spans of single 
phase primary including an additional two spans of new three 
phase construction with transformer bank and service drop. 
Tender closes 11 a.m. Wed., Mar. 25/92. Copies of the 
tender documents are available at the B.C. Hydro office 
located at 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace. 
For further information contact Brian Clark at the above ad- 
dress or call 638-5615.  . 
BChgdro ,,,'I" 
- Im 
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE CONTRACT for the following 5 locations in Terrace for the 
period April 1, 1992 to October 31, 1992: 
1. Skeena Health Centre 
2. Courthouse 
3. Ministry of Highways Professional Services Building 
4. B.C. Buildings Corporation Complex 
5. Ambulance Station 
Tender documents may ONLY be obtained at the mandatory pro-bid s!ta tour on March 
23, 1992 at 1:30 P.M. at the Courthouse grounds. ..... 
Sealed Tenders will be received at the above address until 3:00 P.M. March 27, 1992 
and will be opened In public at that ime. 
The Corporation reserves the right o reject enders from any Bidders who, are under 
restrictions, or in the Corporation's reasonable opinion, are deemed Incapable of pro- 
viding the necessary labour, 'materials, upplies, equipment, financial or management 
resources to perform the work in a satisfactory manner. 
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
For lurther information call Jill Crawford at 638.3221. 
INTERPRETATION PROGRAM 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS AND PARKS 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks invites seal- 
ed proposals for the purpose of operating interpretive pro- 
grams within Lakelse Lake Provincial Park, subject to the 
conditions set out in the Proposal Call Package. The bid price 
shall not exceed the amount specified below for the 1 992 
operating season: 
1992 - $10 ,000 .00  
An option for annual renewal of the contract, to a maximum 
of three years, (based on satisfactory performance and 
available funding) will be included in the contract. 
To register your interest and receive a copy of the Proposal 
Call Package, contact the office below, Packages will be 
available on or afte~ March 2, 1992, 
A bidders meeting will be held at the Lakelse Lake Park 
Headquarters (25 kin, south on Hwy. 37, across from the 
Lakelse Lake Picnic Site) on Thursday, March 19, 1 992 at 
10:00 a.m. to discuss the requirements of the programs and 
answer any questions. 
Sealed proposals will be accepted up to 2':00 p.m. (local 
time) on Friday, April 3, 1992 (the closing date), at the 
following address: 
B'C. Parks - -  Skeena/Charlotte Zone . . . . .  
c/o 101.3220 Eby Street  
i ! Terrace, B.C, : 
V8G 5K8 798-2277 . . . . .  .... 
The Mlnlstry may reject any or all proposals submitted. In 
selecting the successful proponent, bld'prlce wi l l  be con- 
sidered, but the scope and creativity of the pr0posal as well 
as the Mlnistry's perception of the  proponent,s ability to 
manage and deliver the proposed interpretive program will be 
strongly considered when awarding the contract. 
I I 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS 
and PARKS 
II 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department Is 12:00 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $30.00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US" 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $8 
p,one 638"7283 FAX 638"8432 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation end 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the 
following: 
Project No: N/A 
Location: Smithers &/Or Hazalton-Kltwanga &/Or Stewart- 
Mezladln Foreman Areas 
Description: TO provide personnel and equipment to as!ely and 
effectively control traffic, with or without first aid certificates, from 
the time of award to March 31, 1993. Separate tenders for 
separate foreman areas. The tender sum for this contract Is to In- 
clude applicable federal and provincial sales tax. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways t the Bulkley Nasa District Of- 
rice, Bag 5000, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Smlthera, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on March 27, 1992, when tenders will 
be opened In public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
A pre-tender meeting will not be scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, sp'eclfica- 
tlons and corldltlons of tender are available free of charge only 
from the Ministry of Transportation and Highways, Bulkley Nasa 
District Office, Bag 5000, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Smlthera, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 
1:00 p.m: to fti30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. ' .[ 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be~ . 
made by certified cheque or money order made payable to the • 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further Information contact Bruce Hopman, Project Super- 
visor at (604) 847-7403 or, fax (604) 847-7219. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
4.  J Jl,~,~ Province of 
Bri!ish ?o,.u.rn.b!a : . . . 
~ M i n i s t r y  of T ranspor ta t ion  
V w "~ and Highways 
Request For Proposals 
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES 
Proposals for the delivery of Professional Support Services to contractors 
delivering services to Mentally Handicapped (Including autistic) children and 
adults are invited from interested parties. 
TERMS: A contract for a term of up to 12 months will be negotiated and will 
be subject o renewal at the end of the term, depondln~on budget limitations 
and contract performance. 
PROGRAM CRITERIA: 
1• Provide crisis intervention support to service providora working with 
mentally handicapped children and adults• 
2. Provide assistance to service providers In planning for Individual clients 
~ in both residential nd non-residential settings. 
3, Work with Ministry staff, and service providers to identify training needs, 
and to deliver such training as may be required, either directly or Indirectly. 
4• Work with Ministry staff and service providers to help plan and co- 
ordinate the delivery of services to the mentally handicapped throughout the 
geographic areas covered by this contract. 
5. Assist ministry staff and service providers In evaluating programs and 
services for the mentally handicapped. 
LOCATION: The contractor must be prepared to establish their office within 
the Tarrace/Pr. Rupert areas. 
Services are to be delivered to the communities of Terrace, Kttlmat, PP. 
Rupert, and Queen Charlotte Islands according to a negotiated schedule. 
PRE-REQUISlTES: The contractor must be prepared to work with a variety of 
professional agencies, and with proprietary and non.profit service providers 
In a positive, proactlve manner. 
Proposals must be In wdtlng, and should Include: 
,deacdptlon of oervlce delivery model and methodology for delivarlng ' 
services. 
* proposed operating budget : . 
, start up costs (if applicable) : .... 
, statement of relevant experience/training 
* References : ~ ii. 
An Information package la available at the Area Managar's:Offioe ilSted: 
below; 
A Bidder's Conference will be held for all Interested Padle~s ai the Area 
Manager's office st 1:30 p.m. March 25th, :;. : 
Proposas shoud be addressed to: i : 
Area Manager ' 
Ministry of Social Services, : : 
400.4545 I..azelle Ave:. : : : :  i 
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